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A PORTABLE SOLAR POWER STATION AS AN ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCE. 
 
Zotov D., 11  e-mail: dimazotov98@gmail.com 
Ivanova V.A., language adviser e-mail: mitridat.12.73@gmail.com 
Tavria State Agrotechnological University 
 
A stand model of a portable solar power station is designed for a clear example of its performance 
at different angles of sunlight at different times of the year and time of the day. It allows you to 
charge a phone or tablets several times.  
 

  -
. -

. 
 

Problem setting. In our time people need a lot of electricity because they invent more and 
more new electronic devices. Also electric power becomes always more expensive, traditional 
sources are exhausted and that’s why we should choose wide spread using of alternative sources of 
electricity. Almost all sources of energy, anyway uses the energy of the Sun: coal, oil, natural gas 
are nothing else, as "conserved" solar energy. Solar energy as forme is the most interesting one and 
that’s why I decided to study it. It contains in it fuel from the unremembering times; due to the ac-
tion of solar heat and light of the Earth grew plants, accumulated energy by itself, and then as a re-
sult of long processes it had turned into the fuel which is used today. 

Alternative energy sources are renewable types of resources; they replace traditional sources 
of electricity. Such as gas, oil, coal and nuclear fuel. When they burn, they release carbon dioxide 
into the atmosphere, which contributes the growth of the greenhouse effect and global warming. Al-
so, traditional sources of energy have not been left for many years; according to this humanity is 
necessary to switch to alternative energy sources among which are (energy of the sun, wind, bio 
fuel, hydro power, energy of rivers and undercurrents). Solar power generation is a pure alternative 
to electricity from produced fuel, without air and water pollution, no global pollution of the envi-
ronment and without any threats to our public health. A total of 18 sunny days on Earth contains the 
same amount of energy that is stored in all the reserves of the planet coal, oil and natural gas. 

The purpose of the article is to check the work of solar panels at various angles of sunlight 
and to test the work of solar panels in the winter season. 

Analysis of the recent research. The first solar cells gave a huge start to the development of 
the satellite structure for which the solar battery was the best way to charge own batteries. 

The power of the energy of the sun that comes from the sun is  180000000 GW. For a day to 
the Earth from the sun comes more heat than mankind received from the burning of a fuel for 100 
years (1300  GW). Solar energy can be used as in the process of converting the energy of the sun in-
to electricity and into solar heat for human needs. 

The first prototype of solar batteries was created by the Italian photo chemist Giacomo Luigi 
Chamochan. April 25-th, 1954. These were the first solar cells based on silicon to produce an elec-
tric current with an efficiency of 4%. The first solar cells gave a huge start to the development of 
the satellite construction for which the solar battery was the best way to charge your own batteries. 

Basic research materials. My model is a stand model of a portable solar power station which 
is designed for a clear example of its performance at different angles of sunlight at different times 
of the year and time of day. To produce this demonstration stand, single-crystal solar panels with a 
power of 5W at 4.7V with a current strength of 30 A, a charge controller board with auto protection 
from overcharge and discharge of the battery and a charge indicator were used, and also lithium bat-
teries with a capacity of 10 Amperes per hour. That allows you to charge a phone, tablets several 
times. 
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During the test, the following drawbacks were identified: In winter, due to the short duration 
of daylight hours, this installation is not very effective compared to the summer period. The second 
major drawback is overcast sky, since solar cells that are shaded instead of converting electrical en-
ergy begin to consume it. Also, for installation of solar power plants, large open areas are needed, 
so CEs convert too little electricity to 1 m2 1m2 = 1V. 

The network solar electric station will not allow you to pay for the consumption of electricity 
and also receive some income from the sale of surpluses in the "green tariff"(1 kW - 0,18 euro).The 
solar station 10kW per year will generate in the average 11000kW. The investmnet of the products 
in the solar power plant gives you: 

• A returning of investments from the sale of surplus electricity to the “green investment” for 
5-7 years (depending on the power of the station, the stronger is  the power the shorter is  its  pay-
back). 

• Absence of electricity bills. 
• Solar actuators are simple in their work 
• The service time of the station is minimum 25 years. 
Conclusion. 
Solar power generation is a pure alternative to electricity from produced fuel, without air and 

water pollution, no global pollution of the environment and without any threats to our public health 
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ANALYSIS OF THE MAIN PHISHING THREATS AND DESTRUCTIVE 
CONSEQUENCES 

 
Tereshchenko V., 21  e-mail: viacheslaw.tereshcchenko@gmail.com 
Zaitseva N.V., language adviser e-mail: nataliia.zaitseva@tsatu.edu.ua 
Tavria State Agrotechnological University  

 
This article discusses one of the most common types of online fraud –phishing. The main conse-
quences of phishing attacks are considered and different protection methods are analyzed. 
 

 –
. . 

 
Problem setting. If the user believes that the mailbox is secure, they should remember that 

there is a new form of junk mail.  This type of junk mail is not only unexpected and annoying, but 
also facilitates the theft of passwords, credit card numbers, account information and significant pri-
vate information. This article is devoted to this technique, called phishing.  Phishing is a serious 
problem for both ordinary users and global companies.  And the scale of the problem continues to 
grow. According to the Anti-Phishing workgroup, the number of phishing attacks increases by 50 
percent every month. Thus, banks and agencies do not know how to stop this new fraud, since the 
attack is aimed at human psychology, and recommendations to ignore this type of electronic mes-
sages are ineffective. 

Analysis of recent research and publications. According to the results of the first wave of 
social research conducted by the EMA Association and Gemius Ukraine in autumn 2016, 12% of the 
respondents personally faced fraud with payment cards (that means that they were deceived and / or 
robbed by scammers).  But while 65% of the respondents were ready to use new, unknown websites 
for remittances. Any of these online resources may turn out to be phishing [1]. 

Google employees conducted a research that focused on sales of online accounts on the 
black market. They found that the most common reason for personal data leakage was phishing.  
The results of this study were presented at the Computer and Communication Security conference 
in Dallas [2]. It turned out that 15% of all users at least once confronted scammers on the network, 
and lost their account information and even information on payment cards. 

The purpose of this paper is to study the criminal concept, and to enlist what needs to be 
done in order not to become a fishing victim. 

Basic material research. Phishing is a form of fraud designed to deceive the user; scam-
mers pretend to be entrepreneurs, private companies or financial organizations (public or private en-
tities that may have some access to financial data) to obtain confidential data such as access codes, 
credit card information, e-mail  and others. Typically, phishing is based on fraudulent links that in-
vite a user to enter their data on a fake site. 

So, let’s learn how phishing works. Phishing technology is sending millions of false mes-
sages that seem to come from recognized or trusted websites, like a user’s bank or a prominent 
company. As messages and websites seem official, they can deceive many people, considering them 
legitimate. People usually respond to these email inquiries with their credit card numbers, financial 
state or account information or delicate personal information. To make these messages seem even 
more real, the cheater usually includes a false link that appears to lead to an allegedly legitimate 
website, but actually leads to some fake site or a pop-up window created by a scammer which looks 
exactly like an official website. These copies are called pirate sites. A user enters personal infor-
mation on one of these websites, not knowing that it will be transferred directly to the creative 
scammer. The main destructive consequences of inattentive usage of websites and emails are: 
• access to confidential users’ information – logins and passwords;  
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• registration information theft; 
• stealing of clients’ information and electronic payment system data of a bank [3]. 

In a phishing attack, an attacker uses social engineering to convince a user to click on a link 
or download software that then steals passwords, or can lead to chaos in other ways.  So, if an Inter-
net-user clicked on the link to an unknown site, and what could be worse, entered confidential in-
formation, this could result in the password stealing for accessing the bank account, the subscription 
to paid SMS messages and various content services, the account theft in social networks and getting 
e-mail addresses from the contact book for spamming.  

Unfortunately, there are no technical tools or software that can be used to prevent phishing. 
The best defense is to educate yourself and other users to make them think carefully before clicking 
a link or accepting a download, even if they appear to come from a legal source. 

Since phishing is a method for sending bulk messages to multiple users, you can receive 
emails  from companies  whose  clients  you  do  not  represent,  in  which  such  information  is  also  re-
quested. In these cases, directly, discard them.  

So, when an e-mail is in your inbox take following actions:  
 If the web address is not familiar to you, assume that this might be a phishing attack. 
 You need in the first place to check the URL of a suspicious site. 
 Avoid referring to links that come by email like invitations in social networks. 
 Decline filling out forms in emails that request personal financial information. 
 Make sure that the URL in the browser address bar starts with https: // to make sure that you 

are connecting to a secure web server.  Access the address directly in the browser bar, not through 
links. 

 When an organization refers to its users, it usually does this individually.  Either a bank or 
any other respected organization turns to a customer by name.  If there is a general salutation, for 
example, "Dear User", a client should suspect that this is phishing. 

 Use secure sites. When organizations request any confidential information, they often use 
definite secure technologies (the commonly used technology nowadays is SSL) to make sure that no 
one can intercept the data and no one becomes a fraud object. 

There are also some general recommendations on routine Internet surfing: 
 No serious financial institution will ask a client about a card number, PIN or password either 

by e-mail, by phone or in any other way.  
 Change the password periodically and use difficult passwords.  Passwords like ‘12345678’, 

‘qazxsw’ are the most widely-known and commonly used. Use combinations of numbers, letters and 
special symbols. 

 Do not use the same password for multiple websites. 
 Users should have a secure and updated antivirus software or scanner [4]. 

Conclusion. Over  the  past  20  years,  the  Internet  is  a  full  part  of  our  lives.  We use  electronic  
payment services, pay utility bills with the help of Internet banking, conduct business and friendly 
correspondence. If a person does not follow the basic rules of caution their confidential information 
can become a prey to scammers. 
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ASSESSMENT OF LIFE STATUS ACER SACCHARINUM IN MELITOPOL 
 

Olshanskya M. , 11 M  EK e-mail:380633132814@yandex.ru 
Shcerbina V.V., scientific supervisor  
Karaieva T.V., language adviser                   e-mail: tkarayeva2011@gmail.com 
Tavria State Agrotechnological University 
 
The article is devoted to the issues of the stability of the ACER SACCHARINUM species to pollu-
tion under conditions of increasing anthropogenic load in urban environment at the example of Me-
litopol town. The experiments were carried out using the visualization method and by means of V.P. 
Alekseiev calculation methods. 
 

 ACER SACCHARINUM  
 

.  
. 

 
Urban vegetation is one of the main objects of environmental monitoring. Plants serve as in-

dicators of the state of the environment, so you need to know how and to what extent the environ-
ment itself affects their condition and, therefore, affects the quality of the functions they perform 
[8]. The effect of atmospheric pollution on vegetation is a biochemical phenomenon that primarily 
affects metabolic and physiological processes and destroys the ultramicroscopic structures of leaf 
cells.  The main diagnostic sign of plant damage are chlorosis and necrosis of leaf blades [7].  The 
presence of certain diagnostic symptoms of plant damage allows to carry out factor indication, that 
caused this damage. Sometimes these signs are expressed so strongly that they determine the inten-
sity of the weakening of plants [4, 6]. However, much more often the degree of weakening (or dam-
age) of a tree is determined by other nonspecific signs: the weakening of the thickness of the crown 
due to underdevelopment or premature falling leaves and needles, a sharp reduction in growth, tran-
sient drying of branches in the upper half of the crown, and so on [5, 3]. 

In order to diagnose damage to trees and stands, polluting the atmosphere with gaseous toxi-
cants in various parts of the town of Melitopol, an assessment of the life status of the species has 
been used (Acer saccharinum L.1867).  

Methods of research. To determine the relative life state of the plantings of Acer sacchari-
num, the method of Alekseev was used [1,  2],  which presupposed the choice of 5 trial  plots (TP) 
with different anthropogenic loads that are located within the town of Melitopol:  

1 - TP- the square   4 - TP - zone located near the plant "Termolitmash" 
2 - TP - zone with high traffic intensity  5 - TP - residential area. 
3 - TP - zone with an average intensity of movement  

The method of continuous examination of trees was used to visualize the following diagnostic 
features: defoliation class, crown condition, yellowing class of leaves, pathomorphological devia-
tions, damage to tree trunks [5]. Vital status Acer saccharinum was calculated using the formula: 

    Ln=(100n1+70n2+40n3+5n4)/N         
Ln - is the relative vital state of the stand; 
n1 - the number of healthy trees;   
n2 - the number of weakened trees; 
n3 - the number of heavily weakened trees; 
n4 - the number of dying trees; 
N - is the total number of trees in the area under research. 
100, 70, 40 and 5 are the coefficients, expressing (in percent) the vital state of healthy, weak-

ened, severely weakened and dying trees [1].  
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Results of the study. Plantings in the area of the park according to the external signs of the 
evaluation of crowns, can be attributed to natural, because it equals to the 1 score. There are no 
damage to the tree trunk. The defoliation class, yellowing and pathological abnormalities makes up 
0. Indicators of the relative life condition (Ln) of plantations, in a zone with a high traffic intensity, 
are in the range of 82%. Defoliation has been estimated as 7%, so it can be attributed to the  
class.  Crown  condition  is  at  the  level  of  II-III  class.  The  degree  of  yellowing  is  equal  to  class  I.  
Pathomorphological abnormalities and damage to the trunk are absent. The plantations of Acer sac-
charinum in the zone with an average traffic intensity, according to the indicators of the state of 
health assessment, are at the level of 88%. An estimation of the state of the crown according to the 
indices allows us to refer it to the second class. The defoliation class is equal to 0. There are no yel-
lowing, lesions and pathomorphological abnormalities. Plantings that are used in planting the terri-
tory of the "Termolitmash" plant, according to the assessment of the living condition (Ln) are equal 
to 84%. The defoliation class on this site is 10%, which allows it to be assigned to the  class. The 
condition of the crowns is estimated within the level of II-III grade. Yellowing is graded to grade I. 
Damage to the trunk and pathomorphological abnormalities are absent. Indicators (Ln) of Acer sac-
charinum plantations in the area of multi-stored buildings are in the range of 96%. At the same 
time, pathomorphological abnormalities, yellowing of the leaves and damage to the trunk are ab-
sent. And the state of the crowns is characterized by their symmetry and completeness, which, in 
accordance with the classification, makes it possible to assess them at the level of the  class. De-
foliation is set to 0. In the course of the conducted studies, it was established that among the types 
of plantings of the species Acer saccharinum, the most qualitative indices of vital evaluation were 
noted in the territory of the square, as well as in plantations located in the multi-stored buildings, 
which is caused by a low anthropogenic load. In plantations near the zone with high and medium 
traffic intensity, as well as in the territory of the "Termolitmash" plant, the load indicators charac-
teristic for such zones are noted. 

Conclusions. Trees of the species Acer saccharinum are still more resistant to anthropogenic 
load, compared with other types of plantings of the town. Estimation of the vital state of the planta-
tions of this species can be estimated by high indices  under the conditions of the investigated 
zones. Therefore, Acer saccharinum can be used in the gardening of the town, taking into account 
its value aesthetic and decorative. 
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ASSIMILATION ANALYSIS OF ENGLISH LOANWORDS FROM THE FIELD OF 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN UKRAINIAN  

 
Kostandov T., 11 M e-mail: kostandov-timur@rambler.ru 
Zaitseva N.V., language adviser e-mail: nataliia.zaitseva@tsatu.edu.ua 
Tavria State Agrotechnological University    

 
The article is devoted to the research of borrowed English word assimilation in the field of infor-
mation technology, mass and social media. The categorization and explanation of assimilated 
loanwords in Ukrainian language are presented. 

 
, -

-
. 

 
Problem setting. New words are assimilated into Ukrainian language so quickly that people 

have not enough time to understand what the borrowings mean. There are no reliable Ukrainian 
language sources to check the explanation. On the other hand, English definitions of the borrowed 
original are so voluminous and large in number, that Longman and Pearson dictionaries can’t pro-
vide a monosemantic explanation.  

Analysis of recent research and publications. Many linguists have researched this borrow-
ing and assimilation process into Ukrainian during the last decade. The most known are research 
papers by V. Radchuk, N. Klymenko and A. Naumovets [4]. The recent studies in Ukrainian name-
ly  in  the  sphere  of  IT  loanwords  from  English  into  Ukrainian  belong  to  E.  Klementyeva  and  
K. Leskina [1]. 

The purpose of this article is to accomplish a research of borrowed English word assimilation 
in the field of information technology, mass and social media, to categorize them and to give expla-
nation of both original meaning and assimilated loanwords in Ukrainian language.  

Basic material research. Anglicisms are firmly established in teenagers’ style of communi-
cation both in mass and social media. Accordingly, borrowings are subdivided into: completely as-
similated, partly assimilated and non-assimilated (barbarisms)[5].  

Completely assimilatedborrowings are not interpreted as foreign words in Ukrainian, like the 
English word ‘park’. In the IT sphere the examples of completely assimilated borrowings are: 

 / » – a borrowed verb ‘to reboot’ – to start up a computer or a system, to start its 
work over; « » – ‘  challenge’ was something that tests strength, a skill or an ability, espe-
cially in a way that is interesting, in Ukrainian it means a test, a game of something. For example, a 
person has overcome some kind of an obstacle, ate something uneatable or poured something on 
themselves,  after  that  action  they  invite  someone  else  to  compete  or  fight  against  you  doing  the  
same thing; « » – the verb ‘start up’ originally meant to prepare some kind of new regular 
project, today it is a newly launched business; » – ‘manual’means a book giving instruc-
tions about how to work a device or a machine like an assembly instruction or an installation speci-
fication; « » derives from English ‘collaboration’ – working together with another per-
son or group to achieve a common goal; « »  – ‘link’ means a hyperlink on the Internet.  

Partly assimilated borrowings are subdivided into the following groups:  
a) loanwords which are non-assimilated semantically, because they denote objects and no-

tions peculiar to the country from the language of which they were borrowed, e.g. « » stands for 
‘Low Skill’, a person not good at anything, a not trained person.  

b) loanwords which are non-assimilated grammatically, for example, nouns borrowed from 
English retain their plural forms, or acronyms like “Sry” – short for the English word ‘sorry’. 
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c) loanwords which are non-assimilated phonetically: words with the initial sound /ei/ belong  
into this group, e.g. « » – donate /doune t/ – to give money or something valuable to a person 
or organization in order to help them. 

Other examples of partly assimilated borrowings are: « »– ‘drop’ – stopping an action or 
killing someone’s avatar in a computer game; « » – borrowed from English ‘inside’ – the in-
formation intended only for certain individuals and its leakage can cause big problems to the owner 
of this information; « » – on websites and online resources ‘feedback’ means posts and mes-
sages of visitors and customers expressing their reaction on a previous information or event, the 
online communication between administrators and users; « » was initially a place (‘work-
shop’) and now both the place and the event when and where people transfer knowledge to other 
participants. 

The third group includes non-assimilated loanwords (barbarisms) – a word appears in the 
Ukrainian language at the same time when a thing or an action which the English word de-
scribes:« » – ‘name dropping’ – mentioning celebrities names in order to impress other 
people; « » – ‘downshifter’ – a person choosing a peaceful life in a countryside or a 
less  stressful  job,  in  order  to  enjoy  their  life;« »  –  ‘rafl’  –  a  competition  or  a  game in  which  
people can win prizes. 

In the course of the research over 80 loanwords were studied, most of them are completely as-
similated.  

There are also some words that one day will reach Ukrainian language, but they are nowadays 
actively used in the youth slang of the British and Americans [5].  

For example, ‘doofer’ is an unnamed object or a thing. The word is used instead of any for-
gotten name of anything; ‘phablet’ is the derivation of the phone and tablet, a device that is a cross 
between a tablet and a phone in size, but it demonstrates capabilities equal to ones of a computer. It 
still looks like a smartphone but with a bigger screen; ‘Internet of things’ literally describes a tech-
nology, predicting equipping any physical objects with special chips to transfer data between them 
in the nearest future;‘BYOD’ (bring your own device) literally means allowance to work with your 
own computer, notebook or tablet. Some companies do not object or even insist that employees use 
their own equipment at work; ‘Click and collect’ describes shopping process on the Internet: a link 
is clicked at home, a purchase is taken from the nearest store. In such a way anything can be bought 
through the Internet;‘digital detox’ represents a precious time of calmness and peace that a person 
voluntarily spends without phones, computers and other technical joys of life, in the real environ-
ment with the family, friends, etc. 

Conclusion. Summarizing, it should be concluded that the most used are those borrowings 
which  are  turned  to  most  frequently  in  social  networks,  such  as  ‘feedback’,  ‘startup’,  ‘link’ and 
‘rafl’. However, there are words that are used less commonly, for example, the word ‘drop’, often 
used in games; nevertheless, the processes of word loaning and assimilation occur simultaneously, 
and English words successfully assimilate in Ukrainian language system.  
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF MODERN LED LAMPS 
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The most popular types of LED lamps among local people are considered in this article. The most 
economical type in everyday life is presented in this research. 
 

-
. . 

 
Problem setting. One of the root causes of the current crisis on Ukraine is the state of the lo-

cal energy sector. Ukraine has the highest electricity prices in Europe. As for the previous year 2017 
the price was 0.6 hrn, and it was raised to 0.75 hrn this year. As we know the LEDs provide energy-
efficient lighting which lessen the burden on non-renewable energy sources and lower the utility 
bills. LEDs are the most efficient lights in the market; they began to appear alongside incandescent 
and compact fluorescent bulbs in home-goods stores and hardware. The working of the LEDs is dif-
ferent from the standard bulbs [2]. Thus, we have been interested in the most economical type of 
LEDs among local people. 

Analysis of recent research and publications. According to this information source [1], the 
practical  implementation  of  LEDs originated  from the  experiment  of  Henry  Josef  Round,  a  radio  
engineer in Marconi Labs, who observed the emission of light from a silicon carbide crystal when a 
current owed through the material. This was the very first demonstration of a solid-state lighting, 
and the light produced is based on an electroluminescence effect (Round 1907). In spite of this 
breakthrough, technological advancement of LEDs was relatively slow until the 1960s (Schubert 
2003). Since the invention of the first commercial LED in the late 1960s, there has been a gradual 
improvement in LED design with the advancement of semiconductor technology. The new-
generation LEDs have also become a promising light source, besides its popular applications as in-
dicators and optoelectronic devices. 

The purpose of the article is to consider the popular types of LED lamps, and to present the 
most economical LED lamp in everyday life among the local people. 

Basic material research. LEDs are known as solid-state light sources because they emit light 
from a semiconductor diode chip. We found the another definition of the LED lamp, it is an electric 
light or light bulb for use in light fixtures that produces light using light-emitting diodes (LEDs). 
James Biard and Gary Pittman (1961) of Texas Instruments accidentally discovered the emission of 
infrared radiations from gallium arsenide (GaAs) semiconductor upon the passage of electricity, 
while working on solar cells. They patented the design as “semiconductor radiant diode” in 1962, 
and that was the world’s first light-emitting diode (LED) [1].  

 LED lamps have a lifespan and electrical efficiency which are several times greater than in-
candescent lamps. Like incandescent lamps and unlike most fluorescent lamps (e.g. tubes and com-
pact fluorescent lamps or CFLs),  LEDs come to full  brightness without need for a warm-up time; 
the life of fluorescent lighting is also reduced by frequent switching on and off. Some LED lamps 
are made to be a directly compatible drop-in replacement for incandescent or fluorescent lamps. An 
LED lamp packaging may show the lumen output, power consumption in watts, color temperature 
in kelvins or description (e.g. "warm white"), operating temperature range, and sometimes the 
equivalent wattage of an incandescent lamp of similar luminous output [2]. 

Most LEDs do not emit light in all directions, and their directional characteristics affect the de-
sign of lamps, although omnidirectional lamps which radiate light over a 360° angle are becoming 
more common [1]. There is a wide variety of uses for LED products and LED Lights, few that 
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you would have never even thought of before. Mainly LED Lights can be used for entertainment, 
home applications, events, signage, boat, business applications, and automobile applications, and it 
works even as enhancements to art work or LED Lights as art work themselves [2].  

It was found that incandescent lamp is an electric light with a wire filament heated to such a 
high temperature that it glows with visible light (incandescence). The filament is protected from ox-
idation  with  a  glass  or  fused  quartz  bulb  that  is  filled  with  inert  gas  or  a  vacuum.   Incandescent  
bulbs are manufactured in a wide range of sizes, light output, and voltage ratings, from 1.5 volts to 
about 300 volts. Incandescent light bulbs are still a remarkably widespread method of lighting but 
other types of light bulbs (like LED and CFL) are growing more popular. This shift is due to the ex-
treme inefficiency of incandescent bulbs as they only convert about 10% of the electrical ener-
gy they receive into visible light, with the rest being dissipated as heat. The incandescent bulb is 
widely used in household and commercial lighting, for portable lighting such as table lamps, car 
headlamps, and flashlights, and for decorative and advertising lighting. Incandescent light bulbs 
consist of an air-tight glass enclosure (the envelope, or bulb) with a filament of tungsten wire inside 
the bulb, through which an electric current is passed [3]. 

We have compared two kinds of lamps in our experiment: LED lamp (three companies) and 
incandescent lamp. We have investigated how much more economical is the LED lamp than an in-
candescent lamp. You can see their electrical characteristics in Table 1.  

 
haracteristics “WATG” “Delux” “LED” Incandescent 

lamp 
Term of the 

work 
30000 h 25000 h 30000 h 1000 h 

Voltage 220-240 V 230 V 175-250 V 220-230 V 
Frequency 50-60 Hz 50 Hz 50-60 Hz 50-60 Hz 

Power 8 W/h 5 W/h 4 W/h 100 W/h 
Price on the site  

“Rozetka” 
85 hrn 
(UAH) 

75 hrn 
(UAH) 

53 hrn 
(UAH) 

8 hrn 
(UAH) 

Table 1. The electrical characteristics of LED lamps (three companies) and incandescent lamp and 
their price. 

 
We have figured which light bulb is more profitable. We used the prices for electricity in 

Ukraine for January month = 0,75 hrn (UAH) for 1 kW / h. You can see this comparison in Table 2. 
 
 
 “WATG” “Delux” “LED” Incandescent 

lamp 
Power 
(kW/h) 

0,008 kW / h 
 

0,005 kW/ h 
 

0,004 kW / h 
 

0,1 kW / h 
 

Money 
 (spent per hour) 

0,006 hrn 
(UAH) 

0,0037 hrn 
(UAH) 

0,003 hrn 
(UAH) 

0,075 hrn 
(UAH) 

Money  
(spent per day) 

(12h/day) 

 
0,072 hrn 

(UAH) 

 
0,045 hrn 

(UAH) 

 
0,036 hrn 

(UAH) 

 
0,9 hrn (UAH) 

Money 
 (spent per 

month) 
(12h/day) 

 
2,16 hrn (UAH) 

 
1,332 hrn 

(UAH) 

 
1,08 hrn (UAH) 

 
27 hrn (UAH) 

Table 2. The comparison characteristics of LED lamps (three companies) and incandescent lamp 
and their prices. 
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Table 2 shows a significant difference in power and costs between LED lamps and incandes-
cent lamp.  

Conclusion. Our work has led us tothe conclusion that the LEDs are the most efficient lights 
in the market nowadays and the LED lamp is more economical one than any incandescent lamps. 
And the most profitable one is the lamp of LED Company. 
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The article is devoted to the analysis of the method of the overhead frame, which is a kind of induc-
tion method, used in the search for damage on cable lines. 
 

, -
, . 

 
Problem setting. In the process of operating cable lines, they can cause various damage. The 

restoration of the cable transmission line in many cases is delayed due to significant difficulties in 
determining the place of damage. The choice of method for determining the location of cable dam-
age depends on the nature of the damage and the transient resistance at the site of the damage. 

By the nature of damage in the three-phase cable lines distinguish the following types: dam-
age to the insulation, causing the closure of one phase to the ground; damage to the insulation caus-
ing the closure of two or three phases to the ground or two or three phases with each other; breaking 
off one, two or three phases without ground or with grounding both torn and not ragged cores; in-
flow isolation breakdown; damaging the line simultaneously in two or more locations, each of 
which may belong to one of the above groups. 

Similar types of damage can be found in four-wire cable lines up to 1000 V. [1] Finding 
methods that provide the exact location of different types of cable damage is an urgent task. 

Analysis of recent research. At first, the damage zones are determined on cable lines, and 
then the damage location is specified directly on the track. 

In order to determine the zone of damage to the line in practice, the relative methods are used: 
pulsed, oscillatory discharge, loops and capacitances. 

To determine the location of damage directly on the track is recommended to use the absolute 
methods: inductive, acoustic and method of the frame. 

Common disadvantages of known methods for determining the location of damage are: 
- the dependence of the search results on the operator's experience and qualifications; 
- the complexity and preciousness of equipment and ways of determining the place of damage; 
-  significant time (3-5 h) fault finding; 
- the need to burn the isolation of the cable cores to the transient resistance is less than 100 ohms, 
which shortens the life of the cable lines. 

The purpose of the article. The purpose of this article is to analyze the use of the overhead 
frame method for determining the damage on cable lines. 

Basic material research. The method of the overhead frame is used when the metal is short-
circuited one cable on the sheath and the short-circuit of the two cable strands, when it is impossible 
to create a spark discharge at the site of damage. Also, this method is used to determine the location 
of damage openly laid cable lines (in rooms, tunnels, cellars, etc.). In addition, this method can also 
be used for cable lines laid out in the ground - on the open trench or specially opened trenches along 
the route line to determine the damages on cables with separately lead cores. In this case, it is nec-
essary to carry out excavation of several trenches in the zone of damage to the cable. It can also be 
used on cables with belt insulation in the case of breakdowns of one core on the shell or several 
with a large transient resistance. In addition, the method of the overhead frame can be determined 
by the disconnected cable, for example, to repair the cable lying in the bundle of other cables. [2, 3] 
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The method is as follows. After connecting the generator to the cable, put a frame with the 
phone and turn it  around the cable axis.  If  the measurement is  made before to the location of the 
damage, then two maxima and two minima of the sound signal will be listened to one frame rota-
tion. A monotone sound will be heard at the location of the damage when turning the frame (Fig. 1). 

  

 
Figure 1 - Locating the short circuit to the ground using the waybill: 1 - place of ground 

fault; 2 - overhead frame. 
 
This method is particularly convenient in open method of laying a cable or in determining the 

finding of damage within a torn trench. On the closed track trenches break off at the boundaries of 
the alleged location of the damaged cable. After allocating the area between the trenches, where is 
the damage, by the next tranche can accurately determine the damage to the cable. An acoustic fre-
quency generator (800-1500 Hz) is connected to the damaged housing, and the current is estab-
lished through the place of closure in the sheath of 1-5 A. The cable found in the trench is superim-
posed on the overhead frame with the main telephone attached to it, and when the frame is rotated 
around the axis the cable's listening is determined by the nature of the sound change from the elec-
tromagnetic field. The frame is arranged in such a way that its winds are assembled into a tight har-
ness, curved around the perimeter of the frame frame made of iron in the thickness of 3-4 mm. The 
electromotive force is shown in the turns on both sides of the frame, and consequently, the resulting 
EMF changes when the frame is rotated. 

Using this method requires the following equipment: overhead frame, amplifier, telephone 
handsets. 

The frame is made of a PE wire  with a diameter of 0.01 mm with a number of winds n = 300-
400, and the winds are assembled in a solid harness and the frame is covered with a steel cover on 
top, which serves as a screen protector for the frame from magnetic fields caused by external 
sources of current ( Figure 2). 

Signal before the 
place of damage 

Signal after the 
place of damage 
 

Trench in front of the 
ground fault 

Trench after the ground 
fault 
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Figure 2 - Design of the overhead frame: 1 - cable; 2 - screen; 3 - a steel yoke; 4 - coil of 1000 

winds, ø = 0.07 mm. 
The "Search-1" device, based on measurements near the air lines of the higher harmonic com-

ponents of the magnetic field of the current line, in the presence of ground, is used to determine the 
ground-to-ground location in the air devided networks of 6 to 20 kV. Measurement is carried out at 
a distance of 6 to 8 meters from the line axis. Indication of the device, when measuring all lines, 
leaving the substation will be maximized on the damaged line. Sequential measurement along the 
damaged line or branch from the line allows you to determine the location of the circuit, because af-
ter it the readings of the device are sharply reduced. 

If the listening is carried out without an amplifier, then the number of winds in the frame is 
determined from the most advantageous ratio between the frame resistance and the resistance of the 
phone. 

In order to reduce the impact of interference from foreign fields, the frame is shielded from 
above by the steel casing, and on the lower side it is protected from mechanical damage by a brass 
sheet. The connection of the frame with the phone is shielded wire. 

The method of overhead frame has advantages: it is easy to use, reliable, does not require 
bulky equipment and is easily transported. This method is particularly convenient in open method 
of laying a cable or in determining the finding of damage within a torn trench. However, this meth-
od allows effectively to find the location of cable damage with transient resistance of no more than 
few Ohms and the length of the cable at the place of damage to 1 km. 

Conclusion. The analysis of the method of the overhead frame will ensure proper determina-
tion of the location of the cable damage in the work and the disconnected cable. The method is very 
relevant and widely used. 
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The article deals with the method of drying insulation of windings in cameras by infrared radiation. 
 

Problem setting. Transformer is the most important device in modern energy without which 
no power plant can operate. During operation, various emergency modes may occur. One of the 
commonly encountered damages is moisture insulation of the windings of the transformer. To elim-
inate these problems, the active part of the transformer needs to be dried. But the existing methods 
can not provide a qualitative and rapid drying of the transformer. Therefore, the search for methods 
of drying, which will ensure the quality and low cost of the process, is an urgent task.   

Analysis of recent research. Drying is one of the main technological stages in the elimina-
tion of damage to power transformers. The purpose of drying is removal of moisture from solid in-
sulation of transformers to ensure its higher electrical strength. Isolation of windings of transform-
ers can be dried using such methods as losses in own tank and currents of zero sequence. However, 
the use of these methods is accompanied by inefficient costs, where the energy is used not only for 
the heating of the active part, but also for the tank of the transformer, the environment, air, etc.   

The purpose of the article. Analysis of drying the isolation of transformer windings with the 
help of infrared radiation.   

Basic material research. The principle of drying is to apply a directed concentrated heat 
flux,  the source of which is the infrared light with a mirror image (Figure 1).  The chamber 1 is  a 
compartment enclosed by thin, heat-insulating walls 3, without ceilings. Above this camera is the 
ventilation air receiver 2, where the transformer 4 is installed. The presence of a stationary camera 
is not necessary; if there is not enough space in the production room, you can dry the active part in 
any temporary site, and in the warm dry season - outdoors. Lamps of infrared radiation are mounted 
in portable sections. Sections are set on both sides of the active part at the distance, which is not 
closer than 300 mm. At a distance of 300 mm from the lamps to the irradiated surface, the energy 
density of one lamp is 0.3 W / cm2, and for the group of lamps located in the chess order - 0.4 W / 
cm2. Thus, for the irradiation of the surface of 1 m2 of the portable section of the lamps, a power of 
4 kW is required. Techno-economic data of the drying of active parts of power transformers of var-
ious power are given in Table 1.  
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Fig. 1 Section for portable heater with infrared lamps. 1 - camera; 

2 - the ventilation air receiver; 3 - thermal insulation wall; 4 - transformer. 
 
In addition, as the studies have shown, during this method of drying the flow of energy and 

time are less, due to the fact that the movement of moisture comes from the inner layers of insula-
tion to the external, as it is heated by infrared rays, in the first place metal wire, and from it - paper 
isolation. 

Table 1 – Techno-economic data on the drying of active parts of transformers of different ca-
pacities. 

Power of 
the transformer 

Distance 
from the lamp to 

the active part, mm 

Number of 
lamps with pow-

er 250 W 

Total ca-
pacity of instal-

lation, W 

Approxi-
mate drying 

time, h 
100 350 24 6000 18 
180 320 30 7500 20 
320 320 42 10500 22 
560 320 50 12500 28 

 
Conclusion. The method of infrared radiation provides in comparison with other methods a 

qualitative drying of windings of a transformer and does not require additional equipment and high 
energy costs. 
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This article looks at some of the basic questions, such as defining e-waste, exploring why it is im-
portant, how consumers can recycle their old electronics devices and current practices in developed 
and developing countries. 
 

.  
.  

.   -
, . 

 
Problem setting. Although developed countries are currently producing large amounts of 

electronic waste (e-waste), the rate at which e-waste production is growing in developing countries 
is  a major concern.  The unsafe disposal of this e-waste is  a growing problem for the environment 
human health. E-waste is a very underestimated cause of pollution on this planet and more people 
need to be aware of the affect it has on the environment. It effects on the environment negatively 
but also mankind. E-waste is electronics that have been leftover and considered outdated and obso-
lete. The leftover electronics usually end up getting sent to China or other countries in order to get 
valuable parts. 

Basic materials of research.  The  amount  of  E-waste  is  growing,  and  with  that  comes  the  
need for effective electronics recycling programs. People are looking for information about TV, 
computer recycling, and other programs that will help them responsibly get rid of unwanted equip-
ment with minimal risk of information or identity theft. 

With new cheap devices, society has reaped tremendous benefits. This explosive growth in 
the electronics industry, however, has led to a rapidly escalating issue of end-of-life (EOL) electron-
ics or e-waste. 

This issue is receiving considering attention of politics, industry, and consumers. This is good 
news because many consumers are still not sure how to safely dispose their old computers, 
smartphones or other electronic devices. According to report, nearly 75 percent of old electronics 
continue to be stored in households because of the unavailability of convenient recycling options. 

What Does Electronics Consist of? 
Electronics consists electrical circuits, which contain hazardous material: Sliver, Lead, Mer-

cury, Arsenic, Cadmium, Sliver. For example: Computer Batteries contain nickel-cadmium, lithium 
or sealed lead acid. 

How can consumers recycle their old electronics devices? 
Consumers have access to a number of recycling opportunities, depending upon where they 

live. Thinking in terms of the electronics recycling hierarchy, the best choice is to donate computer 
equipment that can be refurbished or reused if you erase all personal data. Other recycling opportu-
nities include authorized electronics recycler locations, electronics recycling events, or corporate 
take back programs. 

Current practices in developed and developing countries. 
Two major types of e-waste recycling methods that are used throughout the world are formal 

and informal e-waste recycling. Formal recycling primarily occurs in more developed countries due 
to the increase in the costs necessary to use this method. It costs more money to recycle the e-waste 
properly in a formal facility than to recycle the e-waste informally. Informal recycling facilities are 
primarily used in developing nations. 
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Formal recycling practices: In developed countries, formal recycling practices are taken 
very seriously. These e-waste management systems are comprised of three components: the national 
registry, collection systems, and logistics. Dismantling and pre-processing only require minimally 
skilled workers capable of performing mechanical processes with drills and wrenches. End-
processing requires highly skilled workers and complex equipment such as integrated metal smel-
ters which can be very costly. These intricate systems have been designed such that the handling 
and disposal of e-waste has minimal impact on the environment. However, these facilities can cost 
hundreds of millions of dollars to construct and operate. This formal recycling process has proved 
to be effective but finding a way to apply these techniques in developing countries poses financial 
challenges. 

Informal recycling practices: Ideally, all e-waste should be recycled in formal recycling fa-
cilities. However, because the formal e-waste facilities are expensive to construct and operate, espe-
cially in less developed countries, informal recycling sites are prevalent. The informal e-waste sec-
tor consists of sites that extract the valuable parts of the electronics using crude recycling and dis-
posal methods usually without any kind of safety equipment such as goggles or gloves or the assis-
tance of technology. These crude procedures used in the informal sectors are what lead to environ-
mental contamination because the processes toxic chemicals emission from the e-waste into the sur-
rounding environment. 

How to get rid of electronic waste safely? 
There are 3 major ways in which electronic waste can be treated: 

1. Burning the waste 
Advantages: the volume of electronic waste is immensely reduced, and energy may be pro-

duced through the process of burning the waste. Disadvantages: Specific substances such as lead 
and mercury produces highly toxic pollution.  

2. Recycling the waste 
3. Repairing the electronic waste then selling it to be re-used. 
Advantages: Electronic waste can be used more than once, where no chemicals are leaked into 

the environment, conserve our natural resources, and avoid air as well as water pollution, reduced 
amount of landfills. Social benefits: many recycling programs proceeds of the programs can be used 
to charitable organizations, create green jobs. Disadvantages: recycling can generally be a very 
slowly process that requires time, money, and effort, many electronics are not fixable products, high 
initial cost, recycled and re-used products may not last very long. 

Electronics recycling in Ukraine. 
Currently, electronic waste is an increasing problem for Ukraine, because, instead of sorting, 

separating of a solid waste, transferring to recycling and final processing - used office equipment 
only accumulating, getting to landfills with household garbage or stored in warehouses, basements, 
households. premises of enterprises and institutions. 

Proper utilization of obsolete, worn out and broken office equipment in Ukraine will allow to 
return back to use up to 95% of these products in one form or another after processing. The experi-
ence of our country in sorting, transferring to the recycling, processing of office equipment, should 
be based on the European experience in handling such hazardous waste as electronic garbage. 

The methods of utilization are divided into "light" and "heavy" materials. In the second vari-
ant, the plastic is separated from the metal in the prefabricated electronic devices. 

Possible Solutions of E waste Control 
Boosting eWaste Awareness: A large scale awareness campaign is required to sensitize con-

sumers about what electronic waste is and how it can impact on health and the environment. 
Take Back Program: The government should ensure that every electronic manufacturer in the 

country has an eWaste take back program for proper and safe disposal of discarded gadgets. 
Reuse: Discarding old or defective gadget is simply not the solution. We should inculcate the 

habit  of  repairing  and  reusing  old  electronic  products.  If  not,  we  should  at  least  give  them to  re-
commerce websites where the gadgets are refurbished and sold at discounted prices, making the 
same gadgets affordable for others. 
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Conclusion. Manufacturers and producers need to become more involved in implementing 
more successful take-back systems for their electronic devices so that they will be recycled properly 
at formal facilities that will mitigate the negative environmental and health impacts.  

As far as e-waste is concerned, today it has emerged as one of the fastest growing waste 
streams worldwide. Electronic equipment is one of the largest sources of heavy metals and without 
effective collection, reuse, and recycling systems, they will be dangerous to the environment. Reuse 
and recycling of electronic equipment is a beneficial alternative than disposal. Product design by us-
ing safe and environment-friendly raw materials and most emerging technologies. Awareness about 
e-waste. Implementation of legislation. 
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The article analyzes the features of the first-year students' adaptation at a technical university. It 
deals with the psychological and pedagogical features of the adaptation process of first-year stu-
dents, reveals qualitative differences as well as the significance of the problem, and presents the re-
sults of psycho-pedagogical research. 
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The purpose of the research is to determine the organizational and pedagogical conditions 

for the adaptation of first-year students to higher education. 
Adaptation is a combination of psychological and physiological reactions of the organism that 

underlie its adaptation to surrounding conditions, aimed at preserving the relative constancy of its 
internal environment, under which social interaction of the individual, social group, and social envi-
ronment occurs. 

When considering the process of adapting students to a university, a number of questions 
arise.  One  of  them:  “how much are first-year students satisfied with various aspects of student 
life?” 

With a certain degree of conventionality, we can talk about the satisfaction of first-year stu-
dents by the fact of entering the university, changes in their life, regardless of the chosen profession 
and specialty, the prestige of the university and its territorial location. In the consciousness of young 
people is reviving the prestige of higher education that with all the negative effects of socio-
economic and socio-political reforms in our country is a positive and long-term phenomenon. An-
other thing is that an understanding of such prestige itself, its place in the system of values and atti-
tudes of students quite heterogeneous. 

We did the research and analyzed the answers of first-year students of the Faculty of Econom-
ics and Business as well as students of the Agrotechnology Faculty, and identified such problems: 

- problems in educational activity; 
- problems in interaction with teachers; 
- problems in the team. 
To the question "Do you easily get used to a new situation?" We got the following results: 
- Many students experiencing difficulties, but cope with them (57.9%) 
- Another part of students easily copes and feels free in a new environment (36.8%) 
- A small part of students get used to a new situation very hard (5.3%) (Fig.1) 
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Fig.1. Do you easily get used to a new situation? 
 
In the study, we obtained information about the relations in the tested groups: 
- "Everybody is very good and kind-hearted towards me" 73.7% of the polled chose 
- "With some students have problems in communication" noted 27.3% of students 
- "I have a bad relationship with the group" did not mention any student. (Fig.2) 
 

 
 

Fig.2. Relations in the tested groups 
 
We also examined how easy it is for students to study: 
-78.9% noted that they have problems with some disciplines; 
-10.5% noted that they do not have problems with their studies; 
-10.5% admitted that most disciplines give them hard. (Fig. 3) 

 
 

Fig. 3. How easy it is for students to study 
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We also interviewed students about their relations with their teachers and received the follow-

ing results: 
-47.4% consider their teachers as competent specialists with whom there are no problems in com-
munication; 

-52.6% have problems with some teachers. (Fig. 4) 
 

 
 

Fig.4. Relations with the teachers 
 

Thus, it is obvious that one of the possible ways of the success of the adaptation process is the 
solution of the effectiveness and quality problems of the educational process in the period of first-
year students’ adaptation. 
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The purpose of the article is to investigate the causes of fires at the enterprises and their conse-
quences. The article provides a graph of the number of people died during the fires as well as the 
main causes of the fires at enterprises and their preventive measures classification. 
 

.  -
.  

. 
 
Fire safety is the state of the object, which eliminates the possibility of a fire, and in case of 

its occurrence, necessary measures are taken to eliminate the negative influence of dangerous fac-
tors of fire against people, structures, and material values.  Fire safety can be provided by measures 
of fire prevention and active fire protection. 

Fire safety is a very important part of human life. An analysis of the causes of fires in the 20 
largest  cities in the world (New York, Chicago, London, Hong Kong, Rome, etc.)  has shown that 
the main causes of the fires are: smoking, electricity, cases in the kitchen and children's pranks. 

Unfortunately, the statistics of fires in Ukraine are not very encouraging. Compared to the 
economically developed countries of the world, the figures for the number of fires and killed people 
are much higher. (Fig.1) 

 
Fig.1. The number of people died during the fires of 1 million people 

 
Fire safety at the enterprises is even more important, because there is a large number of peo-

ple working there, and the lack of necessary fire-fighting equipment can create not only a threat to 
the people but also greatly affect the economy. 

People use fire prevention system (a set of measures aimed at preventing a fire or reducing 
its consequences) to prevent fire accidents. 
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The main functions of the fire safety system are: 
 Regulation and implementation of state measures in the field of fire safety. 
 Creation of fire protection and organization of its activities. 
 Development and implementation of fire safety measures. 
 Realization of rights, responsibilities, and responsibilities in the field of fire safety. 
 Conducting fire promotion and training of the population on fire safety measures. 
 Promotion of voluntary fire brigades and fire protection associations. 
 Involvement of the population in ensuring fire safety. 
 Scientific and technical support of fire safety. 
 Information security in the field of fire safety. 
 Implementation of state fire supervision and other control functions related to the 

provision of fire safety. 
 Production of fire-technical products, works, and services in the field of fire safety. 
 Licensing of activities (works, services) in the field of fire safety and certification of 

products and services in the field of fire safety. 
 Fire insurance. 
 Establishment of tax breaks and other social and economic measures to promote fire 

safety. 
 Fire extinguishing and associated emergency rescue operations. 
 Accounting for fires and their consequences. 
 Installation of a special fire prevention regime. 

Enterprises are characterized by an increased level of fire danger, usually because of storage 
of explosive and fire dangerous substances on them, as well as due to the complexity of production 
processes. 

The main causes of fires at enterprises:  
 Violation of the technological regime - 33%. 
 Electricity fault - 16%. 
 Bad preparation for equipment repair - 13%. 
 Self-ignition of oiled rags and other materials – 10%. 

Also, the causes of fires may be a violation of the storage rules of fire hazard substances, 
combustible materials, careless handling of fire, etc. 

In practice, you can see that an accident at least one important unit can lead to severe conse-
quences. A similar example could be the Chernobyl catastrophe when an explosion on the fourth 
unit was accompanied by the release of radioactive substances into the atmosphere. In order to ex-
tinguish the great fire significant amount of power was used, which caused large economic prob-
lems in the country. 

Measures for fire prevention are divided into organizational, technical, regime and opera-
tional. 

 Organizational measures include the proper operation of buildings, machines and 
inland transport. 

 Technical measures include observance of fire regulations and norms in the design of 
buildings, with the installation of electrical wiring and equipment, heating, ventilation, lighting, 
proper placement of equipment. 

 Regime measures include the prohibition of smoking in unidentified places, the 
prohibition of welding and other fireworks in fire hazard places, etc. 

 Operational measures include timely prevention, inspections, repairs and testing of 
process equipment. 

Responsibility for fire safety measures in the performance of welding and other works with 
fire relies on the managers of works, sections, workshops and enterprises. 
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Conclusion. Fire safety is one of the most important components of the occupational safety. 
The fire safety in our country should be given more attention because it is the guarantor of the 
preservation of human lives, normal work of the enterprises and economic growth of the country. 
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GADGETS AND THEIR IMPORTANCE IN OUR LIFE  
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This report is devoted to the influence of gadgets on the health and daily life of a person. The world 
is developing very quickly and we must be aware of the latest discoveries and inventions.Modern 
progress and technology development surround us. In this report we want to introduce some mod-
ern gadgets and discoveries in science. Also showing how modern companies promote application 
of advanced technology for improving the performance and value addition to existing technology. 
We showed several aspects of the impact of modern technology on humans and indicated ways to 
reduce the negative impact. In addition to new technologies, we want to share our personal re-
search how our gadgets affect us, especially our phones.  
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Problem setting. We all know that man is one of the most curious and intelligent living or-

ganisms of the planet. So it is not surprising that every day, week or month, new discoveries and in-
ventions are born. Since the first caveman learned to handle stone and make sharpened tools, not 
much time has passed, and now we are already fully enjoying the benefits  of civilization, such as 
electricity and the Internet. Despite the fact that we have been living only 18 years in the new mil-
lennium, during this time mankind has managed to achieve extraordinary success in the develop-
ment of technology and science. And no one is going to stop there. 

The purpose of the article is to show several aspects of the impact of modern technology on 
humans and indicate ways to reduce the negative impact. 

Analysis of recent research. Now we would like to tell about new and the latest technolog-
ical inventions that help us to work, communicate and entertain. Meet a 3D printer. It is a machine 
all owing the creation of a physical object from a three-dimensional digital model, typically by lay-
ing down many thin layers of a material in succession. 3D printing enables people to produce com-
plex functional shapes using less material than traditional manufacturing methods. 3D printing is 
used in rapid prototyping, architectural scale modeling, reconstructing fossils in paleontology, repli-
cating ancient artifacts in archaeology, reconstructing bones and body parts in for en sic pathology 
and so on [1]. 

Another new gadget is Google Glass. Google Glassis a wearable, voice-controlled. Android 
device that resembles a pair of eyeglasses and displays information directly in the user's field of vi-
sion. For example, upon entering an airport, a user can automatically receive flight status infor-
mation. Users can also control the device manually through voice commands and a touchpad locat-
ed on its frame. The glasses have built-in Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connectivity and a camera for taking 
photographs and videos [1]. 

Also new incredible invention is eSight. eSight is one of the first technology is that help 
people who are legally blind to actually see. eSight makes glasses that combine a camera, display 
technology, and advanced computing to deliver a real-time video that in a blessing for people with 
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visionless. Users have complete control over them age they see, which means that can enhance, 
magnify, and adjust the image to ensure their eyes can best interpret their world [3]. 

A new generation of friendly, efficient, and adaptable synthetic servants, personal robots can 
help people  defeat loneliness. They are primarily used for household chores, but may also be used 
for education, entertainment or therapy. That robots can handle a range of tasks from playing music 
to monitoring the home while the owner is away. Different kinds of personal robots include: 

 Robotic vacuum cleaners and floor-washing robots that clean floors with sweeping and wet 
mopping functions. 

 Dressman is a robot to iron shirts using hot air. 
 Security robots that have a night-vision-capable wide-angle camera that detects movements 

and intruders. 
There  are  also  small  remote  controlled  robots,  robotic  toys.  Electronic  pets,  such  as  robotic  

dogs, can be good companions for children [2]. 
And also we need  to tell a few words about one of the most popular gadgets of today, about 

smartphones. We are living in the era of smartphones. Communication has never been so easy. With 
social media we’re always connected to our friends and millions of other people, no matter where 
we are. At a very low cost we can easily exchange messages, get all sorts of notifications and share 
information like texts, pictures and videos. All we need is a smartphone with internet connection 
[2]. 

But there is another side of the coin. A recent study from the digital analytics firm Flurry 
show that we surprisingly spend on average almost 3 hours a day staring at our cell phones, totaliz-
ing nearly one day every week! No wonder that people keep complaining that they don’t have time 
for anything. 

Another study, this time from Florida State University (FSU), says that smartphones notifi-
cations can impair our concentration, even being short in duration they cause enough of a distrac-
tion to affect our ability to focus on a given task, decreasing our performance by prompting task-
irrelevant thoughts and mind-wandering. This can be very dangerous in some specific situations, 
like driving for instance, a simple notification can cause really serious accidents and even take lives 
[2]. 

Besides the problems mentioned above, it also has a huge impact in people’s social lives. 
People are getting more disconnected to the real world, they put their phones ahead of human inter-
action. It is getting harder to see people talking to each other in public places, they are always too 
busy with their mobile devices, checking notifications, sending messages or just sharing a new vid-
eo. It’s like an addiction, and it is kind of turning people into zombies. 

There are some other disadvantages of rapid technological progress. Firstly, doctors say that 
all electronic gadgets are dangerous for health. For example, we spend hours in front of computer or 
laptop monitors, which results into eyesight deterioration, backaches and headaches. Secondly, all 
modern gadgets make us lazy and clumsy. Thus, we easily gain excessive weight. Thirdly, people 
have become too dependent on these gadgets. They get stressed or unconfident when they forget a 
mobile phone or tablet at home. Gadgets produce addiction, which is bad for people’s mind. Never-
theless, it is hard to underestimate the role of new technologies in our life [2]. 

Basic materials research. In the continuation of this topic, we want to share the results of 
our experiment. The experiment was as follows: during the lesson at the university, we installed the 
camera and checked how often the students used the phone. The results of the study surprised us 
very much. During the lesson, on the average, everyone picked up a phone or checked the messag-
es. The result turned out to be impressive. Every student took the phone from 7 to 11 times. And 
that was just for 1 hour! We continued to observe students’ behavior during a big break. 5 people 
did not release the phone from their hands for all 40 minutes. Two students spent 30 minutes talk-
ing. We understand that we are also dependent on the phone and social networks. But after this re-
search we began to limit the time the phone was used. 

In conclusion, we don’t think we’re heading to the right direction when it comes to mobile 
technology. Smartphones and tablets are supposed to bring innovation into our lives, get people 
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connected and save us some time by facilitating simple tasks, not that it doesn’t have the potential 
for it, but in most cases is the exact opposite effect. Of course, it still brings many benefits to our 
modern society, but when it reaches a certain point, it starts being harmful, time consuming, coun-
terproductive. 
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The problems of GMO organisms effect on human health have been considered in the article, nega-
tive consequences of the use of genetically modified organisms have been identified as well as their 
side effects on human health. 

 
The main problem raised in the article is that whether the GMO has a direct impact on human 

health and to what extent these products are safe. 
The purpose of this article is to define all the negative aspects of the impact of GMOs on hu-

man health, what genetically modified organisms are and what are the risks of their use. 
You don't have to look hard to find genetically modified food on supermarket shelves: More 

than 85 percent of the corn and soya grown in the United States comes from seeds, DNA of which 
has been recreated for increasing higher yields, and these two crops play major role in countless 
processed foodstuffs from soda and salad dressing to bread. Advocates consider, that genetically 
modified (GM) foods allow farmers to produce more foodstuffs with fewer chemicals: that means 
cleaner environment and cheaper groceries for all of us. But the question still remains: what impact 
do GMOs have on our health?[1] 

We shall consider only some main after-effects they cause.  
Allergy is a negative phenomenon 1 
Components, that are planted with the gene for corn, soy and other products cause allergies in 

humans. They accumulate over the years, so they negatively affect not only the state of the "owner", 
who has harmful food, but also on his offspring. 

Genetically engineered products are brought together with food into the human body. They do 
not go out, but are accumulated. As a result of manipulation within the body they are revealed in 
various allergic reactions. 

In the case under consideration, when tons of sausages, candies, obtained by chemical injec-
tion of gene components, are being consumed by humans, then the reaction of the body, which is 
accustomed to everything natural, will not slow itself down. To avoid the unpleasant consequences, 
associated with the use of harmful food, customers are recommended to study the composition of 
suspicious goods. 

Cancer is a negative phenomenon 2 
Wheat, which is the main component of bread is a victim of genetic engineering. To prevent 

the grain from destroying pests, scientists "implant" a gene that makes the plant resistant to them. It 
is beneficial to agricultural producers. Important data were obtained as the result of investigation on 
the problem how such products affect people. The experiment was carried out with rodents. They 
were fed by grain, containing modification gene. As a result, it was noted that hemoglobin fell in 
rats as well as erythrocytes and immunity decreased. 

People, who are related to medicine, know, that a good functioning of the immune system 
"eats" cancer cells, when they appear. Modifications change blood quantity, affect the general con-
dition of the body. As a result, tumors are formed, but there is no "antidote". Hence the number of 
cancer patients has increased recently. 
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To protect yourself from an unpleasant disease, people need to control what they eat; not be 
attracted by beautiful and attractive the boxes, shining on shelves in shops, but choose hooked car-
rots, small potatoes, stained with dirt, as they can hardly contain the "achievements" of genetic en-
gineering [2]. 

Resistance to antibiotics - a negative phenomenon  3 
Organisms being grown with the achievements of genetics penetrate inside the human body 

and begin to carry out a "revolution". Bacteria, provoking angina, pneumonia, bronchitis and other 
inflammatory  diseases  with  which  antibiotics  fight,  "shift  to  the  side  of  GMOs".  Substances  are  
transformed and become resistant to drug components. 

Scientists have confirmed the risk of exposure to substances according to the theory of antibi-
otic therapy. If it continues this way, we will have to look for new methods of treatment. 

In conclusion it should be mentioned, that up till now there is no agreement between experts 
on the problem. Some say GMO foods are not harmful.  Others say they are harmful.  Still  others,  
who are probably right, say it is not known for sure, whether they are harmful, though we do know, 
that according to the data of US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) the acceptable level of 
glyphosate in foodstuffs has doubled. This fact presupposes, that what is considered that the herbi-
cide used on a large percentage of GM crops is harmful to the soil, crops, being resistant to other 
synthetic pesticides. People who prefer to eat non-GMO diets in accordance with their doctors rec-
ommendations have improved their health [3]. 
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The problems of homeless animals are under consideration. The author stresses that the problems 
of homeless animals are consequences of people attitude. The ways of changing homeless animals’ 
situation are proposed. 
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Walking along the street, we can always see some creatures. It can be a dog or a cat. They are 
different but there is one thing which unites all of them. These animals have not any home and any 
headmaster. The problem of homeless animals is vivid nowadays. People try to find fairer and easi-
er solution of this problem. 
 As for my point of view, I believe that people should help homeless animals because many 
animals have become homeless due to human fault.  
 Usually people take animals home and do not think about responsibility. Animals simply 
bother them or interfere, and they throw them away as an unnecessary thing on the street without 
thinking about their future lives. Others on the contrary believe that such animals must be destroyed 
because they are dangerous. They explain this by the fact that animals attack people and children. I 
do not agree with such opinion. I  have seen many times how children tease animals,  offend them 
and provoke them. Not in all cases but in most of them. I think animals have such an aggressive re-
action because they were once offended. But they still continue to believe in the kindness of the 
people and are drawn to them. They do not care what we are: rich or poor, fat or thin, beautiful or 
not, they only care what we are and what we love them [1]. 
 There are some ways to help homeless animals: 

1) Help the veterinary clinic 
There are so-called beneficiaries in veterinary clinics. Beneficiaries are people who help the 

"founders" or animals in the care of charitable organizations. Go to the nearest clinic and find out 
about those four-pronged patients who can pay for the treatment. It is not necessary to pay the entire 
amount; you can donate some part of the total cost. 

 
2) Buy medicines for shelters 
Unfortunately, not everyone dares to give money to shelters, being afraid of becoming victims 

of  swindlers.  To  bring  food  for  animals  is  also  not  always  effective.  Shelter  workers  themselves  
admit that often there is no shortage of provisions and the animals do not starve. And what is really 
required is always and everywhere, so these are medicines especially for diseases which are not un-
common. 

 
3) Start an animal from a shelter or from the street 
You can take animals from the shelter. It often happens that in the shelters you can find com-

mon breeds of animals. You can also take animals from the street, even if you do not have the op-
portunity to take the animal forever to yourself, you can give it in good hands. 
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4) Publish posts on social networks 
One should write about the problem of homeless animals and this post is immediately picked 

up and distributed throughout the network. It has a positive effect. As workers of shelters claim af-
ter such posts on social networks people bring food and medicines. There are many communities on 
social networks which were organized that to help homeless animals. They can publish posts about 
helping animals or advertisements in which animals are given in good hands [1]. 
 
 So, to help homeless animals can be a dozen ways: signing petitions, lobbying bills, legal as-
sistance to shelters, which they sometimes require. You just need to be not indifferent. Find the way 
that is convenient for you, and remember we are still responsible for those who have tamed. 
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The article presents a brief biography of a person who should stand alongside such distinguished 
people as Stephen Hocking, Albert Einstein and other brilliant scientists. 
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«I want to be a part of what changes the world» 
E. Musk 

 
There are people, who just wait for the future, but there are those, who shape the future. In our 

opinion,  Elon  Musk is  one  of  them.  He is  not  one  of  those  people,  who think  how to  change  the  
world, he simply changes it. He advanced technologies further than most of the world’s largest 
united companies.  

Elon was born in 1971, 28th June in South Africa, in the family of a Canadian engineer and a 
model. At an early age, he was fond of science and technologies. At the age of 12, he created his 
first video game, which he sold for $500. With this money he moved to Canada, at the age of 17, to 
get a higher education. 

In 1995, in partnership with his brother Kimball and 
business coach Greg Kauri, Elon established his first company 
- the Zip2, which specialized in the development of maps and 
catalogs for online publications. The starting capital, $28 000, 
was  offered  to  him by  his  father,  but  Elon  refused  to  take  it.  
He worked from early morning till late at night and lived in a 
rented office to save money on rental housing and to invest all 
saves in the company. 

His perseverance and 
commitment to success paid 
off handsomely. The Internet was going through a boom period 
then, and in 1999, the brothers sold their start-up for $ 307 mil-
lion in cash (and $ 34 million in securities) to the search engine 
AltaVista, acquired later by Compaq. Elon, who owned only 7% 
of the company at that time, earned $ 22 million in sales. 2 mil-

lion of this amount, Musk invested in online banking 
X.com, believing that the electronic payment systems are 
the future. In 2001, X merged with the competitive com-
pany Confinity.   

A new company was named PayPal. As the owner of the majority of shares (and taking ad-
vantage of the conflict in the Board of Directors after the merger), Elon Mask took up the position 
of PayPal's chief executive director.  

In 2002, contrary to the advice of Mask, the Board of Directors approved the sale of PayPal to 
the eBay trading giant for $ 1.5 billion. After deduction of taxes, Mask received $ 180 million. Now 
he had enough money to deal with his plans for solar energy and space. The main goal of Elon's life 

Pic.1. Elon Mask before he be-
came famous 

Pic. 2. 1999: young Elon Mask became 
a millionaire 
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was to make humanity a multi-planetary species. In 2002, he founded a rocket-building company 
SpaceX. 

Then no one expected that a private company 
could compete with the most famous space agencies 
from around the world. In 2006, NASA signed a 1.6-
billion contract with SpaceX to ship 12 consignments 
of  cargo  to  the  ISS.  In  September  2008,  for  the  first  
time in history the launch vehicle, the development and 
creation of which was financed from private sources, 
successfully delivered the cargo to Earth's orbit. It was 
Falcon-1.  Elon  risked  it  all  -  if  the  launch  was  unsuc-
cessful, the company would not exist. June 4, 2010, 
was the successful launch of Falcon-9. In 2017, the cost 
of launching a rocket decreased more than 3 times, which opened the possibility for a new era of a 
conquest of space. 

The creation of modern missiles and vehicles will allow mankind to colonize other planets in 
the next decade. The dream of Elon Musk is to colonize Mars by 2024. 

In July 2003, Mask invested in the company Tesla Motors, just founded by inventors Martin 
Eberhard and Marc Tarpenning and was positioned as a pioneer among the manufacturers of serial 
electric cars. Musk personally took part in the development of the sports electric car Tesla Roadster 
based on the English Lotus Elise. At the initiative of the inventor, the weight of the model was sub-
stantially minimized, the battery compartment was improved, new design elements were introduced 
into the design of the headlights. For this work, Elon received an award in the field of ecology 
Global Green-2006 and found investors who invested $ 100 million in Tesla. The success of Tesla 
spurred the "electric segment" of the automotive market: every self-respecting automotive company 
began developing its own electric car, or at least a hybrid. In 2010, Tesla became the first American 
automobile company to enter the IPO in more than 50 years (before this in 1956 it was done by 
Ford). 

Electric vehicles, renewable energy sources, the introduc-
tion of innovative technologies in space, the development of arti-

ficial intelligence, this 
is what the companies 
are doing today. What 
the science fiction 
writers have always 
dreamed of, thanks to 
Elon, is becoming a 
reality today. Some 
people consider him a 
charlatan, others are 

irresponsible and too ambitious, but we believe he is an example 
of how one person can change the history of mankind.   
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In the article considered the most common ways of investment into precious metals and defined 
their peculiarities, advantages and disadvantages. 
 

-
, . 

 
Precious metals such as gold has been the universal symbol of wealth for centuries. Ancient 

people crafted gold jewelry. First types of money were made from gold. 
Gold is one of the most popular metal, but it is not the only metal for investment. The other 

popular metals for investment are platinum, palladium and silver. All these metals have risen in 
price over the last years as demand has increased around the globe.  

We should admit that all mentioned precious metals are not only used for jewelry or coins, 
they are also used in industry. Gold is very important component of electronics. Palladium is used 
in water purification and platinum is used for medical equipment and for computer parts as well as 
gold. 

Investing in precious metals in Ukraine 
Investing in gold and other precious metals has been attracting a lot of attention lately.  Peo-

ple always wanted to have gold, because it is universal equivalent of welfare. There is a stable be-
lief that the decline in the value of gold is not threatened under any circumstances, because it does 
not react to economic reforms and political actions and the reserves of this metal on the planet are 
limited. The price of this precious metal only grows at a significant pace during the economic crisis. 
Gold is one of the most important elements of the world financial system, while the total amount of 
gold reserves is 171300 tons. 

Despite the fact that even today, investing in gold is very profitable and the cost of this met-
al will not fall, but it will only grow, it is necessary to know and remind investors that these depos-
its in precious metals are long run investments. The real payback of these investments will be no-
ticeable after several years. Therefore, the lack of investment in precious metals is a consequence of 
its long-term payback. This disadvantage can be added to the fact that gold has a very high purchas-
ing value. Unfortunately, in our country not every Ukrainian has an opportunity to buy precious 
metals on a long-term basis because an average Ukrainian does not have free money, which can 
bring income. For example, with a minimum wage in Ukraine, which is 3200 UAH, Ukrainians can 
afford to buy only one gram of gold, and this is very insignificant for investing. 

Gold  is  not  mainly  stored  in  banks'  safes,  it  is  used  in  jewelry  (rings,  bracelets,  earrings,  
necklaces, etc.). 

The main advantages of investing in precious metals include: 
- stable growth of the value of gold, which has been observed for many years; 
- compactness and unpretentiousness, since this metal does not rust, does not erase, does not 

evaporate, it can be stored at fluctuations of temperature and humidity; 
- high liquidity, because any bank with pleasure will buy gold; 
- a universal and intercultural currency that is well-known and appreciated in any country in 

the world. 
Proven and reliable ways to invest in precious metals include: 
- Investing in gold bars - is carried out by purchasing gold bars in a bank and obtaining of an 

appropriate certificate confirming the authenticity and weight of gold. This operation does not re-
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quire unnecessary from an investor and has no difficulty. The only drawback of this investment is 
the VAT rate for the sale of these bars is 18%. 

-  Investing in gold coins -  unlike gold bars,  there is  no tax rate for sales,  but coins cost  is  
higher than cost of bars and it is necessary to understand the numismatics to buy collectible or 
commemorative precious coins. 

- Impersonal metal accounts - is one of the most interesting and promising way of investing, 
since a person purchases virtual gold, at a price set by the bank, which is higher than the exchange 
value of gold for this period. This client has nothing to do with gold, because the money which the 
client puts on a deposit is converted into grams of gold. This is beneficial when the price increases. 
But drawbacks include the fact that such deposits are not protected by insurance, such as a regular 
deposit. 

- Trading on the stock exchange is the easiest way to invest, and this method does not raise 
the issue of gold storage.  Brokers get the profit  from the rise of gold prices as well  as prices fall.  
But risks exist as well as any exchange operations and it all depends on a broker and the effective-
ness of a bidding strategy. 

Conclusion. Thus, we can say that investing in precious metals is a great way to store and 
increase funds for people who are seeking stability and ready to wait for a certain period of time. 
Investing in precious metals has a guarantee of payback, so the main thing for such kind of invest-
ment is to choose a correct strategy and reasonably distribute your capital in the chosen investment 
direction. 
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The international questions of cost and quality of educationby means of  the sociological poll of 
TSATU students are lighted in the article  

 
 – . 

-
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Problem setting. In our time, the question of education is increasingly becoming one of the 

main problems. The world needs skilled workers and accordingly, education must be at the proper 
level in all developed countries. Schools, colleges, and higher education institutions should have a 
good training base in order to ensure that students get high-quality education.  

This is a complicated question because the cost of training is so high that a lot of families 
cannot afford to pay for it. As the result our government teaches those students who in most cases 
are able to pay but unfortunately, not able to study. 

Economists pay much attention to the calculations of educational costs, because it is 
necessary for the planning of the economy as a whole. 

Analysis of recent research and publications. Every year, HSBC Worldwide conducts a 
survey among different countries clearing out how much money parents must pay for education.  
Both developed and developing countries are taken into consideration. The authors of the study 
estimated the cost of education at all stages - from elementary school to higher education, taking 
into account not only the cost of tuition, but also living, textbooks and transport. 

In 2017, Hong Kong, became the leader of the survey. Approximately, residents of an 
administrative district spend $ 132,161 per child. The sum is three times higher than the average 
cost in the world, which is at $ 44,221.The second and third place in education expenses shared the 
UAE ($ 99,378) and Singapore ($ 70,939). The fourth place was taken by the United States with an 
average cost of $ 58,464 per child, and the fifth by Taiwan ($ 56,424). 

The last year's report reflected that the UAE was the leader in the expenses on university 
education - annually, the residents of the Emirates spent $ 18,360, which is 140% more than the 
average  costs  in  the  world.   According  to  a  new  study,  during  3-4  years,  parents  from  the  UAE  
spend $ 36,834 and are inferior in costs to parents from Hong Kong, who has $ 55,012 for higher 
education. The top ten in terms of costs for all levels of education also included China, Australia, 
Malaysia and the United Kingdom. 

As noted by the Nikkei Asian Review, residents of Asian countries were the most prepared for 
large spending on education.  More than half of the respondents from Asia allocated money for 
studies from savings and investment capital, and some specifically opened savings accounts for 
educational purposes. Also, the study found that Hong Kong and Singaporeans spend more than the 
others on lessons with tutors. In Singapore, the annual market of tutoring services is estimated at 
one billion Singapore dollars ($ 732 million). 

The purpose of this article is to conduct a research based on the sociological survey of Tavria 
State Agrotechnological University students and analyze the results.  

Basic material research. We conducted a sociological survey among the students of Tavria 
State Agrotechnological University and compared it with the results which were represented by 
HSBC in November 2017.  100 students from 17 to 22 years took part in our survey. The results are 
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shown in the tables. 
We calculated separately the cost of studying at school and at university. Children study 11 

years at school. We paid attention to the cost of office supplies, the cost of tutors (on average 3 
tutors,  2  times  a  week,  9  months,  2  years)  and  the  cost  of  school  needs.  In  total  for  11  years  of  
training parents spend 77860 UAH ($ 2883). 

Table 1. 
Expenditures for school / class needs 900 UAH ($ 33) per year 
Reasons to visit tutors preparation for exams – 70 % 

badly taught at school – 20% 
do not understand teacher’s explanations– 10% 

Cost and quantity on average 3 tutors for 60 UAH for one lesson – 12960 UAH ($ 480) 
per year 

Office Supplies Costs 1000 UAH ($37) per year 
Expenditure on nutrition 4000 UAH ($ 148) per year 
Total 18860 UAH ($ 698) per year 

Studying at university is more expensive. A student who studies only at the bachelor's degree 
course and lives in a hostel for 4 years spends 124000 UAH ($ 4,593). Studying at the master 
degree course will cost another 50,880 UAH ($ 1,884). Students living at home do not spend on 
housing, and therefore their costs are lower. 

Table 2. 
Office Supplies Costs 500 UAH ($19) per year 
Cost of contract form of training bachelor - 8700 UAH ($ 322) per year 

master – 9500 UAH ($ 352) per year 
The cost of housing 10800 UAH ($ 400) per year 
Expenditure on nutrition: at the university (TSATU) 
at home 

4000 UAH ($ 148) per year 
5000 UAH ($ 185) per year 

Travel costs about 2000 UAH ($ 74) per year 
Total bachelor - 31000 UAH ($ 1148) per year 

master – 31800 UAH ($ 1178) per year 
If you calculate the total amount, you could deduce that the education of children costs their 

parents about 25,2740 ($ 9360). 
Conclusion. Comparing the results of the research of HSBC and the survey of students of 

TSATU, we came to the conclusion that the economic and political situation has a great effect on 
the financial state of population. The ambitions of our political leaders, the increase of inflation rate, 
the  growth  of  NBU  rates,  and  an  unstable  exchange  rate  -  all  these  items  put  a  global  blow  to  
Ukrainian purses. Finally, when our government realizes that the future of Ukraine depends on the 
young generation, when their children began to study in Ukrainian schools and universities and live 
in our country, then the situation with education will change.  
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The article deals with the development of websites for taxi services, their user-friendliness and dis-
advantages. The author provides the short description of the site and its functions. The purposes of 
the site development, topic urgency, programming languages used and conclusions are outlined in 
the article. 
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Problem setting. Nowadays we are very involved in technology and the internet. Technolo-

gies play a leading role today. With the development and the increasing role of computer technolo-
gy, the Internet has a great role. As most people use the Internet, websites have become more rele-
vant. It is very convenient to look at the necessary information or goods without leaving your home. 
You can order a thing, sign up for an appointment or book anything, earn money on it, and much 
more with the help of a website. The site development is very relevant, so this process has become a 
part of course projects at technological universities. 

The purpose of the article is to describe the stages of the taxi service website development. 
The main tasks of developing a website are:  

 to acquire practical skills when students develop a dynamic website with the storage of in-
formation in the database; 

 to get skills in programming languages such as HTML, CSS, Javascript, and PHP; 
 to apply practical skills in developing a website for an enterprise or organization. The pro-

ject should have a database for storing information and a web interface for accessing it. 
 The layout of the site must be executed using the rules of CSS 3 and the language spelling 

HTML  5.  The  server  part  of  the  website  should  be  developed  using  the  PHP  programming  lan-
guage. 

Basic material research. We have created “TaxiKolad” website, which includes the follow-
ing pages. 

1) Home (Fig.1). This page describes the main advantages of choosing this taxi service, name-
ly, a taxi online order, contact information, etc. 

2) About us. This page gives you more details about the benefits of using the taxi service, in-
formation about the company and people, as well as user comments and reviews. 

3) Car choice (Fig 2). Cars of different classes belonging to the company are shown here. 
4) Services. The page shows prices. 
5) Contacts. This page provides contact information about the location of the company and 

feedback information. 
6) Registration. You can register and login on this page. 
The analysis of similar websites has showed that a good taxi service website should include 

the following desirable components: 
 a user-friendly administration panel to manage companies, managers, drivers and taxis; 
 the possibility of cashless payments; 
 the connection of  users to the driver nearby; 
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 the traceability of the nearest taxis on the map; 
 an administrative part; 
 the calculation of the trip cost; 
 customer ratings and driver feedback; 
 the possibility of the language change; 
 additional functions. 

 
Figure 1 – Home page 

 
Figure 2 – Car choice 

Conclusion. In the course project, we have developed a practical experience of working out 
and website development. In the process, we have deepened our experience in Photoshop as well as 
improves our knowledge of the site design with the help of ergonomics. Mastering and applying 
CSS, Javascript and HTML helped us develop the design with basic functional elements. To store 
the information left by the clients, we used the MySQL database programming language and the da-
tabase itself. This project allowed us to get a deeper insight into the main aspects of website devel-
opment.  Today, the web site is  acute with the advent of the Internet,  so we have gained practical  
skills and knowledge for further development of websites. 
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The article deals with the importance of engineering profession in modern world. The very notion 
of the term of “engineering” has been specified. The skills needed for being professional in engi-
neering as well as the spheres, where they can be applied, have been considered. 
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Nowadays one of the most challenging choices that young people can make is to decide on 
future occupation in sense of finding out really popular and demanded by society profession as well 
as the one you are really being involved in and wish to gain professionalism in. Indeed, it is far not 
an easy task currently to choose from a number of vocations the one you really like and are ready to 
develop and perfect skills in.  

The purpose of the article is to consider why the engineering profession is relevant and be-
ing in demand, its specific features as well as personal qualities needed for the engineer-to-be as 
well as to reveal the gender issues in engineering profession today. 

Numerous publications on the problem cover the main stages in the course of engineering 
profession changing and developing till present time. It is presupposed that people, choosing this 
profession, possess such qualities as dreamer, innovator, researcher, problem solver, inventor and 
creator. All these terms describe the characteristics of an engineer [1; 2]. As an engineer you might 
work out  the next generation of the iPad or a medical device, that will help doctors to treat illness, a 
spacecraft carrying humans to the Mars, or the system supplying remote regions with clean water  
or a new sustainable power source providing ecologically clean energy, a device able to detect toxic 
agents and chemicals, or a new safe to earthquake building. Using basic foundations in mathematics 
and science, engineers apply their technical knowledge to conceive, design and implement new pro-
cesses, products and systems that make our everyday lives possible. Besides, engineers are those at 
the cutting edge of technology, who through innovation, creativity and change provide our safety, 
health, comfort and recreation [2]. 

In fact, you can succeed in engineering as it is more based on ability and determination, than 
gender. Many schools, government agencies and private companies have created specialized pro-
grams, targeted to attract women into engineering. At present there are more programs than ever de-
signed to attract women into engineering as well as to help them to succeed in the engineering envi-
ronment. Experts in this sphere recommend not let gender deter you from doing what you want to 
do [3]. 

Engineering is a broad term that covers a wide range of applications and branches of indus-
try. In the past, engineering traditionally was divided into four major branches: Mechanical, Chemi-
cal, Civil and Electrical ones with sub-branches of each discipline. Today, however, the number of 
engineering degrees available have increased dramatically. There are now six major branches of en-
gineering: Mechanical, Chemical, Civil, Electrical, Management, and Geotechnical, and literally 
hundreds of different subcategories of engineering under each branch [3]. 

An engineering degree can “open you doors” to any field, any profession, any industry or 
career you might be interested in. There are many fields you can choose: from including electrical, 
mechanical, industrial, safety, chemical, aerospace, petroleum, biomedical, ocean and mining just to 
name only few of them. So your options with an engineering degree in the engineering profession 
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depend on what you want to do and your own interests. In modern world, increasingly connected 
with technology, having a background and understanding in engineering the doors to other profes-
sions can be opened [1]. 

Only in the fields of engineering, computing and engineering technology there are more than 
twenty five major specialties.  Degrees in these fields are accredited in many countries [1]. 

Agricultural engineers apply knowledge of engineering technology, biological science and 
even agriculture. They design agricultural machinery, equipment, structures. Some specialties in-
clude power systems and machinery design; structures and environment; food and bioprocess engi-
neering. Construction engineers are responsible for overseeing the construction of airports, malls, 
schools, manufacturing facilities, highways, high rise structures, water treatment plants and much 
more. Mechanics is the study of motion and forces. With roots in physics and mathematics, Engi-
neering Mechanics is the basis of all the mechanical sciences and can be applied to civil engineer-
ing, materials science and engineering, mechanical engineering, and aeronautical and aerospace en-
gineering [3]. 

Taking into account everything mentioned above it should be concluded that the engineering 
nowadays is one of the most relevant professions in many countries of the world and is likely to be 
in future. Besides, within the framework of this profession gender or racial boundaries are practical-
ly not existent. 
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The article is devoted to the psychological manipulation technique, which is often used in order to 
induce a person to perform certain actions or to disclose confidential information, and to the meth-
ods of protection against it. 
 

,  
,  
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Problem setting. It's been around for ages to deceive unsuspecting people in order to deprive 

them of money or information. Thieves hunt for such people almost from the very beginning of civ-
ilization. Though the same is true today, in the modern era of technology, people can still be de-
ceived, but it has the potential to prove that it is more lucrative to deprive users of their private in-
formation online. 

Analysis of recent research and publications. According to Chris Hadnagi [1], social engi-
neering is a form of techniques used by cybercriminals designed to attract unsuspecting users to 
send their confidential data, infecting their computers with malware or by opening links to infected 
sites. Technical director of SSR (Symantec Security Response) Kevin Mitnick asserts that scammers 
do not usually try to use technical vulnerabilities in the operating system – they follow a person. 
There is no need to have so much technical skill to find an Internet user at the moment of his weak-
ness who might want to see an attachment containing malicious contents. Only about 3% of the ma-
licious applications people are facing are trying to exploit the technical faults. The other 97% try to 
deceive users through one of the type of social engineering scheme. 

The purpose of the paper.  This study is an attempt to analyze the criminal concept and to 
enlist recommendations on what needs to be done to avoid becoming a victim. 

Basic research of materials.  Social  engineering is a real  problem for any company and In-
ternet user security. Social engineering is more dangerous than hacking, because it depends on hu-
man errors, not vulnerabilities in software and operating systems. Hence errors made by legitimate 
users are much less predictable it is much more difficult to detect and to prevent them than to avert 
a malicious program intrusion. 

What does social engineering look like in practical situations? It can stand out as an email that 
was designed to look like a message from a reliable organization, for example, your messaging ser-
vice or even from your bank. But if you open it and click on the attachment you can install a mal-
ware or a ransom. Or it may be disguised to look like it comes from someone inside your organiza-
tion (for example, such as IT@myorganization), someone whose computer is easily compromised. 
The rule is – to think before click. 

Once social engineers have a target, they usually start an attack, collecting public information 
about their victims. Many social engineers are gradually acquiring information over time, so they do 
not arouse any suspicion. To stop obvious collection of private information is a clue when protect-
ing against social engineering.  

How to protect yourself from social engineer attack: 
 Slow down. Spammers want you to act first and think later. If the message conveys a sense 

of urgency or uses high-pressure sales tactics, be skeptical; never allow their urgency to influence 
your thorough review. 
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 Study the facts. Be dubious of all unwanted messages. If the email is similar to the company 
you are using, do your own investigation. Use the search engine to go to the site of a real company 
or telephone directory to find your phone number. 
 Turn down requests for assistance or help. Legal companies and organizations will not con-

tact you for assistance. 
 Deepening e-mail is unchecked. Spammers, hackers and social engineers who control peo-

ple's e-mail accounts (and other accounts) have become uncontrollable. Once they control some-
body’s account, they hunt for trust of every person’s contact. 
 Beware of any downloads. If you personally do not know the sender and expect a file from 

them, downloading something is an error. Even when the sender turns out to be someone you know, 
check links or attachments with a sender in person before opening links or downloading files. 
 Protect your devices. Install email filters, firewalls, antivirus software and save the updates. 

Conclusion. Social engineering is a technique that has emerged from sociology and claims 
to be the totality of the knowledge that guides, streamlines and optimizes the process of creating, 
modernizing and reproducing new (‘artificial’) social realities. In a certain way, it ‘completes’ soci-
ological science, concludes it at the stage of transforming scientific knowledge into models, projects 
and constructions of social institutions, values, norms, activity algorithms, relations, behavior, etc. 
Despite the fact that social engineering is a relatively young science, it causes a great damage to the 
society processes. 
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The article concerns peculiarities, perspectives, and problems of using agricultural machinery in 
Ukraine. The facts and figures of operating new and earlier used foreign machines, the lack of new 
up-to-date machinery of domestic manufacturers are analyzed and described. 
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The potential of using agricultural machinery in Ukraine is large. This is evidenced by the 

figures of the sown areas of Ukraine: the amount of them ranges the country with France and Ger-
many. But the volume of the machinery market needed for these areas remains very low, five-seven 
times less than in France or Germany. This sector achieved the greatest success once in 2013 when 
in terms of technology acquisition our country outperformed even such effective country as Italy.  
But since 2014 the number of new imported equipment purchasing has been going down and on the 
contrary, the part of earlier used imported machinery has increased. 

According to “Agro Economic Institute”, the National research center, Ukrainian farmers are 
provided with basic types of agricultural machinery for only 50%. A critical situation exists with 
tractors, which are an integral part of the most industrial processes in a crop production. According 
to different estimates, about 75% of tractors are outside the depreciation life. The situation is com-
plicated by the fact that the popularity of domestic equipment is gradually descending: in 2004, 
80% of agricultural machinery trade was accounted for by plants of Ukraine and the CIS countries, 
today their part is not higher than 30%. Every year in Ukraine only 2% of a fleet of tractors gets re-
newed. Experts have estimated that due to the lack of new machinery, our country every year miss-
es more than 6 million of grain.  

Though, Ukraine remains a highly attractive country for all the largest world manufacturers 
because its market has a big growth potential. The potential is not only in the consumption of readi-
ly available equipment but also in the demand for spare parts. It needs dealer networks and regional 
service centers development and an increase of staff. 

Nowadays, the leaders of the Ukrainian agricultural machinery market are such international 
companies as New Holland (Great Britain), Claas (Germany) and John Deere (US), Belarusian 
factories Gomselmash and MTW Belarus (Minsk Tractor Works). In total, the produ tion of these 
manufacturers account for more than 70% of new machines import. And it is obvious today that 
even the landowners with a land bank of only one-two thousand hectares are interested in the new 

tractors. 
It should be noted that in the total quanti-

tative composition of 2016-2017 import - 72% 
of new tractors was supplied by Belarusian 
works. In terms of cost, the situation looks 
some different: Belarusian tractors were im-
ported for 110.5 million dollars that is only 
29% of total import volume. Equally with Bela-
rusian factories, there was the supply of CNH 
Corporation with its New Holland and Case 
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brands, the third place belongs to John Deere with the market share of 22%. 
The segment of high-powered machines is traditionally occupied by tractors with a capacity 

of more than 300 hp: John Deere, New Holland, Case, Fendt, Challenger, Massey Ferguson. 
According to the results of the last two years, the first place between the high-power machinery 
suppliers belongs to John Deere Company (37%). 
The second position is occupied by the NH Corporation (New Holland - 18%, Case IH – 16%). 
The third place is for the AGCO corporation. Its Fendt and Massey Ferguson brands confidently 
continue to win the favor of Ukrainian farmers (12%  and  5% ).  The Claas  Company demonstrat-
ed a record dynamic of equip-
ment supplying growing in 2016, 
having increased it almost four-
fold against the previous year. 
The offer of this brand to Ukrain-
ian farmers amounts to 94 units 
of high-powered tractors. 

 The premium segment of 
the Belarusian factory is the 
market of the rowed tractors with 
a capacity of 80-100 hp., it is 
99% of all imports of this class 
of machines. During the period 
of 2016, Ukrainian agricultural enterprises purchased 3,434 tractors of this class. The segment of 
compact machines with 100-200 hp. capacity became the most dynamic segment of the agricultural 
machinery market in 2016, which was actively purchased by small farms. Here, the Belarusian 
models with the market share of 46% feel confident. They amounted to 25.1 million dollars of sales 
in 2016. 
        However leading companies have already revised the model range for Ukraine and offer some 
compact options to farmers and successfully compete with the Belarusians. They are New Holland 
T5.110 and Case Farmall JX 110 models. John Deere company is also planning to increase its 
presence in a segment of tractors with a capacity of 100-120 hp. thanks to the model John Deere 
6B supplied by the new plant in China. And when the share in such class machinery market was on-
ly 11%, the secondary market of John Deere provided the brand with two-thirds of sales. 

It’s paradoxical, but Ukraine, having such powerful agricultural machinery production as 
KTW (KTZ) of Kharkiv Tractor Works, Chervona Zirka factory, the Kobzarenko Factory and 
being the largest agrarian country in Europe cannot provide itself with domestic machinery. In the 
same 2016, the agricultural enterprises of Ukraine purchased only 86 KTW tractors, 4 UMZs 
(Southern Machine-Building Plant, Dnipropetrovsk), 16 Kyi tractors, 55 KTAs, and 2 Koval trac-
tors. After the last years’ forced downtime the Kharkiv Tractor Works resumed its production and 
302 tractors were issued from the conveyor track during the first half of 2017.   

Today the agrarians are already interested in not the price only, but also in the operational per-
formance of the machinery, the level of its maintenance, the prompt delivery of spare parts, the cost 
of maintenance, the opportunity to sell it later. And those of market participants win who can pro-
vide a developed dealer network, a high level of service and affordable leasing programs.  

The increase of popularity of tractors of the 150-200 hp.capacity segment became the main 
trend of 2017, and now it is increasing in turnover. The most active players in the machinery market 
are the medium-sized farms with a land bank of almost 5000 hectares. And there exist some exam-
ples of tractors in Ukraine which are able to satisfy such a demand. They are the tractors of KTW-
170, KTW-160 series (Kharkiv Tractor Works), which have high performances even for interna-
tional standards. The problem of their technical and technological reliability is not of a conceptual 
character. If there is an adequate financing of this sector, the issue of confirming the reliability of 
domestic tractors can be resolved in the shortest possible time. In Ukraine, there is a possibility of a 
wide production even essentially new Modular Power Machinery based on domestic KTP-170. 
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Field testing of the MPM has demonstrated a number of advantages. Among them there appeared 
the universality of the modular principle of use as well as the possibility of use in different traction 
classes. MPM make the possible to do without tractors of high traction classes, the opportunity to 
do without imported tractors which are expensive both in the purchasing and in use. But the possi-
bility of domestic agro-engineering developing, its rehabilitation and modernization as well as the 
technology market development depends on a stable and loyal to the agricultural sector economic 
system in the state.  

Thus, having analyzed the modern market of agricultural machinery in Ukraine, we can con-
clude that the exploitation of new and used foreign machinery is prevailing in the agricultural sector 
today. A great number of big and small farms use a worn-out technopark of homemade machines. 
This factor negatively affects the qualitative development of the country agriculture in general. But 
Ukraine still has the potential for developing its own sectoral machinery and providing farmers with 
domestic agricultural machines which are cheaper than imported ones, but highly effective, too. 
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The article analyses and indicates the competitive industries of national production, shows the pos-
sibility of domestic enterprises to produce and sell goods that meet the requirements of the world 
market in terms of quality, price, and level of service. 
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Objective: to study the leading ways and determine the priorities of development of the ex-
port potential of Ukraine. 

Looking at the data on the structure of the gross domestic product of Ukraine of final con-
sumption,  we  can  see  the  dynamics  of  the  import/export  ratio  between  2014  and  2016.  It  can  be  
seen that with the growth of export-import operations, imports far outstrip exports, and their differ-
ence sometimes reaches 6% of GDP. (Fig.1) 

 
 Nominal GDP per year Export of goods 

and services 
Import of goods 

and services 
Balance 

(export /import) 
2014 1566728 77012      49.2 -834133      -53.2 -64012        -4.1 
2015 1979458 1044541  52.8 -1084016    -54.8 -39475         -2.0 
2016 2383182 1174625  49.3 -1323127     -55.5 -148502      -6.2 

 
Fig.1. The structure of the gross domestic product of Ukraine 

 
Data in the recent years. According to Olga Trofimtseva, Deputy Minister of Agrarian Poli-

cy and Food of Ukraine on European Integration, according to the results of 2017, the foreign trade 
turnover of agrarian and food products between Ukraine and European countries increased by 
30.8% in comparison with previous years: $ 1.9 billion amounted to $ 8.1 billion. These figures 
mean that the Agreement on the High-Zone Area between Ukraine and the European Union works 
effectively and yields results for our agrarian sector.  In addition, the growth of exports to the EU 
countries is a sign of a successful reorientation of most of our agrarian exporters to new markets. 

The main products of Ukrainian agroexport, which were supplied to the EU market in 2017, 
are grain cereals - $ 1.7 billion, oil - $ 1.4 billion, oilseeds - $ 1.1 billion. But, in addition, Ukraine's 
export growth in the last year of 2017, the EU countries also took place due to increased supply of 
niche, processed and finished food products. For example, the export of poultry meat increased in 
2017 compared to 2016 by $ 64.9 million, flour and cereal products - $ 32.4 million, juices - $ 28.3 
million, honey - $ 25.5 million, confectionery products - by $ 15.4 million, butter - $ 11.7 million. 

Top 5 trade partners of Ukraine in the EU are led by the Netherlands with a share of 18%; fol-
lowed by Spain - 14.3%, Poland - 13.2%, Italy - 12% and Germany - 10.5%. 

Agriculture  of  Ukraine  is  one  of  the  most  important  branches  of  the  economy.  It  provides  
9.2% of gross value added, uses fixed assets worth over UAH 100 billion, and businesses use 20.6 
million hectares of agricultural land (2014). Agricultural enterprises produce 223.2 billion UAH. 
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Gross agricultural products include 149.2 billion UAH, crop production and 74 billion UAH live-
stock products (Fig.2): 

Code and product name 
2014 2015 2016 2017 

January 
2018 

I. Animals; Products of animal 
origin 1014473,9 823434,9 775036,9 1109035,7 43832,4 
01 Animals 14471,8 25639,9 30903,4 45728,3 1324,2 
02 Meat and edible offal 381775,3 377668,3 387791,9 531290,2 21969,0 
03 Fish and crustaceans 27401,3 12994,8 17007,3 26376,9 1178,5 
04 Milk and dairy products, 
poultry eggs; natural honey 575431,0 386477,3 330521,4 494416,3 18619,6 
05 Other animal products 15394,5 20654,6 8812,9 11224,0 741,2 
II. Products of vegetable origin 8736139,2 7971492,5 8093693,7 9216388,3 735708,2 
06 Trees and other plants 1414,4 2340,4 3703,8 3956,6 430,4 
07 Vegetables 129861,6 97214,6 152647,3 235323,4 5789,8 
08 Edible fruits and nuts 148191,4 154083,5 148221,9 195287,3 8750,2 
09 Coffee, tea 14645,0 10595,7 14088,4 13610,0 805,3 
10 Cereal crops 6544127,6 6057490,0 6073915,3 6501604,6 565420,3 
11 Products of the flour-
grinding industry 124400,7 117887,9 138667,9 182039,9 13169,7 
12 Seeds and oleaginous fruits 1687715,3 1475455,6 1534995,1 2060226,0 139939,2 
13 Natural shellac 557,1 527,0 443,3 587,5 29,7 
14 Vegetable materials for 
making 85226,1 55897,8 27010,8 23753,1 1373,4 
III. 15 Fats and oils of animal 
or vegetable origin 3822031,8 3299799,1 3962975,8 4605669,7 371932,2 
IV. Food products 3096308,9 2468418,0 2450096,2 2827336,8 204492,9 
16 Meat products, fish 32378,9 12467,5 14323,8 15551,4 1068,4 
17 Sugars and sugar confec-
tionery 147092,9 169508,2 352008,4 417348,2 40227,0 
18 Cocoa and products from it 322877,6 187263,1 162209,1 183734,9 10178,1 
19 Ready-made grain products 390134,6 267917,7 212454,1 296420,3 16412,1 
20 Vegetable processing prod-
ucts 297777,9 183896,7 140278,7 176506,4 10546,8 
21 Different foods 212291,7 117179,4 100208,9 121045,9 6088,9 
22 Alcoholic and non-alcoholic 
beverages and vinegar 251284,4 183608,0 163813,5 209240,5 11162,7 
23 Residues and waste of the 
food industry 1108252,0 995781,3 982983,7 1051761,0 92463,4 
24 Tobacco and industrial to-
bacco substitutes 334218,9 350796,0 321816,0 355728,2 16345,6 
V. Mineral products 6103534,8 3099490,6 2728764,8 3947735,0 267696,2 
25Salt; sulfur; earth and stones 619084,1 395015,7 327658,1 421779,5 21540,7 
26 Ore, slag and ashes 3472392,7 2216459,2 1954649,4 2735727,6 199844,6 
27 Mineral fuels; oil and prod-
ucts of its distillation 2012058,0 488015,6 446457,3 790227,9 46310,9 

Fig.2. Agricultural products of Ukraine 
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Analyzing the development of the agrarian sector of Ukraine's economy, it should be noted 

that there are many problems that hinder the effective functioning, namely: the imperfection of stor-
age logistics, the infrastructure of the agrarian market and, consequently, significant loss of produc-
tion; the use of outdated equipment, equipment, which leads to the risk of increased production 
costs; incomplete adaptation of domestic products to the conditions of the international market as 
well as certain non-compliance with the requirements for the quality and safety of raw materials and 
food products. 

Conclusion. The current stage of agricultural development in Ukraine is accompanied by an 
aggravation of a number of socio-economic problems. However, even under unfavorable condi-
tions, the agrarian sector continues to demonstrate acceptable rates of development, which are, first 
and foremost, the result of land and agrarian reforms. Along with this, new challenges call for a 
timely response from the state, agrarian science and practice. How quickly and efficiently the do-
mestic agrarian sector adapts to the new economic conditions depends on its further prospects to 
take a worthy place among the leading producers of agricultural products in the world. 
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The ability for international competitiveness is a crucial matter for Ukrainian state. The problems 
influencing the competitive position and the perspective to succeed in the international arena are 
concerned in the report. The global competitiveness indexes and Ukrainian competitiveness indexes 
have been searched according to the 2017 World Economic Forum report data. 
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The world economy and global processes integration is being observed as a tendency in mod-

ern society. This factor has a certain effect on the countries in the way of their political, social and 
economic state as well as international relations between countries. This situation stimulates an ur-
gent search for new ideas and approaches for the effective functioning of the constituents and for 
achieving leading positions in the world in the course of Ukrainian state modern development. A 
crucial role is played by the competitive abilities of the national economy. The competitiveness is 
one of the most important categories,  which gives an idea of the positioning of the country in the 
world market and improving macroeconomic indicators of the state competitiveness. It is seen as a 
strategic objective of the government in the nearest future. This should be provided by favorable 
conditions of growth of foreign economic operations efficiency and the substantial increase of the 
quality characteristics of the national economy.  

Both  western  scholars  (P.  Krugman,  S.  Linder.  Olin,  N.  Porter)  and  domestic  (A.  Amos,  V.  
Alexandrov, Yu. Bagal, A. Bolkhovitinov, Borisenko. Gazi, A. Danilenko, etc.). have been studying 
the issue of a state competitiveness for some certain period of modern society. Today Ukrainian sci-
entists are studying the international ratings quite carefully providing the analysis of their research 
results. The primary intent of this work is to determine the factors characterizing the state of global 
competitiveness of Ukraine in different positions and selection of promising development directions 
of the country. 

In the modern world, there is a combination of globalization and the world economy that af-
fects the position of countries and the relationships between them. Solving of the internal problems 
of Ukraine depends on the choice of optimal development of foreign economic activity. It is neces-
sary now to thoroughly examine the problems and prospects of development of Ukraine's competi-
tiveness. The identification of strengths and weaknesses of the national economy will also allow 
moving to a qualitatively new level of diplomatic relations. 

The current state of development of the Ukraine economy shows that there are some bal-
anced, stable and effective public policies, which would be able to monitor existing problems and 
ways of overcoming them. The study of the country's position in international rankings is one of the 
primary elements of the strategical activity for state economical analysts.  

The process should be started from a close look at the problem and the perspective of the 
Ukrainian competitiveness development, from emphasizing all the strengths and weaknesses.  
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To realize and define clearly the meaning of the term competitiveness we resort to the World 
Economic Forum formulation. There are actually a number of definitions for this phenomenon but 
this one is seen as the most exact. The World Economic Forum, the organization which measures 
competitiveness among countries, defines it as “the set of institutions, policies, and factors that de-
termine the level of productivity of a country”. The main idea is believed here as that where a com-
petitive economy is a productive one. 

Every year the World Economic Forum organization  monitors and publishes the data on 
global competitiveness in a special annual report. In the report there presented the place of Ukraine 
in the ranking of countries according to all competitiveness indicators. 

In 2017 the list is traditionally topped by Switzerland. To the Top Ten, there have come next 
countries: the US, Singapore, Netherlands, Germany, Hong Kong, Sweden, UK, Japan, and Finland. 
Ukraine loses positions in the global ranking of countries in terms of economic competitiveness. It 
took the 85 place among 138 countries and this is 6 positions lower than in 2016 (that was79). 

 
ble 1 

 Dynamic competitive position of Ukraine 
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The  data  of  Table.1  shows  the  ranking  change  dynamics  of  the  Ukraine  positions  among  

countries from 2010 to 2017. The positions range from 73 to 89 and the highest rate was observed 
in 2011. The index rise and fall are also obviously observed. It can be partly explained by the finan-
cial crisis, which continues affecting the country's competitiveness. 

The global competitiveness index consists of more than 100 variables, which are grouped into 
12 benchmarks. They characterize the state of global competitiveness of Ukraine in different posi-
tions.  In  the  context  of  globalization,  competitiveness  depends  on  the  scientific  potential  of  the  
country, infrastructure, and level of education . The best indicators we have in higher education and 
training which means a high quality of human potential. Another Ukraine advantage is the size of 
the home market and the sphere of the state healthcare so far.  

The integration into the economic space gives Ukraine an opportunity to improve its posi-
tion in the competitiveness index. Now the situation in the country is difficult through military ac-
tion in the East, increasing gas prices, and decreasing markets. State social spending and the deficit 
of the state Pension Fund have considerably risen, too. Low quality and high prices of products as 
well as some other factors affect the growth of Ukraine's dependence on imports.  

In the context of globalization, the competitiveness also depends on the scientific potential 
of the country, its infrastructure, and a level of education. Among the most problematic factors af-
fecting business in Ukraine, the first one is a limited access to resources, this factor is followed by 
such frequent dimensions as corruption and government bureaucracy, the problems of tax regulation 
and political instability.  

Having analyzed the World Economic Forum ranking, we are able to draw the following 
conclusion: the Ukrainian index in the global competitiveness depends on the level of domestic and 
foreign investment in the country, on the level of businesses trust in politicians, law enforcement 
and, the courts. The increasing of export capacity will greatly influence the country’s ability to 
compete as well as improving the promising industry of Ukraine: agriculture, light industry, heavy 
industry, fuel industry and tourism. The stability of the banking system, protecting intellectual and 
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tangible property rights have to become a significant contribution to the state competitiveness issue. 
The matter of the first importance is the ability of the country to attract and retain top talent in to-
day's multigenerational workforce and qualified professionals, developing a scientific potential of 
the country, its education, and infrastructure. 
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The article deals with cross-platform product development applications. The advantages of cross-
platform soft ware for social media over native mobile developments are presented.  
 

 
. 

 
Problem setting. Cross-platform development means developing of software that will work 

on more than one platform. Cross platform application development is the method of building one 
app for multiple mobile platforms like iOS, Android, Windows and Blackberry. In cross-platform 
application development, one codebase is created and customized for multiple platforms. On the 
other hand, in native mobile development (commonly called a mobile app development), a separate 
codebase is created for each platform.  

Analysis of recent research and publications. According to the recent publications on the 
prominent application development websites like outsystems.com, businessofapps.com and newge-
napps.com, examples of widely used cross-platform development in 2018 are media players, mes-
sengers  and  antivirus.  People  use  them and don’t  even  think  of  their  favorite  software  (like  VLC, 
Viber, ESET) compatibility with the operational system of their smartphones, tablets or notebooks 
[1].  

The purposes of this paper are to study cross-platform product development applications 
and to analyze the advantages of cross-platform software for social media over native mobile devel-
opments. 

Basic material research. According to the website DZone.com statistics [1], the top 5 cross 
platform application development tools in 2017 were: 

• SAP and Sencha – they are tools for creating cross-platform applications. 
• PhoneGap – is an open source tool which comprises a compiler, a debugger, and testing 

tools connected to the popular web technologies. 
• Xamarin – is tool that lets developers work with native IDEs and languages. 
• Appcelerator – is a tool allowing to build, to test, to connect and to measure the functionality 

of the built applications.  
The mentioned above tools are development environments for both designing and developing 

cross-platform product. 
If one thinks of a cross-platform development and a native mobile development comparison 

the following features are crucial: the list of cross-platform development advantages over native 
mobile development includes following pros: 

•  cross-platform development has one codebase; 
•  its codes can be reused;  
•  it ensures quicker development time; 
•  it reduces development costs; 
•  it is in increasing demand; 
•  it acquires as many customers as possible; 
•  cross-platform development makes it easier to synchronize its updates with all used 

mobile devices. 
In its turn, any native mobile development has some advantages, too: 
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•  it has a separate codebase; 
•  it is a better option for a wow user-interface; 
•  it doesn’t need to be updated to match each system. 
The features and advantages analysis of application development tools leads to the conclusion 

that the most significant one is that cross-platform development ensures the reduced development 
time. 

It should be kept in mind that cross platform mobile development isn’t quite as simple as writ-
ing the code once, putting it through a tool for translation, and publishing both an iOS and Android 
applications to the respective application stores. However, whether you want to develop a cross-
platform application or a native application, it doesn’t matter: if you take advantages and help of a 
well-versed mobile application development company, you can create the application you expected. 

Conclusion. To conclude it should be mentioned that cross-platform development has a long-
term perspective and is going to outreach social media and penetrate rapidly into industrial and 
business spheres. 
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The article is devoted to investigation of prospects of the fourth industrial revolution arriving in the 
Ukrainian industry and to the analysis of opportunities of smart machines application into manu-
facturing.  
 

-
 

.  
 
Problem setting. Information technology plays an important role in various sectors and in-

dustries. Similarly, IT strives to make things simpler in the manufacturing sector as well. 
In the industry that automates things for the benefit of humankind, IT helps to make the man-

ufacturing process less cumbersome and more automated. IT helps drastically in delivering just-in-
time insights, swift visibility, and seamless innovation for implementing new age solutions. 

Analysis of recent research and publications. Many academics and IT experts in the indus-
trial sphere have researched the prospects of innovative technology introduction into the Ukrainian 
industry. So, director of the state enterprise Ukrpromvneshexpertiza Vladimir Vlasyuk is actively 
engaged in the study of the 4th industrial revolution implementation in Ukraine. And Anton Avrin-
sky, CEO of Clobbi, cited real examples of achieving a significant economic effect from the intro-
duction of information technology in production. 

The purpose of this article is to investigate the fourth industrial revolution arriving in Ukrain-
ian industry and to analyze prospects of smart machines application into production.  

Basic material research. A special role in the development of any modern enterprise is 
played by the automation of the production process, the meaning of which consists in the partial or 
complete exclusion of a human from the production process. The use of automatic systems is un-
doubtedly economically profitable, as it allows increasing labor productivity, expanding production 
without increasing the labor force, obtaining high product quality consistently, reduction of time for 
end-product manufacturing. A wide introduction of new technologies takes place in the service sec-
tor, and in particular in trade, where this process is especially necessary, given the huge size of 
modern supermarkets, as well as storage facilities. Naturally, there is a need to develop software, 
create an automation system that involves the use of highly efficient modern equipment: data col-
lection terminals, bar code scanners, programmable keyboards, electronic scales, cash registers, la-
bel printers and more.  

Figure 1 shows the examples of smart machines applicated to production. 
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Figure 1 – Examples of smart machines introduced into manufacturing process 
Retrieved from https://www.slideshare.net/EricLo11/sales-kits-for-nexcom-automation- con-

troller20160504eric-lo-61941090 
According to the recent studies, the fourth industrial revolution is arriving in Ukrainian indus-

try. There were three main industrial breakouts before the beginning of the 21-st century worldwide 
(Fig. 2). 

 
Figure 2 – Industrial breakouts and their features in chronological order 

Retrieved from https://www.vm9it.com/industry.html 
 
Modern age is characterized as time of the fourth industrial revolution of things. The fourth 

industrial revolution combines all the most innovative and needed techniques and technologies. In-
dustry 4.0 is considered to be the next industrial revolution. It is the current trend of data exchange, 
automation and interrelationship in manufacturing technologies towards Smart Industries. 

This revolution is driven by giant leaps in ICT innovation and promises to radically alter the 
face of industry in the coming decades, based on a network-centric communication between play-
ers, humans and systems that implement high quality business processes and management, in the 
entire value network, including the end-users. 

Speaking of manufacturing, namely the fourth industrial revolution technologies provide nu-
merous benefits like: automation, saving production time, providing high precision, customer-
friendly atmosphere in manufacturing. It should also be mentioned that the most innovative Ukrain-
ian franchise manufacturing companies like Indasoft and franchise companies like Bosch and Arce-
lorMittal implement and use the fourth industrial revolution achievements. For example, in Melito-
pol the manufacturing company Turbokom Ltd also uses the fourth industrial revolution achieve-
ments like 3D printing, CNC machines, CIM-Computer Integrated Manufacturing. The fourth in-
dustrial revolution influence on manufacturing tends to grow.  
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Conclusion: the presented research takes a snapshot of the public sector’s digital evolution 
and gives pointers as to how the most ambitious public bodies can accelerate their rate of progress. 
Every advancement has its strengths and weaknesses that are more apparent in big industries includ-
ing manufacturing. The IT advantages are perceived more evidently by the industry itself. With au-
tomatons and enhancement, they can reduce production time with an increase of production vol-
umes. They can also reduce the expenses for human employees. Human errors in production occur 
less, thus another increase in the number of products is ensured. Most of the disadvantages greatly 
influence the outside of the industry or company. Pollution becomes more rampant whenever there 
is an increase in the use of automatons. Unemployment also increases because of the automated sys-
tem employed by a company. 

The company is also a subject to these disadvantages. Automatons are costly, and mainte-
nance of these machines to work also affects the revenues of the company. 
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The problem of literacy among the students of TSATU are described in the article. 
 

,  
. -

.  
 

Problem setting. With the advent of the Internet, books, literature and literacy have ceased to 
be of interest to many young people. It makes no sense to read thick books, if you can find out all 
the necessary information in Google. Quite a lot of people are still convinced that books are only 
needed  to  find  information,  but  this  is  not  so.  Literacy,  the  ability  to  express  one's  thoughts  in  
words, keep conversations in the intellectual circle, learn about others' experiences and understand 
oneself - all this is also provided by reading. Reading can expand the scope of our consciousness 
and increase our capabilities. And our task is to prove it.  

Analysis of recent research and publications. The study of this problem involved a teacher 
of literature at the College Oliver Dreon, along with a professor of literacy, Jennifer Schettel. Dur-
ing the training Oliver was observed that many of the students after reading the literary work did 
not fully understand its essence. With this question, he turned to his colleague, Jennifer Schet-
tel:«As a result of the research, six stages of reading level development were identified, which are 
characterized by different characteristics and abilities. Students were assigned lucubrations that 
were designed for their age and the highest level of understanding of the text, based on textual anal-
ysis and synthesis. But in reality, students did not reach this stage in the development of reading, as 
a result of which they had problems in the final understanding and analysis of the concepts of liter-
ary works» [1]. 

Another research shows that «reading at the university plays a huge role. Most of the infor-
mation goes to self-study, so it is very important for the student to effectively study the course». A 
large number of students read passively, without a clear understanding of the goal, resulting in read-
ing becomes a burdensome occupation. To avoid this, it was recommended to use «active reading». 
«Active reading» means reading for the purpose of understanding and collating information. «It in-
cludes thinking, choosing information relevant to the goal, as well as thinking about what is read, 
and not just memorizing it» [2]. 

The purpose of the article is to find out the level of literary education of students, interest in 
reading, its benefits and preferences in it. 

Basic materials research. We conducted a survey among the students of Tavria State Agro-
technological University in order to find out what a role reading plays in students' lives. To the 
question "Do you read books?" 80% of the students answered that yes. This is a pretty good result. 
Analyzing the motives for their reading, we found out that 60% of students do this for self-
development, the remaining percentages are evenly distributed between study and entertainment. 
The most preferable genres are the following : 80% - adventures, 42% - fantasy, 33% - detectives. 
Less than all percent have typed such genres as popular science literature and poetry. It was also re-
vealed that almost 50% of students prefer foreign contemporary authors, while the rest are distribut-
ed between classics and modern domestic authors. The results of the survey confirmed that the level 
of reading is reflected in literacy of speech, 76% of students gave an affirmative answer Most stu-
dents are not interested in the development of fast reading technique, proceeding from the fact that 
many people prefer reading for self-development, and not for speed, and try to take out the maxi-
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mum amount of information for themselves. We can not leave aside those 20% of students who an-
swered that they do not read books. We have clarified the most common reasons why some students 
do not read: lack of time - 70%, lack of desire - 30%. On average, students read 1-3 times a month 
due to lack of time, in connection with studies, although many have a desire to give it more time. 

Conclusion. 
In conclusion, we can say that a large number of students have a desire to read more, even  

those who do not currently do so. Many students are stopped by the abundance of literary genres, 
the problem of choice and limitation in time. As a solution to this problem, University can develop 
a recommendation list  for different genres with a brief description. The distribution of time is the 
business of every student. Students should distribute their time more intelligently to allocate time 
for reading on a regular basis. This can contribute to improving academic performance, help devel-
op the skills of attention, perseverance, the ability to allocate an important and concentrate on it. 
Reading widens our worldview, as well as an endless source of new information. 
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SpaceX designs, manufactures and launches advanced rockets and spacecraft. The article provides 
information about SpaceX foundation and its attaining the ultimate goal of enabling people to colo-
nize Mars and live on other planets. 
 
SpaceX , . -

 SpaceX  – -
. 

 
Space Exploration Technologies Corp., doing business as SpaceX, is a private American aero-

space manufacturer and space transport services company headquartered in Hawthorne, California. 
It was founded in 2002 by entrepreneur Elon Musk with the goal of reducing space transportation 
costs and enabling the colonization of Mars. SpaceX has since developed the Falcon launch vehicle 
family and the Dragon spacecraft family, which both currently deliver payloads into Earth orbit. 

In 2001, Elon Musk conceptualized Mars Oasis, a project to land a miniature experimental 
greenhouse and grow plants on Mars, "so this would be the furthest that life’s ever traveled" in an 
attempt to regain public interest in space exploration and increase the budget of NASA.  

On the flight home, Musk realized that he could start a company that could build the affordable 
rockets he needed. In early 2002, Musk was seeking staff for his new space company, soon to be 
named SpaceX. Musk approached rocket engineer Tom Mueller (now SpaceX's CTO of Propulsion) 
and Mueller agreed to work for Musk, and thus SpaceX was born. SpaceX was first headquartered 
in a warehouse in El Segundo, California. The company has grown rapidly since it was founded in 
2002, growing from 160 employees in November 2005 to nearly 6,000 in April 2017. 

In 2012, SpaceX became the first private space company to dock with the International Space 
Station and has done another unique thing – scientific experiments that related to cargo were devel-
oped by 15 students. SpaceX is flying numerous cargo resupply missions to the International Space 
Station, for a total of at least 20 flights under the Commercial Resupply Services contract. In 2016. 
NASA awarded SpaceX a second version of that contract that will cover a minimum of 6 additional 
flights from 2019 onward. Dragon was designed from the outset to carry astronauts to space, and as 
early as 2018. SpaceX will carry crew as part of NASA's Commercial Crew Program. As one of the 
world s fastest growing provider of launch services. SpaceX has secured over 100 missions to its 
manifest, representing over $12 billion in contracts. These include commercial satellite launches as 
well as NASA and other US Government missions. 

SpaceX's achievements include: the first privately funded liquid-propellant rocket to reach orbit 
(Falcon 1 in 2008); the first privately funded company to successfully launch, orbit, and recover a 
spacecraft (Dragon in 2010); the first propulsive landing for an orbital rocket (Falcon 9 in 2015); on 
March 30, 2017, SpaceX became the first enterprise successfully launching and using reusable 
space rockets of orbital class and others. SpaceX is not only making big spacecrafts in its pursuit of 
creating a community on Mars. There is no doubt that the SpaceX scientific researches open new 
horizons for humanity, allowing to travel to other planets and stars. 
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Current trends in tax evasion by using European off shores have been considered in the article. Ad-
vantages and disadvantages of such European off shores as Gibraltar, Estonia and UK are being 
analyzed and compared. 

 
Introduction: Many successful people want the benefits of minimal taxation. That’s where 

low tax countries come in. In this case, the minimization of taxes is not the only reason why the ac-
tivities are offshore companies. As practice shows, offshore companies are registered primarily in 
countries with a stable political and economic situation. 

If, however, they return to the issue of preferential taxation, it should be noted that the main 
advantage for business is exemption from taxes and additional fees. The only condition for obtain-
ing tax preferences is the receipt of income from business activities outside the country where the 
offshore company was registered. 

Article relevance: In connection with the increased tax burden and the reduction of deregu-
lation in the Ukrainian business, many entrepreneurs seriously began to think about registering a 
company abroad in countries with low or no taxation, or in countries that have a simplified and loy-
al to the legal framework of business, and accordingly, and optimal taxation. 

Content: 
In the mid-1990s issues related to offshore business were virtually unknown in Ukraine: 

there was no market economy, the state in its hands concentrated monopoly on foreign economic 
activity, the free conversion of foreign currency assets was almost impossible. With the develop-
ment of market relations, more and more entrepreneurs began to seek help with offshore business. 
Today, most entrepreneurs hold their assets behind the facade of foreign companies, because they 
are better protected there from any external encroachments. 

The use of offshore schemes to a large extent is positive for small and medium-sized busi-
nesses, can protect it from the unhealthy economy of Ukraine, which suffers from corruption and 
imperfect legislation. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the positive aspects of the use of offshore 
for the economy as a whole and resident companies that use them: 

- promoting the activation of diverse international financial flows and accelerating the circu-
lation of financial assets on a global scale; 

- ensuring the development of financial markets; 
- creation of conditions for diversification of investments; 
- expansion of access to loans and better capital allocation; 
- a general reduction in the tax burden in the world and thereby stimulating economic activi-

ty and global economic processes; 
- offshore is an activator of the economic growth of the states in whose territory they are lo-

cated and factors influencing their economic development, including the potential of human capital, 
which contributes to the harmonization of the development of the economy as a whole; 
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- increase the ability of companies to compete in the national and global economy, enterpris-
es are able to implement more flexible strategies for development, especially in the struggle for the 
markets for the products with which they came to the economic space[1]. 

Tax havens have attracted large companies along with wealthy private investors who seek 
refuge from taxation policies in their home countries. Tax havens have been known to greatly re-
duce and eliminate taxes that would have otherwise been due by domestic tax authorities if not for 
their placement in offshore accounts. Offshore zones of Europe, in contrast to offshore companies 
of other countries, are still an attractive activity for businessmen from all over the world, since the 
reputation of a company registered here is much higher than the reputation of any other offshore 
company registered outside Europe [2]. 

European jurisdictions are much inferior to the island states, as well as the Asian financial 
market on the issue of tax optimization. Some experts say that business in Europe will not be able to 
avoid paying taxes, maintaining accounting records, auditing and displaying statements on the own-
ers of commercial structures. This practically makes it impossible to carry out entrepreneurial activ-
ities incognito. At the same time, European financial centers continue to enjoy popularity and attract 
large business representatives [3]. 

Currently existing European offshore: 
1. Gibraltar - no income tax, auditing and reporting - is. 
2. Estonia - no income tax, auditing and reporting - is. 
3. United Kingdom - for the LLP (Limited Liability Partnership) income tax there, auditing 

and reporting — is [4]. 
Let's take a closer look at these offshore countries: 
Gibraltar 
Gibraltar has long been a popular tax residence for British citizens, but Gibraltar’s benefits 

as a low-tax residence are available to anyone. Nestled at the southern tip of Spain, Gibraltar is a 
British Overseas Territory and not a sovereign country, but is able to set its own tax policy [5]. 

Favorable conditions have been created in the country both for offshore companies and for 
onshore companies. Non-resident companies do not pay taxes and when calculating with European 
companies, a zero VAT (value-added tax) rate is applied value-added tax. Some companies are ex-
empted from the obligation to perform an audit. Legislation provides for the right to use a nominal 
service, appointing corporate directors and shareholders. For onshore companies, there are mini-
mum taxes on wages.  

Advantages of offshore in Gibraltar: high reputation, political stability, no exchange control, 
non-resident companies do not pay taxes, there are no bilateral international documents on coopera-
tion in the exchange of information between Ukraine and Gibraltar, Gibraltar company LTD is not 
included in the Ukrainian list of organizational and legal forms of non-residents who do not pay in-
come tax (Resolution of the CMU(Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine) in 2017), fast registration pro-
cedure, absence of inspections by the tax authorities. Companies need only keep records on a sim-
plified scheme, impeccable reputation of jurisdiction, opportunity to open accounts in banks of any 
zones. 

Disadvantages of offshore in Gibraltar: reporting required, large and medium-sized compa-
nies must be audited, the company must necessarily have a Resident Secretary of Gibraltar, Gibral-
tar is included in the lists of offshore zones in many countries, included in the Ukrainian list of off-
shore zones (Order of CMU 2011), included in the Ukrainian list of jurisdictions that fall under the 
rules on transfer pricing (Resolution of CMU 2017), there are no agreements on elimination of dou-
ble taxation[6]. 

All things considered despite its diminutive size, Gibraltar deserves a close look for anyone 
looking to take their finances international.  

Estonia 
There is no tax on undistributed profits - if an Estonian company makes a profit from doing 

business, then the profit tax is paid only when the company decided to distribute dividends to its 
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owners. If dividends are not distributed, and profits remain at the disposal of the company (stored 
on accounts or reinvested), then the profit tax is not paid.  

Advantages of offshore in Estonia: the profit tax is zero, absence of transport tax, absence of 
"hidden" taxes, low rates of banks for international transfers of funds; the possibility of using mark-
ing on goods "made in the EU", adequate prices for the acquisition and support of business, Rus-
sian-language and English-language operational support, state bodies work with Russian-speaking 
representatives, most banks have support in Russian and English, advanced Internet banking and the 
ability to manage the company's accounts in Estonia from any place where there is Internet, obtain-
ing temporary residence permit in Estonia; there is an opportunity to open the European branches of 
the company, registration of business visas for long stay in the Schengen countries, the possibility 
to operate the company remotely without visiting Estonia, the company's ability to exist without the 
staff of employees and pay salaries[7]. 

United Kingdom  
There is no classical offshore zone in the UK, but subject to a number of conditions, compa-

nies can receive tax incentives. The rate varies from 26% to 0%. Companies compulsorily keep rec-
ords  and  conduct  audits  (if  the  annual  turnover  exceeds  6  million  GBP).  For  the  registration  of  
LTD, at least one shareholder is required without the requirements for status and residency. Size Y - 
1.000 GBP, at  the time of registration, it  is  enough to pay 2 GBP. Legislation allows the issue of 
preferred and common shares. 

Registration of a company entails obligations to maintain records and submit annual declara-
tions and reports to authorized bodies. In the first year of existence, companies receive a grace peri-
od (9 months) for reporting. 

Firms are exempted from auditing if: 
1) staff - no more than 50 people; 
2) annual turnover - no more than 6.5 million GBP; 
3) book value of assets - no more than 3.26 million British GBP. 
Despite the fact that it is not possible to buy offshore in the UK in the classic interpretation 

of this concept, the country remains attractive to non-residents. This is due to a number of ad-
vantages that they receive when registering a company here. Among the main: prestige of the coun-
try, high business authority in the international market, stability of the banking system, tax incen-
tives, high investment attractiveness, affordable cost of registration and maintenance, protection of 
the interests of shareholders (liability is limited to the amount of the contribution), absence of state 
currency monitoring. 

The UK legislation provides for flexible conditions for the registration of foreign companies 
in the form of LLP. Offshore companies in the UK that operate outside its borders are taxed at a ze-
ro rate. For registration it is necessary to provide a package of documents (memorandum of associa-
tion, certificate of registration, application, etc.) and make an advance payment (30%). 

Entrepreneurs who choose to buy offshore in the UK need to report annually, have an office 
and a registration agent within the jurisdiction [8]. 

Disadvantages of offshore in UK: the LLP Partnership must report, large and medium-sized 
LLPs must be audited, LLP, whose partners are non-residents of the UK, cannot use double taxation 
treaties, the tax-free status of the LLP partnership is easily determined from publicly available 
sources of information, there is a Memorandum between the Ukrainian Government and the British 
Agency for Combating Organized Crime on cooperation in the exchange of information, the British 
LLP partnership is  part  of the Ukrainian list  of legal entities of non-residents who do not pay in-
come tax (Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine in 2017). 

It can be concluded that the UK offshore area gives a lot of benefits to entrepreneurs in the 
registration of companies, has a high prestige prestigious jurisdiction. 

To summarize, for Ukraine in such conditions, the overriding task is to transform the use of 
offshore, not as a zone of holding profits, capital and ownership rights to assets, but to transfer them 
to  Ukrainian  jurisdiction,  using  the  offshore  as  affiliates,  or  as  a  springboard  on  the  conquest  of  
highly competitive foreign markets. With this approach, Ukrainian business structures fully inte-
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grate into a globalized competitive environment, and Ukraine, as the state will receive significant 
financial and investment flows, will improve the socio-economic situation, accelerate its growth and 
approach the standards of EU countries 

Conclusions: Offshore countries are needed for minimize taxation, namely: reducing the tax 
base by using as an intermediary in the trade of a non-resident company; the withdrawal of profits 
from countries with high taxes to tax-free territories; acquisition of property on behalf of a non-
resident company, which can significantly save on income and capital tax. 

Offshore countries such as Gibraltar, Estonia or the United Kingdom are used to protect 
your Ukrainian business by participating in a non-resident company as an intermediary between 
your local company and an international partner in order to minimize taxes, simplify paperwork, ac-
celerate financial flows and protect against arbitrariness of supervisory bodies; import of fixed as-
sets, for example, if you need to purchase equipment abroad and do not want to pay excessive cus-
toms duties and VAT, you can purchase this equipment for a non-resident company and make this 
equipment as a statutory fund in a joint venture. 
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Taxes are an integral part of our life. This is part of the state mechanism through which our state 
operates. We all know what kinds of taxes exist in our country. We compare tax rates and the tax 
burden in different countries and find out what part of the income their residents give to the state 
budget. 

 
Problem setting. This topic presents tax systems of various leading countries of our world. 

You can compare tax rates and the tax burden in different countries and find out what part of the in-
come their residents give to the state budget. 

The purpose of the article is to analyze the main tax systems of various leading countries of 
our world. 

Basic materials research. Benjamin Franklin, in a letter to Jean-Baptiste Leroy said that their 
new Constitution was now established, and had an appearance that promises permanency; but in 
this world nothing can be said to be certain, except death and taxes. The USA is one of the leading 
countries in the world. Taxes in the US are paid by everyone. Attempt to avoid paying taxes is a se-
rious crime. We will consider the most common types of taxes that are paid by individuals. 

The United States has an assortment of federal, state, local, and special-purpose governmental 
jurisdictions. These taxes may be imposed on the same income, property or activity, often without 
offset of one tax against another [1].  
 

Picture 1 - Marginal tax rates for 2018 [1] 
 

Marginal 
Tax Rate 

Single Taxable 
Income 

Married  Filing  Jointly  or  
Qualified Widow(er) 
Taxable Income 

Married Filing Sepa-
rately Taxable In-
come 

Head of Household 
Taxable Income 

10% $0 – $9,525 $0 – $19,050 $0 – $9,525 $0 – $13,600 

12% $9,526 – 
$38,700 $19,051 – $77,400 $9,526 – $38,700 $13,601 – $51,800 

22% $38,701 – 
$82,500 $77,401 – $165,000 $38,701 – $82,500 $51,801 – $82,500 

24% $82,501 – 
$157,500 $165,001 – $315,000 $82,501 – $157,500 $82,501 – $157,500 

32% $157,501 – 
$200,000 $315,001 – $400,000 $157,501 – 

$200,000 
$157,501 – 
$200,000 

35% $200,001 – 
$500,000 $400,001 – $600,000 $200,001 – 

$300,000 
$200,001 – 
$500,000 

37% $500,001+ $600,001+ $300,001+ $500,001+ 
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Generally, the marital status on the last day of the year determines the status for the entire 
year. 

There are such kinds of statuses: 
 Single 
 Married filing jointly 
 Married filing separately 
 Head of household 
 Qualifying widow(er) with dependent child 

State income tax rates vary from 0% to 13.3% (California) in 2018, including local income 
tax where applicable. The Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) tax is a United States federal 
payroll (or employment) tax imposed to fund Social Security and Medicare. 

Most local governments in the United States impose a property tax, also known as a millage 
rate, as a principal source of revenue. The tax is nearly always computed as the fair market value of 
the property times an assessment ratio times a tax rate, and is generally an obligation of the owner 
of the property [1]. 

Unlike value added tax, sales tax is imposed only once, at the retail level, on any particular 
goods. Purchase of goods for further manufacture or for resale is uniformly exempt from sales tax. 

The next country in our list is the leader of the European Union. The basic principle of Ger-
man taxation is: "taxes must correspond to the amount of services rendered by the state". German 
Tax System is one of the most complex systems for doing business, but we will examine types of 
taxes for individuals [2]. 

Individuals who are residents in Germany or have their normal place of abode there have full 
income tax liability. All the income earned by these persons both at home and abroad is subject to 
German tax. 

To improve the economic situation and infrastructure in the five 'new' eastern states of Ger-
many, on top of income tax, the solidarity surcharge is levied at a rate of 5.5% of the income tax for 
higher incomes. 

Employment income earned in Germany is subject to different insurance contributions cover-
ing health, pension, nursing and unemployment insurance. Contributions are levied as a percent of 
income until a certain ceiling shared equally between employee and employer.  

 

Insurance policy Yearly ceiling Em-
ployer % Employee % 

Pension Insurance West: 78,000.00 €/ 
East: 69,600.00 € 9.30% 9.30% 

Unemployment Insurance West: 78,000.00 €/ 
East: 69,600.00 € 1.5% 1.5% 

Nursing Insurance 53,100.00 € 1.175
% 

1.175%-
1.425% 

Health Insurance 53,100.00 € 7.3% 7.3% 
Additional employee contri-

bution depending on health insur-
ance company   up to 0.9% 

Picture 2 - Table of contributions for 2018 [3]: 
 
All services and products generated in Germany by a business entity are subject to value-

added tax (VAT). The German VAT is part of the European Union value added tax system. 
Certain goods and services are exempted from value-added tax by law; this applies for Ger-

man and foreign businesses alike. The rate of value-added tax rate generally in force in Germany is 
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19%. A reduced tax rate of 7% applies e.g. on sales of certain foods, books and magazines, flowers 
and transports [3]. 

Taxation in Sweden on salaries for an employee involves contributing to three different levels 
of government: the municipality, the county council, and the central government. Social security 
contributions are paid to finance the social security system [4]. 

The tax consists of local and state fees. The local tax rate varies on average from 29% to 35%, 
depending on the commune. If the amount of annual earnings is higher than 443,200 kroons, then in 
addition to the municipal tax, a state tax will be collected - 20%. Those whose revenues for the year 
amount to more than 638,800 kroons, they must pay 25% of the amount exceeding this threshold. 

Sweden has a progressive income tax, the rates for 2017 are as follows (based on yearly in-
comes): 

0% from 0 kr to 18,800 kr 
29% to 35% : from 18,800 kr to 438,900 kr 
29% to 35%  + 20%: from 438,901 kr to 638,500 kr 
29% to 35% + 25%: above 638,500 kr 
The value added tax rate in Sweden is 25%, with exceptions for food and services like hotel 

room rental fees (12%), and for sales of publications, admission tickets to cultural events and travel 
within Sweden (6%) [4]. 

The contribution to pension insurance at the rate of 7% is paid by all taxpayers: employers, 
employees (not older than 65 years) and individual entrepreneurs. 

Conclusion. A comparison of tax rates by countries is difficult and somewhat subjective, as 
tax laws in most countries are extremely complex and the tax burden falls differently on different 
groups in a country and sub-national unit. The list focuses on the man indicative type taxes: corpo-
rate tax, individual income tax, and sales tax, including VAT and GST. 
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The Chernobyl disaster was a catastrophic nuclear accident. It occurred on 25–26 April 1986 in 
the No.4 light water graphite moderated reactor at the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant near the 
now-abandoned town of Pripyat, Ukraine. The article provides information about the ability of 
plants and animals to adapt to radiation in the territory of the Chernobyl zone. 
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Scientists have discovered mechanisms that allow plants to cope with radioactive contami-

nation in a closed area around the Chernobyl nuclear power plant. 
The research team, which published the results of its work in the Environmental Science and 

Technology journal, studied the behavior of soybeans and flax. 
In 2007, scientists sowed these plants in an extremely polluted area near Pripyat - a town of 

workers of the Chernobyl nuclear power plant, which had become empty after the accident. At the 
same time, the researchers put soy and flax seeds in the ground, cleaned of radioactive contamina-
tion. It turned out that in a short period of time plants managed to adapt to the conditions of high ra-
diation, there were almost no differences from normal ones – except a 5% difference in protein lev-
el. The scientists believed that it probably protects against radiation. And they still doubt that the 
Chernobyl plants are eatable. Working in Chernobyl, the scientists found out that the secret of vul-
nerability of various species from radiation contamination is depends on their DNA. "It's incredible 
how quickly this ecosystem managed to adapt," Martin Hajduh, the member of the research group, 
told BBC. 

After the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant in 1986, many experts assumed that 
the contaminated zone around the station would remain "scorched earth" for many years, on which 
neither animals nor plants survive. 

Experts suggest that plants were fairly easy to "get used" to the new radioactive conditions, 
since millions of years ago life on Earth was already forced to fight high doses of radiation. And the 
events at the Chernobyl nuclear power station could bring to life these ancient mechanisms. 

"Probably there are already some algorithms in the plants, on Earth there was always radia-
tion – from the first stages of the formation of our planet," Hajdukh said. "At that time, the level of 
radiation on the earth's surface was much higher than now. It allowed to develop the present re-
sistance mechanism." 

However, in the 30-kilometer exclusion zone, including the cities of Pripyat and Chernobyl, 
not only plants began to develop rapidly, but there was also a lot of wild animals. For 32 years, 
most of the zone remains deserted, except for the Chernobyl nuclear power plant and Chernobyl, 
where the liquidators work mainly. Therefore, wild inhabitants of forests and meadows are not 
afraid of man and in those rare cases when they encounter him, they willingly go to contact. Prze-
walski's horses, released in the zone shortly after the accident, multiplied, and now they can be seen 
next to the domestic horses of the Chernobyl part of the Emergency State Service of Ukraine that 
are also grazing in the zone. In the rivers contaminated zone - a large number of fish of different 
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species. One of the largest populations has a chub. Shoals of fish can be seen by simple throwing a 
piece of bread into the water. 

The subdivision, which deals with the zone of alienation and protects it from fires, has a zoo 
- rescuers transfer animals in need of help. 

Those who suffered from fire, were injured, or left without parents' cubs. 
Now you can see both domestic and wild representatives of the fauna: horses, pheasants and 

other  birds  that  live  in  Ukrainian  Polissya.  Therefore  zoo  corner  is  popular  among visitors  of  the  
zone. Biologist Sergey Gashchak from the Chernobyl Center for Nuclear Safety installed the photo-
traps in the area. For three decades, the species diversity of the zone has changed dramatically. 
Even the gray stork, brown bear and other species returned here, which were considered rare visi-
tors in these parts, biologists admit. Large mammals include wild boar, deer, roe deer, moose, wolf, 
fox, hare and others. Radioactivity, which in the zone is still a serious threat to humans, has little ef-
fect on the development of populations of animals and plants. Therefore, in the zone "the life of na-
ture is rapidly reviving," except for certain areas with high levels of radiation, says Yaroslav 
Movchan, chairman of the board of the National Ecological Center of Ukraine. One of the most 
dangerous territories is the so-called Red Forest: the area near the route to Pripyat, which got a lot 
of radionuclides in the first days of the accident, destroyed all vegetation. But even here, young pine 
trees grow, planted by a man. However, visiting this zone is still dangerous for a human. Here, the 
level of radiation was the highest one, which is a hundred times higher than the average radiation 
level in Kiev. 

One of the most important tasks of the state is to preserve the natural wealth of the exclusion 
zone and in parallel to take care of the gradual reduction of the radiation level. Igor Gudkov reports 
that the anthropogenic pressure on the nature of the exclusion zone has diminished. On vegetable 
diversity this affects little, and such changes are more difficult to investigate, while the number of 
almost all animals has increased. The number of foxes, beavers, badgers increases iteratively. For 
thirty years the number of wild boars has tripled. Now there are reports that bears and bison come 
from Belarus to the zone. In this situation, the territory of the Chernobyl zone should have only a 
natural-reserved status. 

As a result of the Chernobyl disaster, the nature of the zone is "protected by radiation." And 
this is a good chance for the restoration of nature in significant areas. In addition, the Pripyat River 
is a reserve source of water, and the Ministry of Ecology and Natural Resources has already devel-
oped a draft of the Chernobyl Biosphere Reserve, which will include most of the natural areas of the 
exclusion zone, except for the Chernobyl nuclear power plant and enterprises operating in the zone. 
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This article deals with the effect of GMO products on living organisms and on the characteristics of 
foods containing transgenes. Some GEOs could play a positive role in ensuring sustainable agricul-
ture, forestry, aquaculture, bioremediation and environmental management, both in developed and 
developing countries. and developing countries. However, deliberate or unintentional releases of 
GEOs into the environment may have negative environmental consequences under certain circum-
stances. 

 
The main problem raised in the article is whether GMOs have direct effects on living organ-

isms and just how safe is it to eat GMO products and whether products differ from transgenes from 
normal ones. 

The purpose of the article is to consider all the positive and negative aspects of the influence of 
GMO products on living organisms. What are genetically modified organisms and what are the 
risks of their use. And just as the organism changes when a transgene is introduced into it. 

The rate of development of world production using genetically modified organisms (GMOs) is 
impressive. Products with transgenes do not differ from ordinary ones neither taste, nor color, nor 
odor. Often they are used for the production of cooked sausages, canned meat, beer, chips, various 
sauces, instant soups, chocolate, syrups and even baby food. That is, they are present in those prod-
ucts that contain modified soya. Genetically engineered (GE) organisms provide the potential for 
significantly increased agricultural production, but may also represent environmental risks. Methods 
have been developed to predetermine such risks under safe conditions. These methods can also be 
used to some extent to determine the potential invasiveness of exotic organisms.[3] 

The use of food, containing GMO, according to scientists, can lead to cancer ictus, allergic re-
actions, infertility and to become a source of other dangerous ailments. For example, the "introduc-
tion" of the Brazilian nut gene into soybean DNA (to increase the protein content) has led to the fact 
that this agro-culture has become dangerous for people suffering from allergy to nuts. Most known 
transgenic plants resistant to herbicides are able to accumulate them. This fact has been confirmed 
by the experiments with rats consuming genetically modified soybean, resistant to herbi-
cides.These animals, subsequently reproduced to the world inferior offspring where more than 50 % 
of  individuals were unviable [2]. 

The Environmental Society supports the following recommendations: 1) GMOs should be 
developed to reduce environmental risks. 2) more extensive research is needed on the environmen-
tal benefits and risks associated with GMOs. 3) these effects should be evaluated against the corre-
sponding baseline scenarios. 4) The environmental release of GEOs should be prevented if scien-
tific knowledge of possible risks is clearly insufficient. 5) In some cases, post-release monitoring 
will be necessary to identify, manage and reduce environmental risks. 6) Evidence-based regulation 
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should expose all transgenic organisms within the framework of such a risk assessment and should 
include a cautious approach, recognizing, that many environmental effects are geographical ones- 
and belong to specific areas [1; 4].  

In conclusion it should be mentioned, that it is difficult to state for sure, that GMO products 
are harmful or, on the contrary, have a positive effect on living organisms. If we consider the situa-
tion from economic point of view the creation of GMOs is definitely a winning one and carries a 
huge profit, but from the side of ecology we see negative changes. Despite these facts, it should be 
taken into consideration, that  long-term studies of the safety of transgenic products have not been 
carried out, so no one can accurately confirm any negative impact on humans as well as to deny 
such an opportunity. 
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The factors which influence the student’s choice of future university are lighted in the article. 
 

Problem setting. Every year school graduates face to the problem of choosing the higher ed-
ucational establishment for further studying. There are a variety of factors that influence a student’s 
decision. First of all it is an advertisement in the media, billboards, and websites of universities. 
There you can find information about the cost of training, the availability of qualified teachers, con-
ditions of living in hostels. Secondly, it is information which you receive from friends, parents, pro-
fessors of university. But all this diversity forces us to make a difficult choice, influenced by many 
reasons, starting from advertising to geographical location. 

Analysis of recent research and publications. The scientist Matt McFadden made an inves-
tigation and found several factors affecting students. Having studied them, we can say that these 
factors are suitable not only for American students but for Ukrainian ones. 

According to his survey there are 5 factors that influence university choice for today’s stu-
dents. 

«Geography – location is significant in many students’ minds, either because they want to live 
in a certain part of the country or because of financial constraints. The New York Times posted a 
study by the National Association for College Admission Counseling that indicates that the educa-
tion level, income, and travel experience of parents are the easiest ways to determine how far away 
a student is willing to go for college» [1] Still, according to the analytical center CEDOS, in 2015 
almost 60,000 Ukrainian students were studying abroad. The most popular countries are Poland, 
Germany, Russia, Canada, Italy, Czech Republic, USA, Spain, Austria, France and Hungary [2]. 

«Financial – a recent survey by The Higher Education Research Institute shows that the avail-
ability of financial aid heavily influences college selection» [1]. 

«Academic Excellence and Reputation – students report that broader academic reputation 
leads their decision-making. And Inside Higher Ed (citing the book How College Works) says that 
faculty in particular plays an important role in university decisions» [1]. 

«Parents & Peers – as much as kids don’t like to admit that their parents affect their decisions, 
parental input does matter. As expected, students are also affected by peers, but as a study by ACSD 
points out, that relationship is correlational. Researchers haven’t determined whether like friendship 
affects university choices [1]. 

Marketing – Marketing still matters of course, but it’s changing. The 2014 Social Admissions 
Report, a survey of college-bound high school students, shows that institutions’ websites are the 
most heavily-accessed online resources, with 86% of respondents listing these as very or extremely 
useful» [1] 

The purpose of this article is to accomplish a research via the conducting of sociological sur-
vey of Tavria State Agrotechnological University students and analyze the results. 

Basic material research. We conducted a sociological survey among the students of Tavria 
State Agrotechnological University and results are represented in the table1. 
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Table 1. 
1.Where are you from? Melitopol 

69% 
Another city 23% Village 8%  

2. Why did you decide to 
move? (if you choose "An-
other city" or "Village" in 
the previous question) 

Decision of 
parents12,5% 

The desire to find a 
better life/ self-
development75% 

I wanted to 
move away from 
my par-
ents12,5% 

 

3. Why did you choose 
TSAU? 

Decision of 
parents7,5% 

Own solution85% Lack of finance 
for another uni-
versity7,5% 

 

4. Why did you choose this 
faculty/ the department? 

Decision of 
parents7,5% 

I  like/  I  have  the  
ability/ I think it's 
the best option85% 

I did not 
care7,5% 

 

5. Did the financial problem 
affect your choice? 

Yes23% No77%   

6. Did you have the same 
opinion concerning the uni-
versity with your parents? 

Yes65% No35%   

7. Why did not you go to 
the metropolis/ big city? 

Fear19% Lack of fi-
nance23% 

Pointless46% Parental prohi-
bition12% 

8. Would you like to study 
at another faculty/ depart-
ment/ university? 

Yes35% No65%   

 
According to the survey, we could have analyzed that firstly, a lot of students of TSATU are resi-
dential  people;  secondly,  all  our students made a decision to study at  our university on their  own 
and chose their future specialty after considering the advantages and disadvantages of chosen spe-
cialty; finally, they didn’t regret about their choice. 

Conclusion. There are a lot factors that influence students when choosing their academic ca-
reers, but their own solution was the decisive factor for students in this research. The choice of the 
course, apparently, is the result of an analysis of the costs and benefits of the student, which is per-
ceived as the best option. In addition, one should not forget about factors that are not essential, but 
important, for example, the parents' opinion and the financial problem. 
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The multiverse (or meta-universe) is a hypothetical group of multiple separate universes including 
the universe in which humans live. Together, these universes comprise everything that exists: space, 
matter, time, energy, the physical laws. The article provides information about the probability of 
multiverse existence. 
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There is an opinion that our universe is not alone and simultaneously with it there are paral-

lel Universes and alternative realities. To understand the idea of multiple universes, we first need to 
determine what we mean when we say "the universe". Our definition of the "universe" has changed 
many times, for example, when we invented the first telescope, looked into space and learned that 
the stars do not attach to the sky on nails, but the Earth is not the only one in space. But the universe 
is much larger than we can see. 

Our planet seems to us huge, but on a scale even of the Solar system, our planet looks like a 
grain  of  sand  compared  to  our  Milky  Way galaxy.  In  the  observable  part  of  the  universe,  several  
trillion galaxies like ours or even exceeding it in size. It is possible that there can be a huge number 
of universes, and each of them can operate its own laws of physics. 

According to Hawking theory, it may turn out that not everything that falls into black holes 
is destroyed or lost forever, as was previously thought. The scientist suggested that an object cap-
tured by a black hole might appear elsewhere or even in an alternative universe. The existence of al-
ternative stories with black holes suggests that this is possible. If the black hole is large and rotates, 
it may have a passage to another universe. But you could not go back to our universe. 

There is also a theory that all worlds are real and live according to similar scenarios, and 
some are very similar to ours. So, for each of us in parallel reality tens of lives can live - be born in 
other countries, realized in different professions. 

In favor of the theory of Multiverse says at least one fact. If we analyze the basic physical 
constants, we can easily find out that they are very precisely "tuned" to the fact that under these 
conditions life could exist. It is worthwhile to increase nuclear forces - and the stars will burn out 
too quickly for life to occur and develop. It is worth to reduce them - and the stars will not flare up 
at all; naturally, life can not exist in this case too. If we increase the gravitational force, our Uni-
verse will quickly die in the Great Compression; if it is slightly reduced, it will quickly expand and 
freeze. In general, in order to create conditions suitable for life in our Universe, dozens of "acci-
dents" that are relevant to world constants were needed. Obviously, our Universe is in many ways 
in the "zone of life"; very much in it "accurately selected" so that life could be born and exist. 
Therefore, we will have to draw a conclusion either about the existence of a God who deliberately 
took care of the fact that our universe turned out the right way or about the existence of billions of 
parallel universes, many of which are dead. "The universe seems to have known in advance that we 
will appear." 

These theories are only guesses so far, no one can find proofs of the multiverse theory, nor 
can they refute it. However, this does not give grounds for saying that parallel universes do not ex-
ist. 
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The specifics of the managerial accounting organization at the enterprise are considered. The main 
systems of managerial accounting organization in Ukraine are analyzed. Their advantages and dis-
advantages are highlighted. The efficiency of the application of the world experience along with the 
national practice of management is substantiated. It is determined how close the relationship be-
tween the theoretical approaches of accounting with practical application is. 
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Formulation of the problem. The main problem of the establishment of managerial account-

ing in Ukraine is that it is not an independent accounting system, but only a subsystem of account-
ing. Every day more and more executives of Ukrainian enterprises understand the need to conduct 
different accounting, which almost entirely focuses on meeting the needs of external consumers of 
information. 

Organization and conducting of managerial accounting is not mandatory, but due to its im-
portant role in the development of the company, it is necessary. At the most of agricultural enter-
prises managerial accounting is not conducted or is not effectively conducted. 

Analysis of recent research. The problems of organization, formation conduction of manage-
rial accounting were researched by domestic and foreign scholars: F. Butinets, L.V. Napadovskaya, 

.M. Kalinina, S. Golov, S.G. Joyla, C. Drury, R. Anthony, G.G. Kireytsev, M.S. Pushkar. Howev-
er, only a few domestic enterprises apply a system of managerial accounting for more effective 
solving of business issues and problems. The main problem is the lack of sufficient knowledge 
among the executives. At the same time, many executives are not always aware of the role of man-
agerial accounting in the organization and do not clearly understand the goal and objectives set. 

The purpose of the article is substantiation of the need of managerial accounting and the 
basic principles of building its system at the enterprise in order to ensure effective functioning. 

Presentation of the main research material. The emergence of managerial accounting is de-
termined by the fact that traditional accounting methods didn`t cover the requirements of manage-
ment. Aggravation of competition, the complication of technology and organization of production, 
the development of scientific and technological progress required other methods for solving funda-
mentally new problems. 

In international practice, the separation of managerial accounting and the general accounting 
system is related to the need to increase the efficiency of entrepreneurship and to focus on achieving 
the strategic goal. 

A modern requirement for a managerial accounting specialist is the possession of a wider 
range of knowledge, skills and abilities. A managerial accounting specialist is able to operate not 
only quantitative financial information, he is ready to work with non-financial indicators, which are 
sometimes difficult to quantify; he not only assesses the current execution of operational budgets, 
but also understands the organization's strategy, participates in its development, and controls its im-
plementation. 
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In accordance with the Law of Ukraine "On Accounting and Financial Reporting", internal 
(administrative) accounting is a system for processing and preparation of information on the activi-
ties of the enterprise for internal use in the process of enterprise management" [1, 3]. 

Main tasks of managerial accounting: 
1. providing managers and their representatives with the necessary information for making 
managerial decisions by integrating the processes of collecting, processing, preparing, analyzing, 
interpreting information; 
2. adjustment of management activity in achieving the goals of the enterprise; 
3. providing information and providing advisory support for management decisions; 
4. assistance in identifying problematic issues in the sphere of expenses and developing alter-
native solutions; 
5. ensuring the viability of the enterprise at the levels of strategic and tactical management; 
6. contributing to the optimization of dependence "revenue-expenses-profit"; 
7. provision of budgetary control; 
creation and ensuring of functioning of the general information system of the enterprise manage-
ment [2, 26]. 

According to N.L. Napadovskaya, modern managerial accounting is not just accounting, but 
optimization of economic activity [3, 64]. 

Company director faces an extremely important and complex problem - to ensure the continu-
ity of its development in an extremely dynamic environment that constantly promotes the emer-
gence of new methods, systems and approaches. It should be remembered that due to the system of 
managerial accounting must be solved practical problems of management. It follows therefrom that 
the accounting system should be changed with the change of management strategies. Obviously, it 
is necessary to have a system of accounting that adapting constantly would acquire new forms and 
transform the already acquired qualities for the adoption and implementation of managerial deci-
sions that are right for these situations. This concerns the interaction of various systems that ensure 
the development of the economy of any enterprise, which are so interconnected and interdependent 
that it is impossible to manage economic processes effectively at the micro level without taking into 
account the mechanisms of this interaction. 

Today different technologies are interspersed. At their intersections there are significant 
breakthroughs. Traditional approaches built on the principle "each branch of knowledge is charac-
terized by its own unique technology of information preparation" is insolvent now and changed to 
an approach, which states that specific problem-solving technology requires the specific preparation 
of the information. This is due to its dependence on other industries - those that traditionally based 
on the technology of information preparation and those for which it is carried out. 

In order to improve the quality of accounting information, the principles of accounting were 
reformed, but in practice they were not properly implemented. It was the collision of theory and 
practical application. The reason is that accounting is perceived as a need for reporting to the tax au-
thorities, and not as a source of information on which basis the right decisions can be made. Also, 
the tax accounting affects negatively because it differs from accounting and its management is a 
priority because it is the most controlled by the tax authorities. International Financial Reporting 
Standards contain general indicators and key principles of managerial accounting. Recently there 
was a noticeable retreat from quantitative indicators towards quality ones in other countries. In ad-
dition, completely new factors are taken into account, to which the managers previously didn`t pay 
close attention: the business process system within the enterprise, the competitive environment, cus-
tomer relationship management (CRM) etc. It indicates a new level of managerial accounting de-
velopment. 

Conclusion. Domestic enterprises pay insufficient attention to the motivation of employees 
and control of the product quality with the application of managerial accounting. They consider it 
mainly as a subsystem of accounting. 

In modern conditions, managerial information should include not only numerical indicators, 
financial and economic calculations of alternative action options, but also should offer conclusions 
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and recommendations on choosing the most appropriate one. Managers who want to make effective 
management decisions should have favorable conditions for the development of managerial ac-
counting. It is the key to successful competitive business in the modern business environment. 
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Ukrainian-British relations since the beginning of Ukraine's independence are considered. The in-
terests of Ukrainian-British relations are presented at the present stage. The list of investor coun-
tries in the Ukrainian economy is presented. 
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Formulation of the problem. The issues of Ukrainian-British relations seem to be of great 

relevance today. In the context of the Euro-Atlantic aspirations of our state, it is rather important to 
study Ukraine's dialogue with a nuclear nation that is a permanent member of the United Nations 
Security Council and has a strong economy. 

Analysis of recent research. The problems of Ukrainian-British relations were studied by 
such scientists as A. Grubinko, V. Krushinsky, V. Mayko, G. Goncharov, M. Bilousov, N. Yako-
venko, O. Sahaydak, P. Sardachuk, P. Ignatyev. 

The purpose of the article is  a  study  of  the  relations  between  Ukraine  and  Great  Britain  
since the beginning of Ukraine's independence to present day and definition of interests between 
these two countries. 

Main research materials. Ukrainian-British relations are bilateral relations between Ukraine 
and Great Britain in the field of international politics, economy, education, science, culture. Britain 
is the first country to recognize Ukraine's independence on the last day of 1991. In full measure, the 
establishment of bilateral relations between two states became possible only with the Ukraine's in-
dependence achievement [3]. 

On December 1995, Ukrainian President Leonid Kuchma visited Great Britain. The result of 
his visit was the signing of a Ukrainian-British declaration [1]. 

The initial stage of Ukrainian-British relations was characterized by restraint of the British 
side in the development of bilateral cooperation [4]. 

Kyiv demonstrated a significant interest in developing relations with Great Britain at a rather 
formal level. London in its policy towards Kyiv during the mid-2000s was guided by the vision that 
it would be in the interests of the United Kingdom to turn Ukraine into a full-fledged member of 
NATO. Later, in 2009 – 2013, the emphasis was shifted to support the development and signing of 
the Association Agreement between Ukraine and the EU. 

Today, the UK defines its interests concerning Ukraine as follows: 
1. resolving the Ukrainian-Russian conflict in accordance with the norms of international law; 
2. ensuring the effectiveness of domestic reforms by providing appropriate financial and tech-
nical support; 
3. transformation of Ukraine into a reliable partner in the international arena and highest possi-
ble increase in bilateral trade in the future. 

The British Government continues to declare and pursue a policy of active engagement in the 
Ukrainian-Russian conflict to provide appropriate assistance for domestic reforms. 

The interests of Ukraine in the UK at the present stage: 
1. attracting British investments to receive support for domestic reforms; 
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2. engagement of Great Britain to strengthen defense capability and increase pressure on Rus-
sia to implement the Minsk Agreements in accordance with the Ukrainian vision and for the de-
occupation of the Crimea; 
3. London`s continuation of active policy on the international scene, despite the process of 
leaving the EU. Thus the United Kingdom will continue to be one of the main international partners 
of Ukraine. 

Today, after the Revolution of Dignity and in the Ukrainian-Russian war, the support of the 
United Kingdom has only intensified. 

Let us consider the structure of foreign investors in the Ukrainian economy and countries that 
provided material and technical support to the armed forces of Ukraine. 

Figure 1 – Top-5 foreign investors in the Ukrainian economy (in US dollars) 
 

British  foreign  direct  investment  in  the  economy of  Ukraine  as  of  April,  2017 amounted  to  
1.999 billion US dollars or 5.3% of the total. According to these indicators, Great Britain takes the 
4th place. 

 

 
Figure 2 – Top-5 countries, providing material and technical support to the armed forces of 

Ukraine (millions of US dollars) 
During the 2014-2016 the UK provided financial and technical support to Ukraine in the 

amount of $ 4.9 million, or 2.9% of the total, entering the top five international donors. 
The British presence is particularly noticeable and important in the food industry, the oil and 

gas industry, the provision of consulting services and trade. A large number of British companies or 
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companies with British capital in Ukraine create a certain illusion about the development of Ukrain-
ian-British economic and trade relations. 

British businessmen mentioned the following barriers to doing business in Ukraine: 
1. political and economic instability; 
2. corruption; 
3. bureaucratization; 
4. ineffective tax and legal systems; 
5. problems with the protection of intellectual property rights; 
6. lack of developed transport infrastructure[2]. 

List of recommendations for successful interconnections between Ukraine and Great Britain: 
1. intensification of inter-parliamentary dialogue; 
2. development of the clear scale for the success of reforms; 
3. initiation of the simplification of the visa regime; 
4. development of the cooperation with London to counteract the money laundering; 
5. the start of the negotiation on mutual trade without an Association Agreement; 

Conclusion. Today  we  can  say  that  the  interests  of  Ukraine  and  Great  Britain  complement  
each other. The British foreign policy is very promising for Ukraine and can bring considerable 
benefits in terms of a clear definition of priorities and a consistent implementation of the strategy. 

Full and productive cooperation with the United Kingdom will be impossible without decisive 
steps from the direction of Ukraine. Today Ukraine does not use all the potential that has been es-
tablished in bilateral relations with the United Kingdom. If Ukraine will approach the generally ac-
cepted European norms and standards, the effectiveness of Ukrainian-British cooperation will in-
crease. 
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The article presents a brief information about of production of biological means for the processing 
of agro-industrial crops and the problem of poisoning pollinators - colonies of bees and other bene-
ficial insects, which affected the large quantitative reduction in the amount of honey obtained. The 
main objective of this article is to summarize information on existing Bayer works in the field of 
processing of plant raw materials and the protection of plant pollinators from the deadly ingredi-
ents used by the company Bayer and other world-leading companies in this field of economy. 
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In the last decade, the amount of production of biological means for the processing of agro-

industrial crops has increased. This, in turn, led to the problem of poisoningpollinators- colonies of 
bees and other beneficial insects, which affected the large quantitative reduction in the amount of 
honey obtained.The main objective of this article is to summarize information on existing Bayer 
works in the field of processing of plant raw materials and the protection of plant pollinators from 
the deadly ingredients used by the company Bayer and other world-leading companies in this field 
of economy, as well as to familiarize the reader with news in this area and development perspec-
tives.  

In the debate about “bee deaths” in some regions of the world,  neonicotinoids – a class of 
insecticidal active ingredients – are being named as one factor responsible for the regionally in-
creased rates of bee colony collapses. 

For a crop protection agent to be licensed, it  has to pass a number of tests.  Only once the 
product has been meticulously examined in the laboratory, and to some extent also subjected to 
field tests, may it be certified “harmless to bees”, their crop protection agents are not harmful to 
beeswhen used rightly. 

The latest research indicates that a complex combination of factors is adversely affecting bee 
health. The main culprits are diseases, parasites such as the Varro mite, weather conditions and loss 
of the honey bees’ food sources. 

It’s well known that Varro Mitesis dangerous to bees. Bayer is actively involved in the 
search for new bee health solutions, such as by developing new products for the treatment of infes-
tation with Varro mites. The Bayer Bee Care program was founded specifically to thoroughly inves-
tigate this issue[1]. 

During treating seeds, the substance used to dress them– which protects the plant from pests 
at germination and in the early growth phase –under no circumstances should be allowed to enter 
the environment as dust when the seeds are sowed. A tough goal, but an ambitious project is aiming 
to achieve just that. Its name is its aim: “Zero” Dust. 

Bees have to be safeguarded from direct contact with plant protection products. Together 
with Crop Science, Bayer Technology Services has developed an array of solutions to keep dust 
generation to a minimum during seed treatment. 
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Dressing means that the seeds are coated with a plant protection agent prior to sowing. This 
keeps both seeds and plants safe from the very start. And the specialists agree that very little of an 
active substance is needed to have a very big impact. 

The researchers are similarly in agreement that treated seeds have to be handled with ex-
treme care, because the layer of active substance coating the seeds has to stay in place and not be 
rubbed off. Otherwise there is a danger that the substance could be released into the environment in 
an uncontrolled way, and that is something that has to be avoided because it could potentially have 
a negative impact on bees and other beneficial insects. 

For Bayer, this was the starting point for a comprehensive project comprising a large num-
ber of individual measures: “Zero” Dust. Under this name, a wide variety of possibilities for large-
scale dust reduction were put forward, analyzed, tested and finally put into practice: from 
“SweepAir” – a kind of “field vacuum cleaner” – to the use of polymers to improve the adhesion of 
the seed dressing. This is largely dependent on the design of the seed-dressing machine: With one, 
the plates that break up the evenness of the motion are attached near the top. With another they are 
attached at the side. Sometimes there are many of these “spoilers,” sometimes only a few. And 
when the design changes, so does the dressing of the seeds. 

Precise knowledge of the processes at work in a seed dressing machine also leads to signifi-
cant improvements in terms of reducing dust: Specialists are now able to assess exactly what forces 
are at work and whether they will lead to avoidable abrasion and dust. 

Independently of the seed dressing itself, improving the drying process has also been a focal 
point for the experts. The idea of drying the seeds during the dressing process was proposed. 

This is known among experts as In-Bowl-Drying and involves hot air being directed into the 
bowl of the seed dressing machine. It causes the evaporation of large amounts of water and increas-
es the space available for the dressing substance itself. Like this, specialists are able to increase 
throughput substantially. A big part of the challenge was ensuring that the hot air was passed 
through the seed perfectly evenly. This was achieved using a special metal plate with specially de-
signed gaps. And again, it’s no coincidence that a similar apparatus has already been used in the 
past – for a pharmaceutical in the field of tablet drying [2]. 

But how do you know, exactly, when you have reached the right point to end the dressing 
process? This point is influential in determining how much dust is likely to be produced when the 
seed is sowed. If the seed is too moist, the individual grains can stick together and can’t be sowed as 
desired out in the field. But if they are treated for too long, it can lead to an increase in the amount 
of abraded dust. 

For this reason, a specially qualified employee constantly stands beside the basin in which 
the seed is being dressed. This person, because of their long experience, can hear the precise mo-
ment when the sound changes, and that is the signal for the drying to stop. This results in the dress-
ing adhering to the seed as optimally as possible.  Tests have shown that stopping the process ten 
seconds too late can mean up to 30% more dust. 

But, according to the experts in process analysis technology at Bayer Technology Services, 
this process could be improved even further. This was a job for application engineer Reinhard Gross 
and his team. Gross proposed relying on a sensitive microphone rather than trusting the human ear. 
But in an environment that generally tends to be very loud, putting this idea into practice was no 
easy task. Two years have now passed since the inception of the project: the problem has been 
solved and a patent issued. 

However, it was clear from the start that they were focused only on the issue at hand. The 
aim was also to come up with a technology that Bayer’s competitors would also use. At the end of 
the  day,  it  comes  down to  ensuring  that  less  active  substance  enters  the  environment,  not  just  for  
Bayer, but across the board.  

Pollinators and their health not only impact the livelihoods of farmers, beekeepers and polli-
nation service providers but also the quality of life and healthy lifestyle that so many of us enjoy. 
As the world population continues to grow, we need to contribute to the protection and conservation 
of pollinators and, at the same time, help farmers optimize their agricultural productivity in a sus-
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tainable manner. This is, naturally, an area in which Bayer is highly interested in contributing to 
progress. Pollinators need us to join forces to ensure their health and safety. It is important that we 
exchange knowledge, seek understanding, discuss options and take appropriate action. In 2017, the 
Bayer Bee Care Program celebrates five years of dedication to promoting excellence in pollinator 
science, communication and dialog with stakeholders. The program comprises over30 collaborative 
research projects worldwide, addressing some of the main threats and opportunities for pollinators 
and pollination and helping farmers optimize their harvests. In this edition of the BEENOW maga-
zine, they cover a selection of the projects and collaborations, showcasing tailor-made local and re-
gional approaches. These include examples from each of the threekey areas of this program, namely 
Feed a Bee, Healthy Hives and Sustainable Agriculture. They see it as a crucial part of their mission 
to contribute to bee and pollinator health via cutting-edge research and educational activities. As 
such, they are fully committed to continuing to invest in pollinator health in line with their mission 
[3]. 

Good new’s  that a comprehensive, joint study by Exeter University, Roth Amsted Research 
and Bayer researchers has identified and characterized the enzymes in honey bees and bumble bees 
that determine how sensitive they are to different neonicotinoid insecticides, namely CYP9Q, a sub-
family of P450 detoxification enzymes. 

The results reveal these enzymes in the metabolic mechanisms in bees effectively break 
down certain insecticides quickly, allowing their safe application even in flowering crops where 
foraging bees can be exposed. The investigations also show that you can’t make generalizations 
about the bee toxicity of insecticides of a chemical class such as neonicotinoids (A major class of 
insecticides, chemically related to nicotine, used to protect crops against piercing and sucking in-
sects, and for flea control on cats and dogs) [4]. 
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The procedures of accounting for production expenses, according to national and international 
standards have been compared. On the basis of the statement that the development of the manage-
rial accounting system is inversely related to the degree of financial accounting regulation, the dif-
ference between the accounting rules for expenses under the Accounting Regulation 16 "Expenses" 
and International Accounting Standard 2 "Inventories" is described. 
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Formulation of the problem. The expenses of the enterprise are the main objects of the re-

search of managerial accounting experts. All assets and liabilities are converted into expenses, and 
the production price is the main economic indicator. Of the three main economic components of 
business (assets, income and expenses) managerial accounting fully influences the costs. Cost man-
agement characterizes the efficiency of the use of assets and the validity of the decisions. It affects 
directly economic security, the stability of enterprise development and its profitability. 

Analysis of recent research. Many scientists took an interest in problems of the development 
of managerial accounting: Colin Drury [1], V.F. Palii [5], L.I. Khoruzhyi [7], V.B. Mossakovskyi 
[4]. In recent years articles on the theoretical aspects of managerial accounting in various spheres of 
economic activity are being increasingly published. But the reasons for a significant gap in the de-
velopment of financial accounting are not disclosed. 

The purpose of the article is to compare the procedure of accounting for production expens-
es, according to national and international standards, the degree of its regulation. 

Main research materials. Most scientists identify six approaches to understanding the es-
sence of managerial accounting, which can be divided into two groups: 

1. Management accounting is expenses accounting and product costing; 
2. Management accounting is a comprehensive system of information provision of the enter-

prise internal needs. 
Both approaches are true for consideration of the accounting system. The purpose of manage-

rial accounting procedures is the formation and professional explanation of information on expenses 
and production price. 

The main objects of managerial accounting are expenses. And since the accounting system is 
conventionally divided into two key subsystems, managerial accounting covers all functions that the 
financial accounting does not provide. 

The principal reason why the Ukrainian enterprises are behind the foreign ones is the strict 
regulation of the rules of fiscal accounting according to national and international accounting stand-
ards. 
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The greater freedom of choice of the expenses accounting tools and the greater variability of 
the possibilities of the production price calculating provide accounting standards, the greater scale 
has the managerial accounting. 

The weak development of Ukrainian managerial accounting at the theoretical and applied lev-
el is caused by the rigid regulation of the official fiscal accounting rules. 

The state standard of accounting 16 «Expenses» [6] is unique for our country because there is 
no separate standard for expenses accounting in the structure of IAS. There is a wider facility for 
accounting of production expenses in international practice than in Ukraine. IAS 1 «Presentation of 
Financial Statements» [2] provides for these options and determines that a priority for an enterprise 
should be the presentation of expenses. 

The distribution of permanent production expenses for processing costs is based on the nor-
mal capacity of production equipment, both in IAS and in the state standard. 

However, the state standard of accounting 16 does not touch on indirect production expenses, 
except for those costs, that were listed in the total production expenses. This difference is signifi-
cant compared to the rules of IAS. 

According to IAS 2 «Inventories» the production price does not include expenses that exceed 
the established standards, storage costs and part of the administrative costs that cannot be linked to 
production,  as  well  as  indirect  distribution  costs.  But  on  the  other  hand  the  state  standard  of  ac-
counting 16 «Expenses» does not include administrative costs, distribution costs and other transac-
tion costs in the production price [3]. 

Conclusion. The system of international standards of financial reporting attends the issue of 
accounting for production costs of enterprises and the formation of the value of their products, but 
the main disadvantage is that these issues are not gathered in a separate standard. 

National rules of production expenditure accounting are not characterized by the flexibility 
that has a financial accounting regulation in IAS. Therefore, one of the steps towards the develop-
ment of managerial accounting in Ukraine should be the accordance of opportunities for profession-
als to use the accounting profile in their own professional judgment in production expenditure ac-
counting. At the same time, to ensure the widespread use of foreign methods of production expendi-
ture accounting, it is important to develop methodological recommendations on production price 
management in enterprises with different types, sizes, forms of management and branch affiliation. 
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The question of impossibility of living people without such modern gadgets as mobile phone, 
smartphone or IPhone is under consideration. The author gives examples of a human being addic-
tion of modern technologies and advices the methods of their usage restriction. 
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 About a hundred years ago the telephone was a rarity. Its main function was connecting peo-
ple for long distances. But humanity moved forward and in relatively short time different gadgets 
were equipped with new functions, including a phone. Now this miniature device that fits the hand 
is the best friend for teenagers. As for me, I like the speed of information retrieval in the phone alt-
hough it is more dependent on the Internet. Even if there is no internet connection it is still very use-
ful with such functions as alarm clock, calculator, camera, radio, notes, etc. And this is not a prob-
lem because now in every cafe, library, and just along the street there is a Wi-Fi connection. 
 Modern people cannot live without a phone even a day. The phone now belongs to a group of 
devices called «gadgets». All of the gadgets like smart bracelets, tablets, music players, glasses for 
virtual reality are directly linked with the phone, because the information, condition, process, action 
of a device is transmitted through a special app on the phone. Also, pay attention to the social net-
work where you can chat, listen to music, have signed up for various news, humor, you can down-
load photos and videos, exchange comments and so on.  
 Thus human lives a virtual life, of course, not all people dependent on this, because many 
people use the phone for reasonable goals. For example, to send the document in electronic form, to 
learn foreign languages using apps, look for information about sports and a healthy lifestyle. It is 
better than just play games which just kill time. 
 So the purpose of the phone usage may depend on the way of its owner thinking. We are all 
human-gadgets look at the phone and think: “How cool are our idols!” We are human beings and 
we should develop and improve ourselves but not our phones. I think we can blame only our lazi-
ness and lack of willpower to postpone the phone. The phone should only help to develop in appro-
priate sectors. It is not hard to get online games, social networking, but the main thing is not to get 
off the road.  
 Today mankind cannot live without phones and gadgets. Of course, it makes life easier not to 
carry tons of paper, and just save everything on a flash drive. It is not necessary to take camera for 
taking photos because you have phone or you can use a tablet for all the functions mentioned above. 
It is not a secret that using modern gadgets is impossible without electricity. I hope that soon hu-
manity will realize that living a virtual life we have not only benefits but harm too. Do not forget 
about face to face communication, hugging people, shaking hands and simply smile. 
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The article deals with specifying the notion of "entrepreneurship" and considering the relevance of 
jobs, connected with it as well as the specifics of training in this field. 

 
Nowadays you can hardly find consensus in perception and defining what entrepreneurship 

is about. Some people think that it is about creating  business to generate  profit. However, others 
think, that it is about transforming the world by solving large-scale problems (creating an innova-
tive product or finding out innovative solution). 

Entrepreneurship is the process of designing, launching and running a new business, which 
is often initially a small business and the people, who create these businesses are called entrepre-
neurs. 

The purpose of the article is to specify the term “entrepreneurship”, to consider possible 
functions and roles of entrepreneurs in business, educational requirements and available training 
programs for entrepreneurs-to-be. 

Entrepreneurship has been described as the "capacity and willingness to develop, organize 
and manage a business venture along with any of its risks in order to make a profit"[1].While defi-
nitions of entrepreneurship typically focus on the launching and running of businesses due to the 
high risks involved in launching a start-up, a significant proportion of businesses have to close due 
to "lack of funding, bad business decisions, an economic crisis, lack of market demand – or a com-
bination of all of these" [1]. 

Entrepreneurs act as managers and oversee the launch and growth of an enterprise. Entre-
preneurship is the process by which either an individual or a team identifies a business opportunity 
and acquires and deploys the necessary resources required for its exploitation. The ability to multi-
task is the key, especially at the beginning of an enterprise, where an entrepreneur may need to 
function as a bookkeeper, customer service agent and marketing expert. 

Other than the path of owning your own business, participating in a family business or start-
ing a partnered venture, entrepreneurs also take up roles in the field of business consulting, sales, 
research and development, not-for-profit management and mid-level management [2] . 

Educational requirements for entrepreneurs are non-specific; however, a strong business 
background can be helpful in securing financial support. While successful entrepreneurs are well 
trained in their fields, qualifications can vary. For example, aspiring restaurateurs may be new 
graduates of culinary schools and hospitality programs or skilled chefs. However, someone with a 
Master of Business Administration (MBA), who knows nothing about cooking, but has always 
dreamed of owning a great neighborhood pub, may also qualify as an entrepreneur. All entrepre-
neurs need capital, so the ability to write an effective business plan is vital. 

Entrepreneurship is a possible field of study for business students in a Bachelor's Degree 
program. An entrepreneurship major applies business, finance and management principles to start-
ing or owning a business. 

Students in a bachelor's-level business administration program may be able to choose an en-
trepreneurship major or focus, combining management, marketing, finance and accounting with an 
emphasis on business ownership of either a startup or an existing business. 
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Part-time entrepreneurship programs target business management students on the path to 
owning a family-operated business - they may already be employed or apprenticed in the family 
venture. Online and weekend-only programs are also available. 

Students, who major or specialize in entrepreneurship may learn how to assess risks, associ-
ated with business management, make responsible decisions and recognize business opportunities 
within and outside their own businesses. Entrepreneurship students anticipating leadership positions 
in family businesses can learn to modernize the technology of the family business and adapt to mar-
ket trends. 

Besides, entrepreneurship allows people to do what they want – to follow their passion. It is 
important  not  only  for  the  sake  of  business.  It  plays  a  major  role  in  the  economy of  a  country  as  
well [3]. It creates new job opportunities. When entrepreneurs start a business they need to hire oth-
ers to build up the company. Moreover, entrepreneurship causes economic growth. 

Entrepreneurs provide wealth. When starting a new business, entrepreneurs tend to sell their 
product for a low price first. This way people get to know the product and have the opportunity to 
test the product and to buy a high-quality one for a low price. In what follows entrepreneurship fos-
ters the economy of a country.  

On the bases of above mentioned it should be concluded, that one of the most important as-
pects of entrepreneurship is that it helps to bring new products and creative ideas of entrepreneurs to 
the market - without these processes our world would never develop as it is today in the fields of 
culture, science and technology. 
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World-scale ecological problems endangering the very life on the Earth, their after-effects are be-
ing considered in the article as well as the ways of their solving are being discussed and proposed. 
 

Problem setting. Our environment is constantly changing. There is no denying that. However, 
as our environment changes, so does the need to become increasingly aware of the problems that 
surround it. With a massive influx of natural disasters, warming and cooling periods, different types 
of weather patterns and much more, people need to be aware of what types of environmental prob-
lems our planet is facing. Our planet is poised at the brink of a severe environmental crisis. Current 
environmental problems make us vulnerable to disasters and tragedies, now and in the future. We 
are in a state of planetary emergency, with environmental problems piling up high around us. Un-
less we address the various issues prudently and seriously we are surely doomed for disaster. Cur-
rent environmental problems need to be focused on [1]. 

The purpose of the article is to consider major environmental problems and the ways of their 
solving.  

Basic materials. These six megatrends present major global threats for planet Earth - prob-
lems that must be solved if the world is to remain a supportive habitat for humans and other species. 
We looks at causes and possible solutions. 

1. Air pollution and climate change. 
Problem: Overloading of the atmosphere and of ocean waters with carbon. Atmospheric CO2 

absorbs and re-emits infrared-wavelength radiation, leading to warmer air, soils, and ocean surface 
waters – without it the planet would be frozen solid. Unfortunately, there's now too much carbon in 
the air. Burning of fossil fuels, deforestation for agriculture, and industrial activities have pushed up 
atmospheric CO2 concentrations from 280 parts per million (ppm) 200 years ago, to about 400 ppm 
today. That's an unprecedented rise both in size and speed. 

 The result: climate disruption. 
But carbon overloading is only one form of air pollution, caused by burning coal, oil, gas and wood. 
The World Health Organization recently estimated that one in nine deaths in 2012 were attributable 
to diseases caused by carcinogens and other poisons in polluted air. 
 Solutions: Replacing fossil fuels with renewable energy. Reforestation. Reducing emissions 
from agriculture. Changing industrial processes. 
 The good news is that clean energy is abundant - it just needs to be harvested. Many experts 
consider, that 100 percent renewable-energy infuture is feasible with existing technology nowadays. 
 But the bad news is that even though renewable energy infrastructure - solar panels, wind 
turbines, energy storage and distribution systems - are already widespread, and getting cheaper and 
more efficient all the time, experts infer, that we're not applying them quickly enough to prevent 
catastrophic climate disruption. Barriers in policy and finance still remain to be overcome. 

2. Deforestation: Our forests are natural sinks of carbon dioxide and produce fresh oxygen as 
well as helps in regulating temperature and rainfall. At present forests cover 30% of the land but 
every year tree cover is lost its amounting in the country of Panama due to growing population de-
mand for more food, shelter and cloth. Deforestation simply means clearing of green cover and 
making the land available for residential, industrial or commercial purposes [2]. 
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 Solutions: Conserving of what's left of natural forests, and restoring degraded areas by re-
planting with native tree species. This requires strict governance - but many tropical countries are 
still developing, with increasing populations, uneven rule-of-law, and widespread cronyism and 
bribery when it comes to allocating land use. 

3. Soil degradation. 
Problem: Overgrazing, monoculture planting, erosion, soil compaction, overexposure to pol-

lutants, land-use conversion - there's a long list of ways that soils are being damaged. About 12 mil-
lion hectares of farmland a year get seriously degraded according to UN estimates. 

Solutions: A wide range of soil conservation and existing restoration techniques should be 
applied; from no-till agriculture, crop rotation to water-retention through terrace-building.  Food se-
curity under consideration depends on keeping soils in good condition, we're likely master this chal-
lenge in the long run. The question whether this will be done in a way equitable to all people around 
the globe, still remains. 

4. Overpopulation. 
Problem: Human population continues to grow rapidly worldwide. Humanity entered the 20th 

century with 1.6 billion people; right now, we make up about 7.5 billion. Estimates put us at nearly 
10 billion by 2050. Growing global populations, combined with growing affluence, is putting ever 
greater pressure on essential natural resources like water. Most of the growth is at the expense of 
African continent, Southern and Eastern Asia. 

Solutions: Experience has shown that when women are empowered to control their own re-
production, and gain access to education and basic social services, the average number of births per 
woman drops precipitously. 

Being conducted properly, networked aid systems could bring women out of extreme poverty, 
even in countries where state-level governance remains abysmal. 

5.  Public  Health  Issues:  The  current  environmental  problems  pose  a  lot  of  risk  to  health  of  
humans and animals. Dirty water is the biggest health risk of the world and poses threat to the quali-
ty of life and public health. Run-off to rivers carries along toxins and chemicals as well disease car-
rying organisms. Pollutants cause respiratory disease like Asthma and cardiac-vascular problems. 
High temperatures encourage the spread of infectious diseases like Dengue. 

6. Genetic Engineering: genetic modification of food using biotechnology is called genetic 
engineering. Genetic modification of food results in increased toxins and diseases as genes from an 
allergic plant can transfer to target plant. Genetically modified crops can cause serious environmen-
tal problems as an engineered gene may prove toxic to wildlife. Another drawback is that increased 
use of toxins to make insect resistant plant can cause resultant organisms to become resistant to an-
tibiotics [3]. 

Conclusion. The need for change in our daily lives and the movements of our government is 
growing. Due to many different factors coming into play- voting, governmental issues, the desire to 
stick to routine many people don’t consider, that what they do will affect future generations. If hu-
mans continue moving forward in such a harmful way towards the future, then there will be no fu-
ture to consider. Although it’s true that we cannot physically stop our ozone layer from thinning 
(and scientists are still having trouble figuring out what exactly is causing it) there are still so many 
things we can do to try and put a dent in what we already know. By raising awareness in your local 
community and within your families on these issues you can help contribute to a more environmen-
tally conscious and friendly place for you to live in. 
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Research has resulted in youth internet addiction being considered a significant mental health issue. 
The reasons for internet addiction are lighted in the article. Ways to reduce net use are considered. 
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. 
 
Problem setting. A great  number  of  young people  demonstrate  what  appear  to  be  signs  of  

addiction to the digital world. This type of addiction is typically described as an impulse control 
disorder that means that it does not involve substance abuse but is more similar to a gambling ad-
diction, for example. Young people seem especially vulnerable, with case studies highlighting stu-
dents as they spend more and more time online.  

Some young people suffer health consequences from loss of sleep, as they stay up later to chat 
online, check for social network status updates or to reach the highest game levels. 

Analysis of recent research. Internet addiction youngsters statistics is really shocking: 50 
children fall prey to online every week; nearly 70% of the teenagers using the internet are addicted 
to internet and Social networking sites like Facebook, Twitter an Instagram; 63% of the teens have 
been asked personal question such as the age or location by a stranger; 57% are reposted to have 
met someone only knew through online communication. 

 Child psychologist and spokesperson Dr Norharlina Bahar said that the research conducted 
found that males under the age of twenty-four are most at risk of developing an internet addiction. 

The purpose of the article is to analyze the main reasons for youngsters’ net addiction and 
some ways of reducing it. 

Basic materials research. Internet addiction among children is a growing concern. Online 
access is a vital part of the modern world and an important tool in the education of our children. In 
addition, it is a highly entertaining and informative medium. With the click of a mouse, they can en-
ter a different world where the problems of their  real  life are no longer present,  and all  the things 
one wishes he or she could be or experience are possible. 

 Like addiction to drugs and alcohol, the Internet offers children and adolescents a way to es-
cape painful feelings or troubling situations. They sacrifice needed hours of sleep to spend time 
online and withdraw from family and friends to escape into a comfortable online world that they 
have created and shaped. As for kids aged 8 to 16 they spend on average 44.5 hours per week in 
front of screens, and their parents are increasingly concerned that screen time is robbing them of re-
al world experiences. Nearly 23% of youth report that they feel "addicted to video games ". 

 Children who lack rewarding or nurturing relationships or who suffer from poor social and 
coping skills are at greater risk to developing inappropriate or excessive online habits. Because they 
feel alone and have problems making new friends, they turn to invisible strangers in online chat 
rooms looking for the attention and companionship missing in their real lives. They may come from 
families with significant problems, and they cope with their problems by spending time online. 

Socially, they learn to instant message friends rather than develop face-to-face relationships, 
which  can  impact  their  way  of  relating  to  peers.  The  internet  is  hurting  their  ability  to  work  in  
groups. Teachers struggle to get them to participate in any kind of team assignments; instead they 
would all rather stare at the computer. The Internet is socializing them in ways that emotionally 
stunts them and makes it difficult for them to deal with others in the real world. 
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Young people spend more time online due to the use of the internet as a source of support, 
and a way to develop their identity. 

Across the world the rates of problematic use are rising: 1.0-18.3% of adolescences in West-
ern countries and 13.7%-18.4% in Asian countries. In South Korea there has been a spate of deaths 
relating to unwillingness to stop playing an online game, which has resulted in internet addiction 
being considered a significant mental health issue. In China this has led the government to pass 
laws restricting time spent on online games. 

 An internet addiction can result in a whole host of personal, family, financial, occupational 
and academic problems. Real life relationships can be severely damaged by an internet addiction as 
the individual will not show any interest in anything other than the internet. Those who are addicted 
to the internet may even try to hide the fact that they are spending so much time online. 

It is estimated that over 70% children and teenagers who are using the Internet are now ad-
dicted. According to research by BeNet Awareness initiative there is a linkage between Internet ad-
diction amongst youngsters to cybercrime and anti-social behavior.. 

Dr.  Douglas  Gentile  reports  that  almost  one  out  of  every  ten  youth  gamers  shows  enough  
symptoms of damage to their school, family, and psychological functioning to merit serious con-
cern. Beyond gaming, kids are filling their free time with other Internet activities: social network-
ing, instant messaging (IM), blogging, downloading etc.  

Dr. Kimberly Young, Director of the Center for Internet Addiction Recovery, identified the 
following potential warning signs for children with pathological Internet use: 

 Loses track of time while online 
 Sacrifices needed hours of sleep to spend time 

online 
 Becomes agitated or angry when online time is 

interrupted 
 Checks email several times a day 
 Becomes irritable and depressed if not allowed 

access to the Internet or when not online 
 Spends time online in place of homework or 

chores 

 Prefers  to  spend  time  online  rather  than  with  
friends or family 

 Disobeys time limits that have been set for in-
ternet usage 

 Lies about amount of time spent online when 
no one is around 

 Forms new relationships with people he or she 
has met online 

 Loses interest in activities that were enjoyable 
before he or she had online access. 

 
About 21% of youth are defined as heavy media users who spend more than 16 hours with 

media a day. Another 63% are defined as moderate users who use media 3-16 hours a day. Youth 
who fall into the light user category are those who consume less than 3 hours of media a day. 

For most kids and teens their online use is relatively well managed as they balance media use 
with school, sports, friends, and other commitments. They should call people instead of sending in-
stant messages or texts, cook or bake something for the family, hang out with friends, plan family 
evening or get enough exercise. 

It sounds cheesy, but spending time with people who care about you is the best antidote to in-
ternet addiction. You realize that your absence online does not mean the world will stop turning. 

Conclusion. There is no denying that Internet eases our life, but when it affects your mental 
health capacity and interferes with your day-to-day work, then you need help. 
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On examine les moyens possibles pour le stockage de pleurotes. On propose des méthodes combi-
nées les plus efficaces pour prolonger la durée de leur stockage . 
 

. ,  
. 

 
Formulation du problème. En été, se pose surtout le problème de la conservation des cham-

pignons frais lorsque le volume de leurs ventes se réduit considérablement en raison de la saturation 
du marché par des légumes. Par conséquent, l'étude des possibilités techniques ralentissant des pro-
cessus métaboliques dans les corps des pleurotes afin de prolonger la durée de leur conservation et 
de stockage, est urgente.  

Pertinence de la problématique. Un facteur de dissuasion de l'augmentation de la produc-
tion de champignons, en particulier de pleurotes, est l'absence  des technologies de la réhabilitation 
fiables et la durée de vie limitée des produits frais. Cela est dû à des facteurs environnementaux et 
les caractéristiques physiologiques de développement des champignons, qui ont une forte activité 
du déroulement des processus biochimiques dans les cellules, ce qui est accompagné d'une intense 
respiration, même dans des conditions de basses températures de la culture (5-10°C) [2] 

L'objectif de l'article. Il est indispensable de trouver des moyens les plus efficaces de con-
servation et de stockage de fructifications des pleurotes et définir les facteurs qui influencent néga-
tivement sur le stockage de ces champignons. 

Les matériaux de base de la recherche. Les spécialistes proposent les techniques  d’un pré-
refroidissement de fructifications de pleurotes, grâce à la ventilation active jusqu'à atteindre la tem-
pérature de 1° à 5°C, ce qui permet de réduire considérablement les processus vitaux [3].  

L'un des moyens les plus abordables est le stockage et la réfrigération. Des pleurotes doivent 
être stockées à des températures 0°- 2°C et à l’humidité relative élevée de l'air pendant 7 à 9 jours, 
et à 2°C pendant 3 à 5 jours.  

Selon les normes DSTU ISO 7561-2001 [4], les champignons doivent être conservés 4-5 jours 
à la température de 0° à 2°C et 2-3 jours à la température 5°C, après la collecte. 

On augmente la durée de stockage des champignons à l'aide des substances  d'origine chi-
miques et biologiques. Ainsi, la fumigation des huiles essentielles de clou de girofle, aldéhyde cin-
namique et de thym (la température de la solution T = 10 °c, la durée du traitement  = 1,5 h) peut 
prolonger la durée de stockage et améliorer l'oxydation des champignons jusqu'à 16 jours [6]. 

Il est recommandé de traiter les pleurotes avec une solution de chlitinbétaïne (température de 
conservation 2°C) [7] ou une solution de chlorure de calcium à 1-2%. Les deux méthodes augmen-
tent le temps de stockage jusqu’à 12 jours. En utilisant une solution d'acide salicylique, la date d'ex-
piration pour la réalisation sous forme de champignons de la même espèce peut atteindre jusqu'à 21 
jours [8]. 

Les chercheurs iraniens ont pu prolonger la durée de stockage de pleurotes jusqu’à 21 jours à 
la température 4°C, en trempant des champignons dans une solution d'acide salicylique à la tempé-
rature 20°C pendant 60 secondes [9]. 

On utilise activement des méthodes combinées de l'allongement de la durée de stockage.  
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L'une des méthodes physiques de traitement, qui permet de prolonger la durée de stockage  
des champignons jusqu'à 16 jours dans un complexe avec réfrigération de stockage (t = 4 °C, humi-
dité relative de l'air (PIB) = 80 %), est une irradiation à la dose de 4 kg. [10].  

Il est recommandé de traiter les paquets avec des pleurotes par la forte concentration de CO2 
(95% -100 %)  qui ont besoin de ventilation 0, 12, 24 et 48 h [11]. 

On sait que la durée de stockage de pleurotes dans le groupe multipartie (50 % de O2 et 50 % 
de N2, l'épaisseur du film 39 µm) peut être 14 jours, à la température  4° ± 1°C.  

Sauf la température, il est aussi important de faire attention  aux matériaux pour l'emballage. 
Ces matériaux doivent avoir une certaine perméabilité aux gaz et la vitesse de la transmission du 
vapeur. La diffusion de l'eau dépend du type de polymère, du matérial utilisé et de son épaisseur, de 
la structure et de la différence de pression exercée sur chaque côté du film, ainsi que de la perfora-
tion. [12].  

Pour le stockage de pleurotes on recommande d'utiliser des sachets en papier kraft, des pa-
niers, des boîtes, des plateaux, des boîtes en carton. Parmi les champignons ordinaires les pleurotes 
sont considérées comme les plus périssables [2], car leurs corps ont une grande une surface et, par 
conséquent, évaporent plus d'eau que les champignons de Paris. Pour cette raison, les champignons, 
emballés avec le film avec peu d'air à l'échange, trouvent souvent l'humidité condensable qui s'ac-
cumule sous le film. L'évaporation de l'eau à la surface des champignons est renforcée lors de 
l'augmentation ou des changements de la température.  

La surface des pleurotes est plus fragile et tendre, sensible aux chocs lors de la collecte, de 
l'emballage et du transport. Aux  températures plus élevées (t  18 °C), certaines types de pleurotes 
sont encore plus fragiles. 

Il existe des données, que la température optimale pour le stockage de pleurotes doit être 1° , 
et son augmentation jusqu'à 3-5°C conduit à la perte de l’aspect frais des champignons au bout de 6 
jours de stockage [2]. 

Un des moyens d'augmenter la durée de stockage des pleurotes (t = 0° et le PIB = 95 % – 4 
jours; t = 4°  - 2 jours) est l'utilisation en quantités égales (0,5 %) de solution de chlorure de cal-
cium et d'acide citrique dans l’emballage avec l'épaisseur du film de 15 microns, qui investissent 
jusqu'à 3g d'oxyde de magnésium pour absorber l'excès d'humidité. La composition du gaz dans les 
paquets comprend CO2 – 4,5; O2 – 8,5 %, t = 8°C, le PIB = 70 %, la durée du stockage – 12 jours.  

On a constaté que le polypropylène, utilisé pour de pleurotes, nuit  à ses indicateurs de qualité.     
Conclusion. Le meilleur moyen le plus efficace de stockage de pleurotes est le stockage à la 

température optimale 0°C et le PIB = 95 % jusqu’à 4 jours, et à la température 4°C jusqu’à 2 jours. 
Il  est  recommandé de rincer les champignons par la solution de chlorure de calcium de 0,5 %  et  
d'acide citrique de 0,5%, de les sécher à l'air et d’emballer en paquet de film d'épaisseur de 0,015 
mm. 
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On considère l'importance du développement de l'élevage de chevaux en Ukraine, les problèmes 
liés à cette industrie. On propose les moyens de les résoudre. 
 

,  
. 

 
Formulation du problème.  
Aujourd'hui,  l'élevage  de  chevaux  en  Ukraine  appartient  à  l'État,  mais  nous  assistons  à  une  

stagnation dans l'élevage de chevaux. De nombreux haras, des fermes équestres, des exploitations 
équines, des entreprises hippiques et des écuries, sont contraints de ne pas se développer, mais de 
survivre, car en Ukraine, il n'y a pas de programme de soutien à l'élevage de chevaux. Les élevages 
de chevaux ne reçoivent pas le plein financement d’état, et les autorités locales n'ont pas de pou-
voirs d'entreprendre quelque chose. [1] 

 
Analyse des recherches récentes.  
En 1868 en Ukraine, on commence l’activité équestre et élevage équin, ayant le but de travail-

ler sur tous les races reproductrices. Depuis 1945, le Haras National 86 de Zaporijjia a poursuivi le 
développement intensif de l'élevage de chevaux dans le pays. En 1991, l'élevage de chevaux en 
Ukraine se classait  au troisième rang parmi les pays européens.  Certains des plus grands haras du 
pays qui produisent des chevaux de pures races, ont plus de cent ans. Les races nationales, qui ont 
gagné la renommée non seulement en Ukraine, mais également à l'étranger, sont devenues, particu-
lièrement, la fierté du pays. Ce sont les meilleures races de chevaux telles que le cheval de course 
ukrainien, le cheval de trait ou de selle de Novoaleksandrivsk et le cheval Hutsul.  

Les recherches scientifiques sur l'élevage de chevaux en Ukraine ont été réalisées depuis 
1944, quand le secteur de l'élevage de chevaux a été fondé dans l'Institut de recherches scientifiques 
de Polissya et des steppes boisées. Compte tenu de la contribution de l'Institut de l'élevage de l'Aca-
démie nationale des sciences agraires à la pratique de l'élevage de chevaux, l'Institut est devenu le 
Centre d'élevage et de sélection scientifique. Dans le Centre on élabore des solutions technolo-
giques pour l'entretien, l’entraînementet, les tests des chevaux, le programme développé de l'élevage 
productif de chevaux, en particulier, la production de koumys. Des recherches sont menées sur la 
valeur nutritionnelle des rations pour différents groupes d'âge et de sexe des chevaux, la création de 
prémélanges alimentaires originaux, de suppléments de protéines, de vitamines et de minéraux et de 
fourrages mélangés. 

 
Les matériaux de base de la recherche.  
L'utilité de l'économie équestre dans le marché ukrainien. L'élevage équin fournit au marché 

une variété de produits d'importance alimentaire, pharmaceutique et industrielle: 
- La viande 
 La viande de jeunes chevaux, en particulier, des poulains de 9 à 10 mois, est considérée comme la 
viande de la meilleure qualité. Les qualités positives de ce type de viande sont une faible teneur en 
matière grasse (environ 3%), un grand nombre de protéines de haute qualité (en moyenne 22%), une 
hypoallergénicité et une digestibilité élevée.  
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- Le lait et les produits laitiers 
 Le lait  de jument et  la boisson au lait  aigre (koumys),  qui en dérive,  sont non seulement les pro-
duits diététiques précieux, mais ils ont également un effet thérapeutique sur le corps humain. 
 
- Le sérum sanguin 
 Cette matière première est utilisée en pharmacie et en biotechnologie pour la fabrication de divers 
vaccins, préparations hormonales et enzymatiques. Les plus populaires et les plus demandés en mé-
decine et en médecine vétérinaire sont le sérum de poulinières, ainsi que les vaccins contre la 
grippe, le botulisme, la diphtérie. 
 
- Le crin de cheval, les peaux 
 Ce type de produits est utilisé dans les industries de transformation et l'industrie légère pour la fa-
brication de divers articles (brosses, pinceaux), l’industrie du vêtement, du cuir et de chaussures. 

 
L'élevage de chevaux comprend l'élevage de meilleures races sportives pour le développe-

ment du sport équestre, qui s'occupe de ce travail pendant une longue période et donne d'excellents 
résultats. Grâce au travail conjoint de l'Institut de recherche scientifique sur l'élevage et de cinq 
meilleurs haras ukrainiens, une célèbre race de chevaux de sport ukrainiens est apparue. Ces che-
vaux étaient cinquante fois les lauréats des compétitions internationales, y compris les Jeux Olym-
piques. Ils sont en demande non seulement en Ukraine, mais aussi de nombreux chevaux montrent 
des résultats brillants à l'étranger. Encore une autre race doit son origine aux éleveurs-
sélectionneurs ukrainiens, c’est la race de chevaux de trait Novooleksandrivska. Grâce à leurs apti-
tudes à la traction des objets lourds, des véhicules, des matériaux de toutes sortes, les chevaux de 
cette race prenaient toujours de premières places aux compétitions. Le cheval de trait est utilisé dans 
les travaux agricoles.  

 
Les solutions des problèmes.  
L'élevage de chevaux en Ukraine nécessite une transition vers l'activité entrepreneuriale. La 

reproduction de meilleures races équines représente 15% des activités des haras. Mais pour sur-
vivre, certaines exploitations équines sont obligées de pratiquer l'élevage et la culture des plantes. 
Pour contribuer au développement de l'élevage de chevaux en Ukraine, il faut d'abord déterminer le 
statut des Haras au niveau de l'état. Il est possible de relancer l'élevage de chevaux en Ukraine à 
l'aide des investissements directs. [1] 

En 2011, le Ministère de la politique agraire et de l’alimentation de l'Ukraine a développé une 
stratégie pour la relance et le développement de l'élevage de chevaux ukrainien. L'objectif du projet 
est de réunir sous l'égide de l'état des haras, des hippodromes, des pistes de course et d’effectuer 
leur reconstruction. De plus, le concept de renouvellement et de la réforme de l'élevage de chevaux  
prévoit l'élimination de la mauvaise gestion dans l'industrie, la renaissance des traditions des 
courses de chevaux, de la sélection des races dans l'industrie équine, la création d'un réseau de 
centres de réadaptation pour les enfants atteints de paralysie cérébrale, ainsi que l'engagement des 
jeunes dans des activités sportives équestres. 

 
Conclusion.  
Le cheval est un animal porteur de valeurs agricoles mais aussi sportives, patrimoniales et so-

ciales. C’est pourquoi il faut avoir de bonnes connaissances et les savoir-faire dans ce domaine. 
L’activité équine demande une grande disponibilité et une charge de travail assez lourde, beaucoup 
d'attention et d'investissements à la fois personnel et financier.  

Il faut élever des chevaux non seulement bons et beaux, mais à la génétique poussée, retenir 
des critères de sélection incontournables comme la morphologie du cheval, les performances et les 
indices génétiques et sportifs. L’éleveur de chevaux doit s'efforcer au quotidien, maintenir et amé-
liorer constamment la race chevaline, en choisissant les reproducteurs.  
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Les éleveurs de chevaux doivent savoir être polyvalents: éleveur, bricoleur, commercial, vété-
rinaire et maréchal. Un minimum de connaissances est aussi nécessaire dans le domaine équin en 
gestion, car élever des chevaux c'est diriger tout un cheptel. L’éleveur doit également s’occuper de 
toutes les tâches administratives, créer des bases en informatique et en comptabilité ce qui est indis-
pensable pour bien gérer une véritable entreprise. 

Ainsi, après avoir mis le secteur agraire aux normes de qualité européennes, actualisé la base 
technique et introduit des méthodes d'agriculture innovantes, et après avoir restauré le secteur ou-
blié de l'élevage, l'Ukraine aura l'occasion de relancer l'économie et l'amener à un niveau élevé. 
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In der gegebenen Veröffentlichung werden Vor- und Nachteile der Automatisierung betrachtet und 
Auswirkungen der Automatisierungsprozesse auf den heutigen Arbeitsmarkt analysiert. 

 
 

. 
 
Die künstliche Intelligenz entwickelt sich in heutiger Welt mit sehr schnellem Tempo und in 

diesem Zusammenhang müssen wir uns über Nachfolgen des technologischen Fortschritts sehr ernst 
nachdenken. Roboter lösen oft Angst um den Arbeitsplatz aus, da ihr wirtschaftliches Potenzial sehr 
groß ist [1]. 

Roboter und Computerprogramme ersetzen Beschäftigte, weil sie billiger sind und mehr leis-
ten. Sie werden nie krank, haben keinen Urlaub und kein Leistungstief, sie streiken und protestieren 
nicht. Sie sind oft schneller, geschickter, ausdauernder als Menschen und auch zunehmend klüger. 
So verursacht Betreten von mehr Robotern automatisch weniger Jobs und Arbeitsstellen. 

Aber zugleich können Automatisierung und Digitalisierung in den Betrieben nach Einschät-
zung der Technologie-Branche auch Jobs sichern und sogar neue entstehen lassen. Je mehr Technik 
es in einem Betrieb gibt, desto mehr hochqualifizierte Leute braucht man, die die Systeme betreuen, 
warten und Verbesserungen einsteuern müssen [2]. 

Das Ziel dieser Veröffentlichung ist es, die Vor- und Nachteile der Automatisierung aufzuzei-
gen.  

Die Automatisierung ist eine der Hauptrichtungen des wissenschaftlichen und technischen 
Fortschritts. Aber mit jeder weiteren Automatisierung werden Arbeitsplätze unnötig.  

Schon lange Zeit bleiben die Werkzeugmaschinen, die in den Fabriken und Werkhallen von 
Arbeitern verwaltet wurden, in der Geschichte. Heute werden alle Werkzeugmaschinen von einem 
großen Rechenzentrum betrieben.  

Roboter erleichtern den Menschen die Arbeit, wobei sie diverse schwere und schmutzige Ar-
beiten übernehmen. Andererseits führt der Robotereinsatz zu Massenentlassungen der Arbeiter. Zu 
den Nachteilen gehören auch aufgrund von Störungen entstehende Ausfallzeiten. So vergeht beim 
Stillstand einer Maschine eine gewisse Zeit bis zur Reparatur.  

Meiner Meinung nach hat Automatisierung mehr Vorteile als Nachteile. Der Robotereinsatz 
beschleunigt die Erfüllung von Arbeiten, macht sie günstiger und erhöht dadurch die gesamte Wirt-
schaftlichkeit der Produktion. Alle heutigen Hersteller automatisieren ständig ihre Fertigungspro-
zesse. Praktische Robotertechnologie geht heute über die mechanische Form hinaus und kommt in 
Software-gesteuerten Tools zum Einsatz, die neue Perspektiven für eine Vielzahl unterschiedlicher 
Bereiche  bieten.  So  ist  zum Beispiel  das  Henn-na  Hotel  in  Japan  vollständig  automatisiert  –  vom 
Roboter-Dinosaurier an der Rezeption bis hin zum Schlüsselsystem mit Gesichtserkennung und den 
zahllosen Verkaufsautomaten, die den Speisesaal ersetzen [3]. 

Automatisierung und künstliche Intelligenz haben in den letzten Jahren gewaltige Fortschritte 
auch im Kundenservice ermöglicht. Virtuelle Mitarbeiter stellen eine neue Generation an Self-
Service-Tools zur Kundenbetreuung dar, die kontinuierlich besser werden und so sicherstellen, dass 
jede neue Interaktion besser ist als die letzte. Sie lernen von menschlichen Interaktionen, erkennen 
geeignete Lösungen schneller und automatisieren dabei Routineaufgaben. Sie führen Kundendaten 
aus einer Vielzahl von Quellen zusammen, um einen persönlicheren Service zu liefern. Und in der 
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Zukunft werden sie sogar den Tonfall des Kunden erkennen können und ihren Antworten anpassen, 
um mehr Einfühlungsvermögen zu zeigen. All dies nimmt Mitarbeitern monotone Aufgaben ab und 
erlaubt ihnen, sich interessanteren und höherwertigen Aktivitäten zuzuwenden – zum Beispiel der 
Ausbildung und Optimierung virtueller Kundendienstmitarbeiter[3]. 

Trotz der Bedrohungen, dass Roboter uns unsere Arbeitsplätze wegnehmen werden, gibt es 
Gründe, optimistisch zu sein. Bots können uns jede Menge lästige Arbeit abnehmen, sodass wir 
Routineaufgaben automatisieren und noch schneller, besser und sogar intelligenter arbeiten können. 

Als Schlussfolgerung sei es betont, dassMenschen und Bots bei den spannendsten neuen An-
wendungen Hand in Hand im Rahmen optimierter, automatisierter Prozesse arbeiten müssen, die zu 
besseren, schnelleren und smarteren Ergebnissen führen sollen.Diese spannende neue Art der Zu-
sammenarbeit zwischen Roboter und Mensch ist für die Entwicklung der Weltwirtschaft äußerst 
vielversprechend. 
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In dieser Arbeit wurde die Verwendung von Biohumus in der Agronomie betrachtet.  Biohumuser-
höht die Qualität des Bodens, stimuliert biochemische Prozesse, vergrößert die Anzahl nützlicher 
Mikroorganismen im Boden, verbessert die agrochemischen und physikalischen Eigenschaften und 
sichert die ökologische Reinheit der Produkte. 

 
. -

, , , -
. 

 
Die Formulierung des Problems. Eine von den wichtigsten Zielen der Agrarökologie ist die 

Entwicklung optimaler Schemata für die harmonische Entwicklung des biogeozönologischen Da-
ches, dessen integraler Bestandteil das Agrarökosystem ist. Biohumus löst dieses Problem. 

Die Analyse von letzten Forschungen.  Viele Wissenschaftler lenken ihre Aufmerksamkeit 
auf dieses Problem. Das sind zum Beispiel Anatolij Igonin und Fedor Barjachtar. 

Das Untersuchungsziel ist die Begründung der Aktualität von Wurmkompostierung in der 
Ukraine. 

Die Hauptmaterialien der Forschung. Das Forschungsobjekt ist Wurmkompostierung oder 
Biohumus. Das ist eine neue Technologie in dem Anbau von Kulturpflanzen. Regenwürmer wirken 
positiv auf den Boden ein. Meistens infolge ihrer Tätigkeit hat die berühmte Schwarzerde entstan-
den, die ein nationaler Reichtum der Ukraine ist. Regenwürmer schlucken Stücke von organischer 
Substanz, transformieren sie in die Darmhöhle und scheiden sie in Form von Koprolithen oder 
"Kotsteine" aus. Koprolithen verbessern die Bodenstruktur, durch die Umhüllung der Wände des 
Bodens mit dem Schleim, der sie sogar vor Auswaschung schützt. Unter dem Einfluss von Kopro-
lithen verändert sich auch die biochemische Zusammensetzung des Bodens. Koprolithen enthalten 
fünfmal so viel biologischen Stickstoff wie Oberflächenschicht vom fruchtbaren Boden. Sie sind 
auch siebenmal so reich an Phosphor und elfmal so reich an Kalium. Kotsteine enthalten viel Kalzi-
um, das eine gute wasserdichte Struktur und hohe Wasserrückhaltefähigkeit sichert. Daneben redu-
ziert Kalzium den Säuregehalt des Mediums und schafft Bedingungen, die die Entwicklung von 
Pflanzenkrankheiten wie Fusariose, Rost, Bakteriose usw. erschweren [3]. 

Die nützliche Mikroflora entwickelt sich heftig neben den Koprolithen. Das alles verbessert 
nachhinein die Lebensbedingungen von Pflanzen. Wie auch andere Lebewesen bereichern Regen-
würmer den Boden mit Makro- und Mikronährstoffen, Wuchsstoffen, Antibiotika. Das proteolyti-
sche Ferment, das ein Teil der Wurmbiomasse ist, hat eine biostimulierende Wirkung, verbessert 
die Verdaulichkeit von Tiernahrung, beschleunigt ihr Wachstum, aktiviert physiologische und bio-
chemische Prozesse im Körper [1]. 

Biohumus zeichnet sich durch eine erhöhte Nährstoffkonzentration aus, die Pflanzen besser 
ausnutzen als in solchen Fällen, in denen diese Nährstoffe gleichmäßig im Boden verteilt sind. Die 
Wirkung von Biohumus zeigt sich in allen Stadien: im Keimungsstadium, bei frühem Wachstum, 
bei der Blüte und Fruchtbildung. Die Verwendung von Biohumus verbessert die Erträge und die 
Immunität der Pflanzen und reduziert die Reifungszeiträume für eine oder zwei Wochen. 

Im Gegensatz zu Humus hat Biohumus keine Inaktivität. Die Pflanzen reagieren sofort darauf. 
Ein Gramm Biohumus akkumuliert etwa 7 Gramm Nässe und scheidet es allmählich für die Pflan-
zenernährung aus [2]. 
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Man kann den Biohumus im Frühling zum Graben einbringen, man kann ihn in die Gruben 
für Setzlinge oder in Reihen für das Säen von den Samen einschütten. Man mischt Biohumus zu 
Pflanzgemischen für den Anbau von Setzlingen und Zimmerpflanzen bei. Es ist unmöglich, mit 
dem Biohumus Boden zu verderben. Je mehr man einbringt, desto besser Grund wird [4]. 

Man kann auch Regenwürmer auf dem Feld herauslassen. Die Gesamtlänge der Wurmgänge 
schreitet einen Kilometer unter einem Quadratmeter der Bodenoberfläche über. Nehmen wir an, 
dass die durchschnittliche Masse des Wurms ein halbes Gramm ist. Ihre Anzahl pro einen Quad-
ratmeter ist fünfzig Individuen (500 000 Individuen pro Hektar). Man kann leicht berechnen, dass 
250 Kilogramm der Erde durch den Darm von Würmern auf der Fläche von einem Hektar pro Tag 
durchgehen. Der Gründer von der Wurmkompostierung ist Thomas J. Barrett (1884-1975). Er spiel-
te eine wichtige Rolle auf seinem Bauernhof „Earthmaster Farms“ von 1937 bis 1950 bei der Über-
zeugung von Gärtnern, Bauern und anderen Agrariern von dem Welt und der potenziellen Bedeu-
tung von Regenwürmern in der Landwirtschaftsproduktion. In seinen Werken erzählte Dr. Barrett, 
dass Karotten 2,7 (zwei Komma sieben) Kilogramm schwer sein können. Er schrieb, dass Kartof-
felernten mehr als 100 Tonnen pro Hektar und die Zwiebelernte mehr als 80 Tonnen pro Hektar be-
trugen. All dies wurde im Rahmen des Projekts „Earthmaster Farms“ mit seiner eigenen Regen-
wurmpopulation (Eisenia andrei) kultiviert [1]. 

Biohumus enthält in einer ausgewogenen und leicht verdaulichen Form alle Nährstoffe, die 
für die Pflanzenernährung notwendig sind. Er enthält beinahe alle Mikroelemente, Enzyme, Hor-
mone und andere Substanzen. 

Die Schlussfolgerung. Biohumus erhöht die Qualität des Bodens, stimuliert biochemische 
Prozesse, vergrößert die Anzahl nützlicher Mikroorganismen im Boden, verbessert die agrochemi-
schen und physikalischen Eigenschaften und sichert die ökologische Reinheit der Produkte. Die 
Huminsäuren lösen sich auf, halten Schwermetalle im Boden zurück und lassen ihnen nicht zu, in 
Pflanzen gelangen. 
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In dieser Arbeit wurden die Quellen und Entstehungsgründe der Jugendsprache betrachtet. Im Lau-
fe der Zeit nimmt sie seinen Platz auf den verschiedenen Ebenen der allgemeinen Sprache.Das Er-
lernen der deutschen Jugendsprache wird in Bedingungen von dem Ausbau der internationalen 
Kontakte noch aktueller. 

 
.  

. -
. 

 
Die Formulierung des Problems.Im Laufe der Zeit nimmt die Jugendsprache seinen Platz 

auf den verschiedenen Ebenen der allgemeinen Sprache. Gegenwärtig führen die sozialen Verände-
rungen zu einer gewissen Lockerung der traditionellen literarischen Normen. Dies spiegelt sich 
nicht nur in der Zunahme von Sprachfehlern wider, sondern auch in einer signifikanten Verände-
rung des Vokabulars der Sprache. 

Die Analyse von letzten Forschungen. Die meisten modernen Philologen lenken ihre Auf-
merksamkeit auf die lebendige Umgangssprache, auf ihre tägliche Äußerung. Man soll dabei be-
rücksichtigen, dass Anthropozentrismus (eine Ansicht, dass der Mensch ein Zentrum und ein ulti-
matives Ziel des Universums ist) eine stärkere Position als führendes Prinzip in verschiedenen Be-
reichen der Forschung gewinnt. Eine Expressivität, Bildhaftigkeit, Lebendigkeit, Mobilität der Be-
standteile, soziale Codierung der Umgangssprache zieht auf sich die Aufmerksamkeit vieler Lingu-
isten. Das sind zum Beispiel G. Eman, V.D. Devkina, B.A. Larina, T.G. Nikitina, G.V. Bykova und 
andere[1]. 

Das Untersuchungsziel ist die Identifizierung der funktionellen Belastung, Quelle und Ent-
stehungsgründe der Jugendsprache der deutschen Sprache. 

Die Aktualität der Forschung besteht darin, dass eine Jugendsprache eine wachsende Bedeu-
tung in den Bedingungen der Ausweitung der internationalen Kontakte gewinnt.  

Das Forschungsobjekt ist die Jugendsprache des modernen Deutsches. 
Der Forschungsgegenstand ist die Quellen und Entstehungsgründe der Jugendsprache. 
Die Hauptmaterialien der Forschung. Die Jugendsprache ist eine Art der Selbstdarstellung 

junger Menschen sowie eine Möglichkeit die Bedeutung ihrer Worte vor "fremden" Menschen zu 
verbergen. Es ist auch das Passwort aller Mitglieder der Referenzgruppe. 

Die Jugend benutzt Fremdwörtern, Berufssprache, Soziolekten, Vulgarismen. Es gibt  zahlrei-
che Ausdrücke für „sehr gut“. Das sind zum Beispiel Super (viel besser als sehr schön, sehr gut), 
Prima, Klasse, Toll, Schau, Geil (sehr gut), Megageil (noch besser als sehr gut), Cool (besonders 
gut), Fett, Funky, Krass, Tierisch, Teufisch, Höllisch  (sehr gut), Irre (besonders gut)[3]. 

Man kann folgende Merkmale der Jugendsprache unterscheiden: 
1. Häufige Verwendung von solchen Wörtern und ihren Derivaten wie: 
-Super (die Superpunk-Songs, der Superclub usw.); 
-toll (tolle Idee, tolle Rezepte, usw.); 
2. Anglizismen: 
- Look (neuer Look, der Kreativ-Look, die Looks von Marilyn Monroe, der Vintage-Look, der Jet-
Set-Look, ein bisschen Charleston-Look, Retro-Look, New-Look, feminine Look, Couture-Look, 
glamouröse Look usw.); 
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- Party (die Luderpark-Party, Partyreihe, Party-Ableger, Partywelt, Partypeople, Technoparty, 
Outdoor-Party usw.); 
- Star (Star-Model, Star-Fotograf, Star-Visagistin, Star-Architekt, Cabaret-Star, die Aromastars, 
Pultstar; Star-Frühstück usw.); 
- cool ( "Cool!", coole Ideen, coole Stil-Ikone, coole Jeans usw.); 
- give five (abklatschen)[2]. 
3. Die Bildhaftigkeit, die sich in folgendes zeigt: 
- die Wiederholüngen: der Blubber-Blubber (das Gerede, die Rederei), sterb-sterb (sehr müde, er-
schöpft); 
- der Sprechrhythmus: der Schickimicki (der Stutzer), schickimicki (modern, modisch); 
- der Reim: Ende im Gelände (man weiß nicht, was passiert ist und was zu tun ist) 
- Alliterationen: flippen - floppen - fappen (weinen); 
- Ungewöhnliche Klangkombinationen: hoppeldihopp (in einem Augenblick), der Fickfack (der 
Vorwand), das Multikulti (die Multikulturalität), die Tic-Tak-Tussi (das junge Mädchen); 
- das Wortspiel: Lieber neureich als nie reich! Lieber Kuss in der Tasche als Sand im Getriebe!; 
- ironische Wortverbindungen: Hotel Mama (das  Leben  mit  den  Eltern),  Gymnastik-Anstalt-das 
Gymnasium, die Folterkammer (der Sportsaal), die Trachtengruppe (die Streifenwegpolizei), der 
Parkbankphilosoph – (der Obdachlose), die zitronigen Töne des Sängers (die ohrenzerreißenden 
Töne des Sänger)[3,4,5]. 

Die Schlussfolgerung. Zum Abschluss möchte ich sagen, dass das Erlernen der deutschen 
Jugendsprache in Bedingungen von dem Ausbau der internationalen Kontakte noch aktueller wird. 
Es hilft den Studenten besser die Eigenschaften und die Einzigartigkeit des nationalen Bildes von 
der Welt sich vorstellen, die Besonderheiten der nationalen Mentalität der deutschen Jugend zu ver-
stehen. 
 
Quellen 
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NATURSCHUTZ IN DEUTSCHLAND 
 

Mirkel M., 21 EK   e-mail: mmirkel3108@gmail.com 
Belous N.W., Oberlektorin für Deutsch     e-mail: natascha_belous@ukr.net 
Taurische staatliche agrartechnologische Universität 

 
Der Beitrag widmet sich den Besonderheiten des Umweltschutzes in Deutschland und der 

Einarbeitung in die wichtigsten deutschen Schutzgebiete. 
 

-
. 

 
Fragestellung. Berücksichtigung der wichtigsten Naturschutzgebiete Deutschlands aus öko-

logischer Sicht. 
Die Analyse der vorigen Untersuchungen. Studien auf den Gebieten der Ökologie, Biologie 

und anderer Naturwissenschaften bestätigen, dass die Schaffung von Naturschutzgebieten für die 
Erhaltung und Rettung vieler Tier- und Pflanzenarten von großer Bedeutung ist. 

Das Ziel der Untersuchung ist die Analyse der wichtigsten natürlichen Reserven in Deutsch-
land.  

Hauptmaterialen der Untersuchung. Umweltschutz ist ein Komplex von Maßnahmen zur 
Erhaltung, rationellen Nutzung und Wiederherstellung natürlicher Ressourcen. Im Rahmen meiner 
Arbeit wurde die Vielfalt der Schutzgebiete in Deutschland und ihre Bedeutung untersucht. Solche 
Gebiete sind Nationalparks, Naturdenkmäler und Sanatorium-und-Spa-Zonen. 

Nationalparks 
Nationalparks in Deutschland sind Landschaften, die der Erhaltung der natürlichen Vielfalt 

seltener Tier- und Pflanzenarten dienen und für die biologische Vielfalt von großer Bedeutung sind. 
Bayerischer Wald. Nationalpark Bayerischer Wald - Deutschlands erster Nationalpark, geöff-

net 7. Oktober 1970 auf dem Gebiet des heutigen Kreises Freyung-Grafenau. Nationalpark hat eine 
einzigartige Fauna erhalten, unter denen gibt es Arten, die vom Aussterben, wie Nörgelei, Luchs, 
Wanderfalken, Wildkatze, Schwarzstorch, Biber, Fischotter oder gemeinsamen Wespenbussard so-
wie andere typische Bewohner des Bayerischen Waldes bedroht sind. 

Berchtesgaden. Der Nationalpark Berchtesgaden ist Deutschlands einziger Hochland-
Nationalpark in den Alpen. Es befindet sich im bayerischen Landkreis Berchtesgaden. Im Park gibt 
es einen Gebirgssee Funtensee (it. Funtensee), in einem Gebiet, das in Deutschland registriert wur-
de, die niedrigste Temperatur im Winter. 

Schleswig-Holstein Watts. Der Schleswig-Holsteinische Watts-Nationalpark ist ein National-
park im schleswig-holsteinischen Watt. Nationalpark erstreckt sich von der deutsch-dänischen 
Grenze im Norden bis zur Mündung der Elbe im Süden. Die nördliche Hälfte des Parks umfasst die 
nordfriesischen Inseln. Dort ist das Wattmeer 40 km breit.  

Denkmäler der Natur. Naturdenkmäler sind einzigartig, unersetzlich, wertvoll in ökologi-
schen, wissenschaftlichen, kulturellen und ästhetischen Beziehungen, natürlichen Komplexen sowie 
Objekten natürlichen und künstlichen Ursprungs. 

Der Olympiapark ist ein Park in München, gebaut nach dem Projekt des Architekturbüros 
Günter Benish zu den Olympischen Sommerspielen 1972 in dieser Stadt. Nach vielen Jahren dient 
der Park immer noch als ein wichtiger Ort für verschiedene kulturelle, soziale und religiöse Veran-
staltungen. 

Der Botanische Garten Berlin ist einer der ältesten und größten Gärten Europas und der Welt. 
Hier,  auf  einem riesigen  Territorium,  gibt  es  grandiose  Gewächshäuser,  die  größten  Sammlungen 
von Orchideen, Kakteen, exotischen Raubfischen, die sich von Insekten ernähren. Nur etwa 22 Tau-
send Arten. Dieser Garten wurde im XIX. Jahrhundert angelegt und war zunächst ein wunderbarer 
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Ort zur Erholung mit künstlichen Seen, Skulpturen, grünen Wiesen, Blumenbeeten und Bänken für 
Besucher.  

Tiergarten. Dieser älteste Park (XVII Jahrhundert) wurde während des Zweiten Weltkriegs 
schwer beschädigt. Dann mussten die Bürger die Parkbäume fällen, um Häuser zu heizen. Doch mit 
der Zeit wurde der Tiergarten restauriert, viele deutsche Städte beteiligten sich an dieser Großaktion 
und schickten Samen, Sprossen und Setzlinge von Bäumen in die Hauptstadt. Heute blüht der Tier-
garten noch. Neben gepflegten Wegen und Wiesen gibt es viele Skulpturen, Denkmäler, Denkmäler 
und kleine Teehäuser.  

Sanatorium und Erholungsgebiete. Resorts-Orte, die natürliche Ressourcen für die Behand-
lung und Erholung haben Bayern, das Land im Süden des Landes, ist ein weiteres sehr erfolgreiches 
Erholungsgebiet. Natürlich gibt es viele alpine Skigebiete, von denen einige das ganze Jahr über 
skaten. Eine weitere lokale Attraktion - die wunderschönen Bergseen und alten Burgen, die sich auf 
den mächtigen Bergen erheben, die mit dunklen Tannen bewachsen sind. Auch in München gibt es 
viele Beerenfelder, wo Touristen Beeren pflücken und dort essen können. 

Seen von Deutschland. Der Chiemsee, der mit Stolz das "Bayerische Meer" genannt wird, 
liegt  80  km  südöstlich  von  München.  Auf  dem  See  befinden  sich  drei  Inseln,  auf  denen  sich  die  
Burg und das Kloster befinden. In Chiemsee können Sie angeln, segeln und andere Wassersportar-
ten betreiben. 

Der Tegernsee erstreckt sich in den Ausläufern der bayerischen Alpen, 50 Kilometer von 
München entfernt. Das Klima am See ist gemäßigt gemütlich und wirkt sich in Kombination mit 
Thermalheilwasser äußerst positiv auf den Körper aus. 

Der Aybsee liegt neben dem bekannten Skigebiet Garmisch-Partenkirchen. Rund um den See 
gibt es viele Wander- und Radwege, darunter die schönsten Ausblicke auf die sagenhafte Land-
schaft der deutschen Alpen. 

Medizinische Einrichtungen. Berühmt für Deutschland und seine Thermalkurorte. Der erste 
Name, der Ihnen in den Sinn kommt, ist natürlich das berühmte Baden-Baden, ein beliebter Ur-
laubsort für unsere berühmten Schriftsteller und andere berühmte Persönlichkeiten des vorletzten 
Jahrhunderts. Die alte Stadt Bad Kissagen, in einer ruhigen und gemütlichen Atmosphäre gelegen, 
bietet eine Möglichkeit zur Behandlung von Erkrankungen des Nervensystems des Stoffwechsels. 
Um die Gesundheit zu verbessern, können Sie die Städte Bad Griesbach, Bad Reichenhall, Bad 
Füssing und viele andere schöne Städte mit dem Bad Add-on besuchen, nach denen Sie ohne Zwei-
fel sowohl physisch als auch moralisch gesund werden. 

Schlussfolgerungen. Daraus lässt sich schließen, dass das Territorium Deutschlands aus einer 
Vielzahl von Naturschutzobjekten besteht, die eine Möglichkeit bieten, die Umwelt vor Zerstörung 
zu schützen. Auch Nationalparks Naturdenkmäler und Spa-Zonen ermöglichen es Ihnen, in den 
Wäldern, Bergen und Seen Deutschlands in der Form zu bleiben, in der sie erstellt wurden. 
 
Quellen 
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WIRTSCHAFTLICHE AUSWIRKUNGEN DER ÖKOLOGISCHEN INVESTITIONEN 
 

Podopryhora A., 31                              e-mail: podoprygora.a@mail.ru 
Muntian S.G., Oberlektorin für Deutsch      e-mail: svitlanamuntian@gmail.com 
Taurische staatliche agrartechnologische Universität 
 
In der vorliegenden Veröffentlichung wird die Bedeutung der ökologischen Investitionen in der Uk-
raine betrachtet. 
 

. 
 
Wie bekannt, tragen die Probleme der ökologischen Sicherheit nicht nur naturwissenschaftli-

chen, sondern auch sozialen und politischen Charakter. Die Relevanz des Themas besteht darin, 
dass es notwendig ist, die Entwicklung der Wirtschaft ökologisch zu orientieren und entsprechende 
Investitionen dafür anzuziehen. Das ist damit verbunden, dass zum Beispiel einer der wichtigsten 
Faktoren des menschlichen Lebens, und nämlich Gesundheit, sehr stark von der chemischen, radio-
aktiven und bakteriologischen Kontamination von Luft, Wasser, Boden, Nahrung, Lärm und so wei-
ter, also von dem Zustand der Umwelt, abhängt. 

Ziel der vorliegenden Veröffentlichung ist wirtschaftliche Auswirkungen von ökologischen 
Investitionen in der Ukraine zu betrachten und die Verknüpfung von Investitionen mit Wirtschafts-
prozessen zu analysieren. 

In der gegenwärtigen Entwicklungsphase sind die Investitionsprozesse in der Ukraine durch 
eine erhebliche Verzögerung, einen starken Rückgang, eine Verschlechterung ihrer technologischen 
und reproduktiven Struktur und die begrenzte Finanzierung aus verschiedenen Quellen gekenn-
zeichnet, was die Reproduktionsprozesse negativ beeinflusst. 

Die Verknüpfung von Investitionen und Wirtschaftsprozessen auf gesamtwirtschaftlicher 
Ebene (staatlich und regional) hat einen bilateralen Charakter. Einerseits vollzieht sich die Bildung 
von Investitionsressourcen in Abhängigkeit von den Indikatoren der wirtschaftlichen Aktivität in 
dem Land und andererseits sichert die Verteilung der Investitionen Veränderungen in der Wirt-
schaftslage sowie in der Entwicklung der ökologischen und sozialen Prozesse. 

Die wirtschaftlichen Auswirkungen von Investitionen umfassen: 
- Förderung der Modernisierung; 
- Erhöhung der Produktionsmengen; 
- Erhöhung des Wettbewerbs auf dem Markt; 
- positive Auswirkungen auf die Zahlungsbilanz; 
- Entwicklung der Investitionsinfrastruktur. 
Im Modernisierungsprozess spielt die Einführung moderner Produktionstechnologien eine 

wichtige Rolle. Die Investoren führen fortschrittliche Technologien ein, die auf dem Weltmarkt 
modern und wettbewerbsfähig sind, was die technologische Entwicklung der Produktion fördert und 
die Qualität der Produkte verbessert. Investoren implementieren in ihren eigenen Interessen eine 
moderne Organisation der Arbeit und neue Methoden des Managements in Unternehmen, die zur 
Steigerung der Produktivität beitragen. 

Der ökologische Effekt wird beobachtet, wenn man in ressourcenschonende Technologien, 
Recycling von Abfallprodukten, Wasser- und Luftreinigung investiert. Umweltinvestitionen zielen 
darauf ab, die Umweltsituation zu verbessern und eine weitere Verschmutzung der Umwelt zu ver-
hindern. 

Neben den wirtschaftlichen und ökologischen Auswirkungen von Investitionen gibt es einen 
sozialen Effekt, der sich in der Verringerung der sozialen Spannungen und der Verringerung der 
Bedrohung der Gesellschaft durch soziale Konflikte manifestiert. Das ist durch folgende Faktoren 
gewährleistet: 
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- Schaffung zusätzlicher Arbeitsplätze und Abbau der Arbeitslosigkeit; 
- Erhöhung des Einkommensniveaus der Bevölkerung, Kaufkraft; 
- Erhöhung des Lebensstandards der Bevölkerung; 
- Erhaltung des Personalpotentials; 
- Erhöhung der Sozialleistungen aufgrund steigender Haushaltseinnahmen auf allen Ebenen. 
Daher spielen Investitionen eine entscheidende Rolle bei der Entwicklung von Wirtschafts-

prozessen und sind einer der Faktoren für wirtschaftliches Wachstum und Wiederherstellung auf der 
staatlichen und regionalen Ebene sowie auf der Ebene einzelner Unternehmen. 

 
Quellen 
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Taurische staatliche agrartechnologische Universität 
 
In der gegebenen Veröffentlichung ist die Zweckmäßigkeit der Gründung eine rneuen Linie von 
Portionsbutterproduktion für die Befriedigung der Bedürfnisse der Militärpersonen in der Ukraine 
betrachtet. 
 

 
. 

 
Heutzutage fehlt in der Ukraine die Versorgung der Militäreinheiten mit Portionsbutter, was 

zu bestimmten Verstößen  gegen vollwertige Verpflegung von Militärpersonen führt. 
Das Problem der Notwendigkeit der angemessenen Ernährung haben solche ausländische 

Wissenschaftler wie M. Hindhad und K. White sowie solche ukrainische Forscher wie M. Pro-
danchuk, V. Koretsky und N. Orlova untersucht. 

Das Ziel der vorliegenden Veröffentlichung liegt in der Bestimmung derZweckmäßigkeit der 
Gründung einer neuen Linie von Portionsbutterproduktion für die Befriedigung der Bedürfnisse der 
Militärpersonen in der Ukraine. 

Seit 2014 herrscht in der Ukraine wie bekannt sehr angespannte sozialpolitische Situation. In 
diesem Zusammenhang hat die Regierung der Ukraine beschlossen, die Zahl von Militärpersonen 
auf 100 Tausend Personen, also bis 250 Tausend Soldaten, zu erhöhen. Diese Anzahl wird benötigt, 
um die Stabilität des Staates im Hinblick auf innere und äußere Sicherheit zu gewährleisten. 

Da der Anstieg der Zahl von ukrainischen Militärpersonen ziemlich schnell verlief, hat das 
Nahrungsmittelversorgungssystem der Militäreinheiten viele Mängel gezeigt, wovon die Ergebnisse 
der Umfrage von Militärpersonen im Rahmen einer Online-Untersuchung zeugen [1]. Die Umfrage 
ergab, dass 53,3% der Befragten systematische Probleme bei der Lebensmittelversorgung in militä-
rischen Formationen festgestellt haben. 

Im System der Versorgung der ukrainischen Militärpersonen mit Butter gibt es keine Kontrol-
le über die Einhaltung der normativen Buttermenge, welche im offiziellen Dokument des Verteidi-
gungsministeriums der Ukraine [2] angegeben ist. Diese Information ist durch die Ergebnisse der 
durchgeführten Umfrage bestätigt: 20% der Befragten geben an, dass die Einhaltung der erforderli-
chen Standards nicht kontrolliert wird, 57% weisen auf regelmäßige Probleme bei der Bereitstel-
lung von Butter hin und nur 23% der Befragten bestätigen die vollständige Einhaltung der relevan-
ten Butternorm [1]. 

Diese Ergebnisse spiegeln die Notwendigkeit von Reformen wider, nämlich die Umsetzung 
der Kontrolle über die Butternorm. Doch unter Verwendung der bestehenden Technologie der Be-
reitstellung der Buttermenge für Militärpersonen ist es unmöglich, dies umzusetzen. 

Um dieses Problem zu lösen, wurde bei der Umfrage auch die Meinung des Militärpersonals 
untersucht, ob die Kontrolle über die Butternorm durch Gebrauch von Portionsbutter umgesetzt 
werden kann. 

Bei der Beantwortung dieser Frage haben sich die Befragten wie folgt verteilt: 57% der be-
fragten Militärpersonen definieren diese Idee als eine Möglichkeit, das Problem zu lösen, und 43% 
sagen, dass die Einführung von Portionsbutter die Situation nicht drastisch verändern kann. Doch in 
Bezug auf die Annehmlichkeit der Verwendung von Portionsbutter stellen 83% der Befragten deren 
Vorteil fest, insbesondere unter extremen Bedingungen. 
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Folglich, basierend auf Marktforschungsdaten, ist die Notwendigkeit der Portionsbutterpro-
duktion für die Befriedigung der Bedürfnisse der Militärpersonen in der Ukraine herausgestellt. Je-
doch für die Bestätigung der ökonomischen Zweckmäßigkeit der Gründung einer absolut neuen Li-
nie von Portionsbutterproduktion ist noch zusätzliche Begründung erforderlich.  

Für Nachweis der Wirtschaftlichkeit des zu betrachtenden Projekts wurde das Unternehmen 
AG "Butterwerk Zhytomyr" als Basis ausgewählt. Bei der Berechnung der Selbstkosten wurde der 
Kauf der Verpackung für das Butterabpacken berücksichtigt. Im Ergebnis der Berechnungen haben 
die Selbstkosten für eine Butterportion (20 Gramm) 2,65 UAH und der Verkaufspreis 3,11 UAH 
betragen. Dabei macht die Rentabilität der Produktion 18,6% aus, was die Zweckmäßigkeit der 
Gründung einer neuen Linie von Portionsbutterproduktion für die Befriedigung der Bedürfnisse der 
Militärpersonen in der Ukraine beweist. 
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.   

 OSPF  IS-IS,  
, , -

. 
 : -

++. 
 G (V, E)   .  

 a  G . 
 

. : 
• n – ; 
• r[i][j] –  i  j. 

. 
• len[i] –  (   

 i).   .  
. 

• used[i] – .    false; 
• k –  a . 
 

: 
1   k  a 
2   len[a] = 0 
3   n-1  
4   k  used[k] = true 
5    
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6   len[i] > len[k] + r[k][i] 
7   len[i] = len[k] + r[k][i] 
8   len[i]   

 k 
 

   C++:   
  //   
  for (int i = 0; i<SIZE; i++)  { 
    a[i][i] = 0; 
    for (int j = i + 1; j<SIZE; j++) { 
      printf("  %d - %d: ", i + 1, j + 1); 
      scanf("%d", &temp); 
      a[i][j] = temp; 
      a[j][i] = temp;    }  } 
  //  
  for (int i = 0; i<SIZE; i++)  { 
    d[i] = 10000;    v[i] = 1; } 
  d[0] = 0;  //  
  do { 
    minindex = 10000; 
    min = 10000; 
    for (int i = 0; i<SIZE; i++) 
    { //  min 
      if ((v[i] == 1) && (d[i]<min))      { //  
        min = d[i]; 
        minindex = i;      }    } 
    // -

 
    if (minindex != 10000)    { 
      for (int i = 0; i<SIZE; i++)      { 
        if (a[minindex][i] > 0)        { 
          temp = min + a[minindex][i]; 
          if (temp < d[i])          { 
            d[i] = temp;          }        }      } 
      v[minindex] = 0;    } 
  } while (minindex < 10000);  //  
  while (end > 0) //   { 
    for(int i=0; i<SIZE; i++) //  
      if (a[end][i] != 0)   //       { 
        int temp = weight - a[end][i]; //    
        if (temp == d[i]) //  
        {                 //  
          weight = temp; //  
          end = i;       //  
          ver[k] = i + 1; //  
          k++; 
        } 
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 188,7 ;  R2=0,317,  31,7%  
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y = 519,4x + 7370,6

y = 133,86x + 2612,5

y = -188,7x + 12215
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 3 –  

-
 – 4,8%;  – 5,6%;  – 20,3%. -

 –  17,6%;  – 15%;  – 
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